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ABSTRACT
A human Haelll/AIuI DNA library in lambda bacteriophage 
Charon 4A, was screened for single-copy human DNA 
sequences. Twenty-three out of 85 potential human DNA 
sequences actually contained human DNA inserts, the 
remainder contained only Charon 4A sequences. These clones 
were used to screen seven random individuals for restriction 
fragment length polymorphisms (RFLPS) using fourteen 
different restriction enzymes.
Eight base pair substitution-type RFLPs and one 
rearrangement-type RFLP, involving 500 bp of DNA, were 
detected. Four of these RFLPs were found with the 
restriction enzyme Taal and three with M s p I . which both have 
CpG dinucleotides in their recognition sequences. The other 
RFLP was detected with Avai l . The Jh-allelic DNA 
rearrangement-type RFLP can be detected by many restriction 
enzymes. Each of two d o n n a  lotected RFLPs with two 
restriction enzymes and another clone was found to a detect 
three allele RFLP in the Caucasoid population. The PIC 
values obtained using these probes ranged between 0,20 and 
0,43 in the different population groups studied.
These RFLP-detecting DNA sequences have been provisionally 
assigned to chromosomes 1, 2, 4, 6, 7 and 8 using a panel of 
somatic cell hybrid lines. Three of the RFLP-detecting 
sequences have been subcloned into plasmid vectors.
iii.
The frequencies of the alieies at each of the RFLP loci have 
been determined in the Caucasoid, Negroid and San population 
groups of southern Africa. One RFLP was found to be 
monomorphic in the Negroid and San populations. The 
frequencies of the rarer allele of all the other RFLPs was 
at least one percent in all the populations studied. A 
genetic distance analysis using the allele frequencies of 
the RFLPs in the different population groups studied showed 
the Caucasoid population to be separate from the Negroid and 
San populations which showed a closer relationship.
Six of the nine RFLPs have already been tested on some of 
the families from the Ce;,tre for the study of Human 
Polymorphism (C.E.P.H.) collaboration study. Two probes 
isolated in this study have been found to both map to 
chromosome one and to be linked (LOD score of 6,2, e = 0,0) 
and no recombinants have yet been observed.
The RFLPs detected in this s^udy contribute to a much larger 
effort to map the human genome and in addition, they will 
contribute to our understanding of the origins and 
relationships of the diverse populations of southern Africa.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
CHAPTER ONE INTRODUCTION
The unravelling of the human genome represents a challenge 
not only because, it is so vast, but Decause it also 
organizes all the information coding for life, along the 
sequence of the DNA double helix.
Since it has become possible to study the human genome 
directly, using recombinant DNA technology, knowledge about 
the organization of the genome has rapidly increased. The 
number of functional DNA sequences is as yet unknown but it 
appears as though the entire genome is not required for 
normal function. The construction of a genetic linkage map 
for each chromosome, with a specific set of evenly spaced 
polymorphic markers, will allow for the eventual fine 
mapping of the human genome. This study represents a 
contribution to the effort of finding some of these 
m arkers.
1.1 THE HUMAN GENOME
1.1.1 The Structure of the Human Genome
The human haploid genome has been estimated, on the basis o 
recombination fractions in males and females, to be 
contained within 33,3 Morgans of DNA (Renwick, 1971). The 
number of functional genes in the genome, based on an 
average gene length of 1 000 nucleotides and the amount of
2 .
DMA present, has been estimated to be about 50 Ouu (O'Brien, 
1973; Bisnop, 1974). These genes code for the basic 
amino-acid sequences of the polypeptide chains of proteins. 
From estimate-, of the number of genes in the genome, it has 
b en concluded that more than 90% of the genome may be 
composed of non-functional, non-informational or "junk" DMA 
(Ohta and Kimura, 1971; O'Brien, 1973' Orgel and Crick, 
1980).
Repeated DNA sequences have been found dispersed throughout 
eukaryotic genomes (Britten and Kohne, 1968). About 30% of 
the human genome consists of highly or mid-repetitive 
sequences and the rest contains single-copy regions, in 
which the sequences coding for functional genes are found 
(Schmid and Deininger, 1975). Highly repetitive regions in 
the human genome have been classified into long and 
short interspersed sequences known as LINES and SINES 
(Jelinek et a l ., 1980; Singer, 1982; Schmid and Jelinek, 
1982; Shafit-Zaqardo et a l .. 1982).
In the new recently-proposed terminology, LINES are called 
LIHs, where LI stands for the first long interspersed repeat 
and Hs for Homo saniens. the species in which it was first 
isolated. LIHs were first isolated from human DNA and were 
known as the Konl family of repeats. They were found to be 
present in 15% of the plaques during screening of human 
genomic libraries (Shafit-Zagardo et a l ., 1982). These 
repeat sequences varied in size between 1,2 and 1,9 kb and 
the sequences were resistant to digestion with the enzyme 
Konl . The 3' end of the sequences are homologous to other 
repeat sequences. One Konl member was shown to hybridize to
RNA extracted from a human and a monkey cell line, thus 
suggesting tb t some of these sequences could be transcribed 
(Lerman ct a l . . ,1983). A new LINE sequence, L2Hs, which 
shows no cross-hybridization to the LIHs family, has been 
found. It is of recent evolutionary development and is only 
found in gorilla and humans (Musich and Dykes, 1966).
The repeat sequence known as Aiu is a member of the SINE 
repeat family and is found to be highly repeated in human 
and non-human primate DMA. Based on renaturation studies, 
it has been estimated that there are between 300 000 and 
500 000 copies per human haploid genome, thus accounting fct 
3 to 5% of the genome. The average sequence is about 
300 bp long and consists of an internal imperfect 
duplication of a shorter sequence (Schmid and Jelinek,
1982). If these sequences were randomly distributed, thay 
would be present once in every 2 200 bp in the genome, but 
the distances between Alu sequences have been shown to be 
variable. In the 50 kb of DNA containing tne 0-globin-like 
gene cluster, only eight Alu sequences have been found and 
five have been found within a 26 kb region containing the 
human ot-like glob In gene cluster (Fritsch et a l .. 1980) .
The human insulin gene locus is flanked by two Alu 
sequences, which are separated by 21 kb (Bell et a l .,
1980). Ninety-four percent of the clones of a human genomic 
library were found to be positive for sequences
(Crampton at a l ., 1981; Schmid and Jelinek, 1382). 
Approximately 60% of these sequences can be cleaved at a 
common "site using the restriction enzyme Alul (Houck et. a l . ■ 
1979; Schmid and Jelinek, 1982).
-4 .
Other repetitive DNA families have been isolated and 
characterized from the h.man genome including alphoid 
sequences (Willard. 1984 ), a Sau3A family of repeats 
(Kiyama et * 1.. 1986) and four types of satellite DNA 
(Gosden et a l ■, 1975? Mitchell et a l ., 1979; Frommer et a l ., 
1982) .
Some of the mid-repetitive sequences found in the human 
genome have been shown to have a coding function. Examples 
include the genes coding for the 45S precursor of the 18S 
and 28S ribosomal RNA (rPNA), which have a structural 
function in the assembly of the ribosome; they are repeated 
to the extent of 150-300 copies per haploid genome (Jeanteur 
and Attardi, 1969; Wellauer and Dawid, 1979). The genes 
coding for 5S rDNA and transfer RNA (tRNA) nave also been 
found to be repeated in the human genome (Hatlen and 
Attardi, 1971). The human histone genes coding for the H2A, 
H2B, H3 and H4 proteins are each repeated 30 to 40 times 
(Wilson and Kelli, 1977).
Single-copy regions of the human genome contain the unique 
coding sequences for the polypeptide chains of proteins and 
there are also other sequences presently of unknown 
function. These single-copy regions: are interspersed with 
repetitive sequences (Schmid and Deininger, 1975; Strayer et_ 
il., 1983).
5 .
Methylation of sequences in the human genome
DNA sequences have been shown not to be equally mutable and 
those that are highly mutable are termed "hotspots'* (Benzer, 
1961). Hotspots have been found in the I.acZ gene of 
Escherichia coll <E .coll) and have been shown to be due to a 
spontaneous base pair substitution, occurring frequently at 
5-methylcytosine residues (Cou1ondre et a l ■, 1978). These 
hotspots disappeared if the cytosine (C) residues were not 
methylated. It was proposed that the spontaneous 
deamination of the 5-methylcytosine resulted in the 
formation of thymine (T) which then would not be excised by 
the repair enzyme (Coulondre et a l .. 1978; Duncan and 
Miller, 1980). Methylation at CpG sequences has also been 
reported in the human genome (Van der Ploeg and Flavell, 
1980; Cooper, 1983). A relative deficiency of CpG sequences 
has been found in mammals i.. addition to a heavily 
methylated genome thus supporting the suggestion that 
5-methylcytosine tends to mutate abnormally frequently to 
thymine (Bird, 1980). In eukaryotic genomes repetitive 
sequences also tend to be hypermethylated (Ehrlich et a l..
1982).
1.1.2 Human Variation
Inherited variation in the human genome has been studied f;r 
two main reasons. Firstly, because of its relevance to 
inherited disorders, where changes in genes cause
*6.
alterations in the protein products and result in phenotypic 
defects. Secondly, to increase the understanding of normal 
variation ana the role that it plays in evolution.
Variation at the DNA level that results in a protein or 
enzyme product which is structurally or functionally 
impaired could lead to an inherited disorder. The 
seriousness of the disorder will depend on the effects of 
the mutant allele in the heterozygous or homozygous form.
DNA changes which give rise to inherited diseases can 
therefore be regarded as extreme examples of the allelic 
variation which is ubiquitous throughout the human 
population (Harris, 1980).
A genetic polymorphism was defined by Ford, 1940 (cited in 
Harris 1980) as "the occurrence together in the same 
locality of two or more discontinuous forms of a species in 
such proportions that the rarest of them cannot be 
maintained merely by recurrent mutation". The term 
polymorphism was further defined by Bodmer and 
Cavalli-Sforza (1976) as "the occurrence of two or more 
alleles at a particular locus where the rarer allele is 
present at a frequency of at least one percent".
Polymorphism is, therefore, a term reserved for those loci 
which have alleles at significant frequencies in that 
population Alleles present at a frequency of less than one 
percent are termed variants (Meisler, 1983).
How a mutation is maintained and reaches polymorphic 
frequencies has been the subject of discussion by two main 
opposing schools of thought represented by the selectionists 
and the neutralists.
The " new mutation, random genetic drift " hypothesis of 
Kimura (Kimura, 1968a, 1968b; Kimura and Ohta, 1971; Crow, 
1973) proposes that variation is present in the population 
due to random genetic drift or chance. Sampling processes 
will determine which of the gametes, produced by an 
individual of one generation, will give rise to new 
individuals in the next. If this mutation is not 
deleterious, it has a chance of being passed onto half of 
the individuals in the next generation and its chances of 
persisting decrease with each new generation. The chances 
of a new mutation surviving were discussed by Fisher over 50 
years ago :
" In a reasonably large population, where each pair of 
parents is replaced on average by two children who 
survive to have children, the probability that a new 
mutant will still be present after, say, 15 generations 
is only about 1 in 9." (Fisher, 1Q30 cited in Harris, 
1980, p380).
The chances of a new mutation surviving are greater if a 
population is expanding than if it is declining. At any one 
tim# the number of neutral alleles in a population will
represent a balance between the generation of new alleles by 
mutation and the elimination of others by random genetic 
drift.
The selectionists argue that natural selection gives rise to 
genetic diversity. Selection will act against those alleles 
which decrease the biological fitness and in favour of those 
which increase fitness, where fitness is a measure of the 
relative contribution which individuals of different 
genotypes make to the next generation. Selection could, of
course, have acted in the past but may no longer be 
operating in the present environment and since the allele 
frequency changes are slow, over many generations, the 
polymorphism still persists (Fisher, 1930; Haldane, 1962;
■»nd Wright, 1966) .
Linkage disequilibrium may also be responsible for the 
existence of genetic polymorphisms. When certain alleles at 
two closely linked loci occur together more often than would 
be expected by chance, i.e. they are in linkage 
disequilibrium, one of the alleles could be maintained as a
result of selection operating on the nearby gene. This 
effect is known as "hitch-hiking" (Thompson, 1977; Bodmer 
and Thompson,1977). The Hpal site 3' to the human g-qlobi? 
gene is associated with the sickle cell mutation in some 
popuJ ations and occurs at a higher frequency in that 
population du# to linkage disequilibrium and selection for 
the mickle cell gene in a hyperendemic malaria area (Kan arj 
Dozy, 1978a). It appears as though most DMA sequence
polymorphisms are neutral and are present in the populations 
at frequencies which have been reached due to random genetic 
drift (Coopmr #t a l ., 1985).
1.2.2.1 Protein Polymorphism
The first examples of polymorphism to foe found in man 
included the ABO blood group system discovered by 
Landsteiner at the beginning of this century, and red-green 
colourblindness found in certain male individuals who were 
not able to distinguish between certain colours (Kalmus, 
1965). The phanylthiourea taste polymorphism was 
discovered when certain individuals were found to be unable 
to taste the extreme bitterness of the substance 
phenylthiourea (Fox et a l ., 1932 ; Harris and Kalmus,
1349) . The glucose-6-phosphate-dehydrogenase polymorphism 
in Negroids was recognized because certain individuals 
developed a haemolytic anaemia when primaquine was used as 
an anti-malarial drug (Hockwald et a l ■, 1952). This was 
later shown to be due to a deficiency of this X-linked 
enzy$;:y (Carson et a l . , 1956) .
When techniques such as starch gel electrophoresis were 
developed, it becams possible to identify polymorphisms in 
proteins and a host of enzymes. A polymorphism in human 
haptoglobin was one of the first to be recognized by starch 
gel electrophoresis, when serum from different individuals 
wws shown to hav# distinct characteristic patterns 
(Smithies, 1955). Further technical alterations, including 
the addition of denaturing or reducing agents to the gel
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matrix allowed for greater efficiency in the separation of 
polypeptide chains of proteins. In this way subtypes of 
haptoglobin, were demonstrated and three common alleles were 
identified (ronnell et a l ., 1962; Smithies , 19 62).
In the 1960s, these findings led to the independent studies, 
by Harris and Hopkinson in humans and by Lewontin and Hubby 
in Drosophila pseudonbscura. which demonstrated that
variation was a common normal phenomenon. The> used 
electrophoretic techniques which were expected to detect: 
only that variation which led to a change in the charge of a 
protein. Both groups showed that enzyme polymorphism was 
ubiquitous in naturally occurring populations (Harris, 19 6 6; 
Harris and Hopkinson, 197 2 ; Lewontin and Hubby, 1966). By 
1977, 104 different human enzyme loci had been screened frr 
electrophoretic variation and 33 of these loci showed 
variation in at least one of the major population groups 
(Caucasoid, Negroids, Asiatic Indians and Oriental 3) . Some 
of the electrophoretic polymorphisms were limited 
specifically to one population group (Hopkinson et a l .,
1976).
Proteins of blood plasma were also screened for variation 
using electrophoresis. Haptoglobin could be identified by 
its property of binding to hemoglobin (Smithies, 1956) and 
transferrin by its binding to iron (Smithies and Hi I lor, 
1959). Further protein polymorphisms were identified with 
the development of isoelectric focusing in which a protein 
migrates to a position in a pH gradient gel corresponding to 
its isoelectric point (Svensson, 1962). A two-dimensional 
electrophoretic technique allows for the identification ot
**■
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tissue protein polymorphisms. In the first dimension 
denatured proteins are separated using isoelectric focusing 
and the second dimension separates proteins according to 
their molecular weight by electrophoresis in SDS (O' Farrell,
1975).
The ABO blood group polymorphism was the first to be 
identified using immunological techniques and naturally 
occurring antibodies (Landsteiner, 1901). Today, an 
extensive series of ancisera against other red cell surface 
antigens has been described (Race and Sanger, 1975). 
Variation has been found on the surface of almost all 
nucleated cells due to the presence of cell surface antigens 
which are encoded by the Major Histocompatibility locus 
(HLA). Four loci (A, B, C and DR) have been defined by the 
use of carefully absorbed antisera in cytotoxicity tests on 
peripheral blood lymphocytes (A, B and C) and B lymphocytes 
(DR). These antigenic differences are due to variation at 
four closely linked loci, on chromosome 6, each having a 
large number of alleles (reviewed by Amos and Kostyu, 1980).
Results of protein polymorphisms were used to estimate that 
any individual was likely to be heterozygous at about 6% of 
his loci (Harris and Hopkinson, 1972). This was an 
underestimate since only those changes in the coding 
regions, which altered the electrophoretic mobility of the 
enzyme, were detected. Neel (1984) considered the impact of 
a number of recent studies on protein variation on the index 
of heterozygosity using techniques of isoelectric focusing, 
thermostability studies, and ID and 2D polyacrylamide 
electrophoretic techniques. Studies on enzymes had allowed
zfor the mubtyping of mlectromorphs and reauLCed in a higher 
estimation of heterozygosity. The heterozygosity estimate 
from enzymes studies was calculated to be 17-18% , using 
data nr, electrophoretic variants, thei.-nostability vari-nts, 
and an estimate of non-charge change amino acid 
substitutions, which were not detected by electrophoresis or 
thermos tab ill'./ studies. The new estimate of heterozygosity 
from studies on soluble proteins using ID electrophoresis 
and 2D polyacrylamide electrophoretic techniques was 
calculated to be 9%. Therefore, the overall estimate of 
heterozygosity using the new data from soluble proteins and 
enzymes *ras 12-131 (Neel, 1984) .
1.1.2.2 DMA Polymorphism
protein polymorphisms reflect a change in the DNA sequence 
joding for specific polypeptide ci.ains. The development of 
recombinant DNA technology has allowed for the direct 
analysis of variation at the DNA level. DNA sequence 
polymorphisms were detected using restriction enzymes and a 
cloned DNA sequence a# a probe. This type ol variation has 
been termed a restriction fragment length polymorphism 
(RFLP) and will he addressed in section (1.2).
DNA sequence polymorphisms are mostly due to nucleotide 
substitutions which cculd be now be detect &d around (yanes. 
as well as within genes. These sequence chanjes would not 
have previously been detected at the protein level unless an 
altered product haa been produced due to a mutation which 
had disrupted the normal splicing out of the ntmrvenlng
sequences or sequences 5' and 3' to the coding regions which 
ars important for normal transcriptional and translational 
processing of the mRNA.
Human heterozygosity has further been estimated by studying 
DNA sequence variation. DNA heterozygosity was initially 
estimated from data on the /3-globin gene cluster region, 
where 1 variable site per 100 nucleotides was found to exist 
(Jeffreys, 1979). This estimate was revised to 1 in 200 
nucleotides using population genetics theory (Evens et a l ., 
1981) and further data on the f-globin cluster region 
changed the estimate to l in 500 bp (Kazazian et a l .,
1983). The incidence of RFLPs near the human albumin gene 
suggested that 1 in 95 bp varied (Murray et a l .. 1983).
All the available data on DNa sequence variation, detected 
using cloned coding and non-coding regions, were used to 
calculate human heterozygosity based on the formula 
developed by Nei (1975). The formula was base.! on the total 
number of base pairs screened and the polymorphic sites 
identified (Cooper and Schmidtke, 1984). The heterozygosity 
rate of the human genome was estimated to be 0,00376 for the 
autosomes and 0,00115 for the human X chromosome. Schmidtke 
and Cooper (1984) criticized estimates of heterozygosity 
which were derived from the /3-globin study of Jeflreys 
(3979) because they were based on a single region containing 
several coding sequences, and recalculated the results at 
the albumin locus to he 0,0025, rather than 0,011 as 
calculated', by Murray et al ■ . (1933).
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Random single-copy probes provided the first unbiased 
estimates of DNA heterozygosity since the coding potential 
of the DNA sequences within these clones was unknown. The 
average heterozygosity was calculated to be 0,0U3. Therefore 
estimates derived from the £-globin locus (Jeffreys, 1979) 
appear to be representative of the rest of the genome 
(Cooper et a l .. 1985). Data on the X-chromosome (Murray et 
a l . , 1982; Bakkar et a l .. 1983; Aldridge et a l .. 1984) 
indicated that heterozygosity of this chromosome was not 
significantly different from the rest of the genome (Cooper 
et a l .. 1985). Ohno's law (1967) has predicted the 
conservation of the X chromosome because the localization of 
identical coding sequences on the X chromosome is conserved 
between species. Heterozygosity of the X chromosomal 
sequences were therefore expected to reflect the same 
constraint in non-coding regions (reviewed by Cooper et a l .,
1985).
Highly polymorphic regions have been found near the human 
insulin gene, the a-globin gene cluster and the heavy chain 
of the immunoglobulin complex. Because not many such 
regions have been found, it was suggested that a non-uniform 
distribution of variation over the human genome existed 
(Bell et a l ., 1981; Higgs et a l .. 1981; Mignone et a l ..
1983). Results from base pair substitution type RFLPs have 
also indicated this non-uniform distribution and clustering 
in the non-coding introns or intergenic regions. The RrLPs 
observed within the human /3-like globin gene loci were 
within introns and flanking regions of the genes (Jeffreys 
1979; Poncz 1983), and only 1 out of the 12 RFLPs
detected was found within an exon (Kazazian et a l .. 1983).
Forty-three polymorphisms were observed in 11 cloned alcohol 
dehydrogenase genes, 2,1 kb in length, which were isolated 
from five populations of Drosophila and only I amino acid 
substitution was observed (Kreitman, 1983).
From the above studies it has been concluded that most 
polymorphic variation occurred outside the coding regions of 
the DNA, at a frequency of about 1 in every 200 to 300 bp. 
When the results of DNA sequence variation studies were 
compared with previous estimates from protein data, DNA 
heterozygosity was found to be between 6 and 10 times 
higher. The uneven distribution pattern of RFLPs throughout 
the human genome reflects the sites of mutational processes 
and the action of selection. If mutations are more or less 
randomly distributed along the DNA, the distribution of 
RFLPs outside of the coding regions, may reflect the action 
of selection (Neel, 1984). These findings agreed with tne 
predictions of the neutral theory of molecular evolution of 
Kimura (1983, p2 J8) where it was. predicted that the human 
genome should contain 1,4 X 107 heterozygous nucleotides due 
to neutral mutation- , (cited in Cooper et a l .. 1985).
Heterozygosity of the human genome is useful for the study 
of genetic variability in mutation rates, natural selection 
and genetic drift. It is important for genomic mapping and 
is presently being used in constructing a linkage map. 
Variation is exploit dd in the preclini tal and prenatal 
diagnosis of human genetic disorders, the detection of 
carriers of genetic disease, and is also useful in 
medico-legal work, particularly for disputed paternity
investigations. The applications of DNA variation between 
normal individuals will be discussed in section 1.3.
1.1.3 The Isolation of Human DNA sequences
The isolation and analysis of coding and non-coding regions 
of human DNA sequences was the result of major technical 
advances followed by a number of important discoveries.
Restriction endonucleases which could cleave DNA at specific 
recognition sites were discovered and became important tools 
to divide up the human genome into unique fragments (Smith 
and Wilcox, 1970) . The first recombinant Dt.A hybrid 
moiecules were constructed between eukaryotic fDrosophila 
melanaaster) and bacteriophage DNA (Thomas, Cameron and 
Davies, 1974). The construction of recombinant DNA 
molecules requires a number of essential steps for the 
insertion of DNA fragments from any source into a viral or 
plasmid replicon. These steps include the specific cleavage 
of both donor and recipient DNA. the covalent rejoining cf 
the two molecules, the transfer .ation or infection of the 
post bacterial strain and the recovery of the recombinant 
DNA by selection systems (Rodriguez et a l .. 1977,.
By 1977 suitable plasmid and bacteriophage vectors had been
constructed. Plasmids are small circular DNA molecules 
which are found independently replicating in certain 
bacterial strains. They often contain genes which confer 
resistance to certain antibiotics and hence their host 
bacteria have an advantage in certain environments
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(Rodriguez et a l ., 1977). The Charon series of
bacteriophage Lambda were also suitable vectors because the 
two internal EcoRI DNA fragments could be removed and 
replaced with eukaryotic DNA, without the loss of the 
ability to grow lytically. DNA fragments ranging in size 
from 7 to 20 kb can be inserted into these vectors 
(Blattner gjLAl-, 1977). In vitrg packaging of recombinant 
phage DNA into phage protein heads, which is an essential 
step for their recovery, was developed by Hohn and Murray 
(1977) .
In order to identify and isolate a gene or region of DNA of 
interest, a number of strategies were needed. Firstly, two 
screening methods were developed, one is used to screen 
bacterial colonies : the presence of hybrid plasmids and
the other is used to screen bacteriophage plaques for 
foreign DNA inserts (Grunstein and Hogness, 1975; Cami and 
Kourilsky, 1978 ? Benton and Davies, 1977).
Secondly, the DNA sequence which is to be used ar a probe 
needs to be labelled. Nucleic acid hybridization is a very 
powerful technique used to detect and quantitate specific 
DNA and RNA sequences. One of the DNA strands in the 
reaction can be labelled, usually with an isotope. The 
ability of E.coli DNA polymerase I to catalyze a nick 
translation roaction warn recognized by Kelly et a i .. (1970)
and a procedure to radiolabel DNA sequences '-as refined by 
Rigby a l . , (1977).
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These developments increased the speed of screening large 
numbers of bacterial colonies or plaques. The potential of 
this technique in the isolation of unique human genes rather 
than the physical purification of the gene from m R N A , was 
realized (Benton and Davies, 1977).
The Southern Transfer technique was developed to analyze 
specific DNA fragments generated by restriction enzymes and 
separated by electrophoresis in agarose gels. A technique 
to transfer the DNA directly from an agarose gel to a solid 
support (nitrocellulose) was developed by Southern (1975). 
These filters could then be hybridized to radiolabelled DNA 
sequences. After autoradiography the sequence of interest 
is revealed as a series of dark bands on an X-ray plate.
This method is still widely applied in the field of human 
genetics.
Human genomic and cDNA libraries
The above technology led to the construction of human 
complimentary DNA (cDNA) and genomic libraries which allowed 
for the isolation of many human genes and other single-copy 
DNA sequences.
In the construction of eukaryotic cDNA libraries, messenger 
RNA (mRNA) was isolated from a cell, transcribed into 
complimentary DNA (cDNA) uming the enzyme reverse 
transcriptase and cloned inuo suitable plasmid vectors 
(Higuchi et a l . , 1976). A cDNA library was, therefore, a 
representation of the DNA sequences which are expressed in 
the cell type from which the RNA was first isolated. The
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first human cDNA clone to be isolated was human chorionic 
somatomammotropin from a c W A  library constructed from 
placental RNA (Shine et a l ., 1977).
A human genomic DNA library was prepared from a foetal liver 
(Lawn et a l ., 1978). The DNA was partially digested using 
restriction endonucleases, such that any sequence would then 
be completely represented in the library, and cloned into 
bacteriophage Charon 4A. Many other human DNA libraries 
have since been constructed (Blattner et a l .. 1978; 
Williamson et a l ., 1981).
The isolation of cDNA and genomic clones for the mouse 
/3-globin genes led to the discovery that eukaryotic genes 
were not contiguous but interrupted by stretches of DNA 
called introns or intervening sequences (Tilghmar. et a l •. 
1978). Intervening sequences were then shown to be present 
in the mouse immunoglobulin and human ,3-globin genes 
(Tonegawa et a l ., 1978; Lawn et a l .. 1978) .
1.2 RESTRICTION FRAGMENT LENGTH POLYMORPHISMS
1.2.1 Discovery
A restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) represents 
DNA mequanc# variation detected by using a restrict on 
enzyme, wnmre loss or gain of a restriction site leads to an 
alteration in the length of the DNA fragment generated. The 
rarer variant must have attained a frequency of at least one 
percent.
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There are three classes of restriction enzymes ith cype II 
being the most useful in molecular biology. Restriction 
fragment length differences were first recognized after the 
discovery and isolation of type II restriction endonucleases 
(Smith and Wilcox, 1970). The first type II, site-specific 
endonuclease was purified from Haemophilus influenzae and 
was shown to degrade phage T7 DMA into 40 unique fragments.
The specific recognition site of the enzyme was found to be
5-6 bp long (Smith and Wilcox, 1970; Kelly and Smith,
1970). More than 300 type II enzymes are now known
(reviewed by Kessler, Neumaier and Wolfe, 1985).
RFLPs were first used as a tool for genetic analysis to map 
the temperature sensitive mutati'-v of Adenoviruses.
Specific restriction fragments carrying the mutation were 
identified and the Dh_ sical and genetic maps of the 
mutations were deduced (Grodzicker et a l .. 1974). The 
maternal inheritance of mitochondrial DMA in mammals waj 
demonstrated using RFLPs. A distinct pattern of 
mitochondrial restriction fragments was observed in the 
mitochondrial DNA of a mule. This pattern corresponded to 
the restriction fragment# of the maternal and not tr.^  
paternal mitochondria (Hutchison III et a l ., 1974). The 
first human restriction fragment length differences between 
individuals were also discovered in mitochondrial DNA 
(Potter et a l ., 1975).
Genomic RFLPs were detected After the cloning and isolation 
of specific human genes. A PstI restriction difference 
Letwern th-. two d-^-globin gene clones indicatud that tht? 
foetus, from whom the ^NA library was constructed, v.is a
**' '
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h#t#rozygot# for thia Eltl site in the intervening sequence
of the 6-globin gene. This PstI difference was confirmed by 
a Southern blot analysis of the foetal liver DNA (Lawn at 
a l ., 1978) and was later shown to be present in one other 
individual and his mother which indicated that it was stably 
inherit*^ (Jeffreys, 1979) . This variation has not been 
found in a significant frequency and hence has been termed a 
variant.
The first human genomic RFLP was found due to variation in 
some Negroid individuals, at a site 3' to the 0-globin gene 
and it was detected with the restriction enzyme H pal (Kan 
and Dozy, 1978a). In Caucasoids, the 0-globin gene was 
found on a 7,6 kb Hpal fragment but fragment length 
variation was found to be 7,6, 7,0 or 13,0 kb, in American 
Negroids and Asians (Kan and Dozy, 1978a). The 13,0 kb 
fragment was shown to be associated with the sickle gene in 
some Negroid populations. This polymorphism made possible 
the first prenatal diagnosis of a foetus at risk for Sickle 
Cell Anaemia, using recombinant DNA technology (Kan and 
rszy, 1978b).
1.2.2 Types of RFLPs found in the genome
Different type# of DNA mequence change# can result in RFLP*.
Base pair substitution
Mutations lead to base pair changes in the genome, which 
alter the restriction enzyme-recognition sequences. These 
mutations are either transitions or transversions where a 
transition is the mutation of a purine to a purine or a 
pyrimidine to a pyrimidine and a transversion is the change 
from a pu*ine to pyrimidine or a pyrimidine to a purine.
The restriction fragment length generated is then increased 
or decreased, depending on whether a recognition site was 
c-ented or lost by the mutation (Figure 1.1a). Base pair 
substitutions are usually only recognized by one restriction
DNA rearrangements
DNA rearrangements alter the sequence of the bases along a 
region of DNA, thereoy altering the positions of the 
recognition sites of a number of restriction enzymes. 
Rearrangements can occur due to deletions or insertions or 
even inversions of various DNA sequences.
Deletions / Dupiication# / Insertions
The duplication or insertion of a DNA sequence will lead to 
a constant incraam# in the DNA fragment lengths generated by 
any enzyme# which cut the DNA 5' and 3' to the 
rearrangement. Deletions will follow the same pattern 
exempt that the differences in the fragment lengths 
generated will be reduced. This fragment length variation 
will be equal to the number of bases added or deleted as
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Figure 1.1. a) Schematic cl iciqram ol ba:u> pair 
subst i tut ion-type RFLP where - H Q -  indicates the roqion 
cloned and the (*) indjcntms Ihc polymorphic nita. The 
human DMA fragments generated arn nhown b$^]ow the diagram.
M  Schom<itic diagram ok DMA rc.iri^ngrmont.-typL' RFLP whore 
- ■ I -  indicates the region which is r e a  rranqed. The human 
fragment;; generated arw bnlow when two enzymes (H
c«nd E) are usud. ^ ( + ) Lndic.ito:; th.it thi: rngion is present 
and (-) indicntno that thn rrgion i:; ,ib.;^nt o n  thr 
chiomouomc, grnnr.itinq DMA fr.)gm<'nt^ whi(h show a con.%int 
U n c rn a s c  in  f ra q m i'n t  I r n q M i.
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illustrated in Figure 1.1b. If an enzyme has n recognition 
site within the inserted or deleted region, the DMA 
fragments generated will behave us base pair 
substitution-type RFLPs, where a site has been created 
within a larger fragment generating two smaller fragments.
Hypervariable i ons
This type of DMA rearrangement is due to the presence of a 
small sequence of r'* which is tandem.] y repeated along a 
length of DNA, Ti. , fragment length will vary according 
to the number of times this sequence is repeated. This type 
of RFLP was found 5' to the human insulin gene. A 14 bp 
consensus sequence was tandemly repeated and many alleges, 
of different sizes, can be defined at this locus (Bell 
&!., 1981; Bell #t a l .. 1982). These alleles have oeen 
classified into three classes (Figure 1.2) (Bell
1984) . This type of polymorphic region h-ts been found 
elsewhere in the human geno a such as 3' tu the a - g l o b m  
gene and will be discussed iater (Higgs et a l .. 1981).
The majority of DNA saquence polymorphisms that have been 
reported were ^ue to single nucleotide ch.nges, wnich 
altered the recognition site of a restriction *nzyme 
(Skolnick et a l .. 1984). Those DNA rearrangements however, 
which involved small regions of DNA would only have been 
detected if a restriction site was present within the 
rearranged region and these would have been grouped together 
with th base pair substitution-type RFLPs.
phms 310 insert
HYPERVARIABLE I 
i REGION 1 fTT7T~—^ -----Zkr— EEZ™ZZZ
INSULIN GENE \
| Pvu it restriction sites 
0  non-translated regions 
g  coding regions
Fiq»rc 1.2. The hyporvariablc ror;i%m %' to the human 
insulin gone showing throo alleles generated hy
difiercnt copy numbers of the cnn:it:nsus nequrnca. wlion
hybridized to the probe pHIMSjl'.. (AJiptcd from nell rt a l . . 
10R4)
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The first arbitrary RFLP -pAWloi
Most RFLPs were initially detected using cloned sequences of 
DNA which represented genes. The first arbitrary RFLP was 
detected using a 16 kb single-copy DNA sequence (pAWlOl) and 
more than eight, alleles were defined.
This region war; proposed to be highly polymorphic and a 
number of enzymes could be used to reveal differences in 
fragment sizes. The fragment length variation was 
demonstrated to be Inherited in a co-dominant Mendelian 
fashion in a three generation family (Wyman and White,
1980).
This region was localized to chromosome 14q21-ter, by using 
somatic cell hybrids and in situ hybridization techniques 
(DeMartlnvill* at a l ., 1982; Donlon @t I., 1083) and it was 
renamed D14S1 since it was the first single-copy ONA region 
to be assigned to chromosome 14 (Human Gene Mapping 
Workshop, 1983j . It is interesting that D14S1 has been 
localized proximally to the human immunoglobulin heavy chain 
genes, which are another highly variable region in T h e  human 
genome (Balazs et a l .. 1982; Mignone et a l ., 1983).
The region causing the polymorohism was Later found to 
outside of the sequence which was initially cloned. The 
flanking sequences had resisted cloning and this led to the 
discovery that certain sequences, containing inverted 
repeats, are not stable in Kfr&t hosts. Tt .as only 
possible to isolate this sequence when a recD cr ho:;t
strain w-L use: (: ' u n  and Stan:, 198 j; Wyman e&jil.,
**■
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1984). The D14S1 region was shown to consist of a 60 mer 
repeat sequence, which also contained inverted repeats. 
Differences in the copy number of this sequence are 
responsible for the polymorphic variation reported at this 
locus (Wyman et a l ., 1985). Furthermore, these results 
indicated that the human genomic libraries prepared using 
H§cA+ hosts may not be complete since such unstable
sequences would have been lost during library
amplification.
1.2.3 Strategies to Isolate RFLPs
In any study to screen for RFLPs a number cf parameters must 
be evaluated. Firstly, the type of DNA sequence to be used 
as a pro b e ; secondly, the restriction enzymes to be used;
and thirdly the number of individuals to be screened.
Sources and isolation of DNA probes
A large number or potential sources exist for DNA probes.
Firstly, human genomic libraries which contain large or 
small DNA inserts cun be used. These libraries will contain 
a high frequency of repetitive human DNA sequences and 
therefore must be screened for single-copy regions by 
hybridization to radioiabelled totvl human genomic DNA 
(Botstain et al , 1980; Kao et a l .. 1982). The efficiency 
in isolation single-copy sequences was found to be 
greater using libraries with smaller rather than larger
Secondly, complimentary DMA (cDNA) libL'aries have also been 
used as a source of probes to screen for RFLPs. Such clones 
are relatively free of repetitive DMA and were initially 
used to show polymorphisms around the human insulin, and the 
a- and 0-giobin genes, In a study to evaluate the 
usefulness of cDNA clones compared with genomic clones in 
the search for RFLPs, the results demonstrated that 
single-copy cDNA clones did nr t reveal more RFLPs 
(Helentjaris and Gesteland, 1983).
Thirdly, the combination of somatic cell genetics and 
recombinant DMA technology led to the construction of 
autosomal and X chromosome-specific DMA libraries. 
Chromosome-specific single-copy clones could be isolated 
from these libraries, and used as DMA probes (Schmeckp^per gt. 
a l •, 1979; Gusella et a l .. 1980). When techniques of flow 
cytometry were applied to the sorting of human chromosomes 
(Young #t il., 1981), purified individual chromosomes could 
be used to construct autosomal and X chromosome-speci fic DMA 
libraries (Davies et a l ., 1981; Krumlauf et a l .. 1982;
Kunkel et a l . , 1982). The latter DMA libraries were free 
from any rodent DMA sequences. Chromosome-specific genomic 
probes have been a very valuable source of probes to detect 
DMA variation, especially when there has been interest in a 
specific region of a chromosome.
Fourthly, cloned genes have been a valuable source of probes 
in the search for RFLPs as demonstrated by the large number 
of RFLPs detected using the or- and #-globin genes (reviewed 
by Antonarakls, 1985a) and those reported at Human gene 
mapping (HGM) 6, (1981), HGM 7 (1983) and HGM 8 (1985).
Such RFLPs exist within and around genes and are important 
for linkage studies of these regions especially if the gene 
is known to be Involved in disorders of medlca] relevance.
Once potential single-copy clones have been isolated they
must be analyzed by restriction digests to ascertain whether 
they contain human DMA. These human inserts can again be 
checked for repetitive DMA by Southern blot analysis against 
total human genomic DMA (Kao et ax ■, 1932).
Evaluation of Restriction enzymes used to screen for RFLPs
In order to detect DNA variation, Southern blots, prepared 
from the DNA of random individuals digested with a selection 
of restriction enzymes, must be screened using a 
radiolabelled clone. A number of studies have ev.luated the 
usefulness of certain restriction enzymes tv detect DNA 
variation (Bastie-Sigeac and Lucotte, 19P3; Bishop et a.1. . 
198j; Wjimmmn, 1984).
It has been reported that enzymes, MspI and T a q I , which both 
have a CpG dinucleotide in their recognition sequence, show 
an increased detection rate of RFLPs (Schafer and White,
1982, Skolnick and White, 1982). The CpG detection rate for 
RFLPs was reported to be 0,21 compared to 0,13 for ocher 
enzymes (Barker 1984). Mgpl and lagl cleave tne
sequences CCGG and TCGA respectively. These CpG 
dinucleotide sequences are frequently methylated and the 
spontaneous mutation of the methylated C residue could alter 
tne recognition site of these two enzymes. The restriction
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enzyme ggill also has been shown to be useful in the search 
for RFLPs using smaller genomic probes (Pearson et a % .
1981)
Number of subjects
In screening studies to detect RFLPS a small number of 
individuals (6 to 9} are usually tested because it has been 
shown theoretically that only the low frequency, rare 
variants would be missed and an increased efficiency in the 
isolation of high frequency polymorphisms wujld be gained 
(Skolnick and White, 1982). An approach for the isolation 
and detection of hiqh frequency RFLPs, using large genomic 
probes combined with certain restrict:on enzymes, has been 
proposed (Feder et a l ., 1985).
When variation among individuals was detected it was 
investigated further by means of family studies to confirm 
that the different alleles were inherited in a co-dominant 
Mendelian fashion. Those variants in the population having 
the rarer allele present at a frequency of greater than .1% 
constitute a restriction 1ragment length polymorphism as 
defined above,
Hew Strategies used to isolate RFLPs
The number of arbitrary RFLPs reported j the human gene 
mapping conferenced increased from 18 in 1981, ti 95 in 1983 
and to 245 in 1985 (Willard et a l .. 1985). This number of 
reported RFLPs was an underestimate since many researchers 
had not contributed their data to this collection (Schumm si
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a l . , 1985). Ninety percent of the reported RFLPs were due 
to single base pair changes, 40% of the RFLPs had rare 
allele frequencies less than 0,2 and the polymorphic
information content (PIC) values of 901 of the RFLPs were 
lees than 0,4 (Skolnick et a l . . 1984) . The PIC valu<. is the 
probability that a given offspring of a parent carrying the 
rare allele, at the index locus, will allow for the 
deduction of the parental genotype at the marker locus 
(Botstein et a l .. 1980).
The initial limiting facto: in the search for RF'Ps was the 
extent of repetitive sequences found in the human g* no^u 
Coemid vectors developed by Hohn and Collide ; 11""'' 
contained up to 45 kb of genomic DMA, were not uned
probes unless the internal sing]e-copy human fragments 
isolated and subcioned.
A technique to use cosmids as RFLP-datecting probes has been 
developed by Litt and White, (1986) . Ti'-a repetitive DNA 
sequences are blocked out prior to hybridization by 
incubation of tne radiolabelled cosmid clone with a vast 
excess of sheared total human genomic D NA.
Pre-reassociation cf repetitive sequences occurs but the 
single-copy regions remain eingle-stranded {Litt and White, 
19d5; Healey et a l .. 1985). When cosrid clones are useJ u 
larger genomic region is screened for variation and herce 
more polymorphic sites are defined. The alleles at the loci 
often show linkage disequilibrium uetwoci each other and 
therefore haplotype studies are needed. Two highly 
polymorphic regions have been uefined on chromosomes 2q * id 
12q using this method (Litt and White, 1985; Buroker et m i ..
X-
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1986). This method has been compared to previous strategies 
and has been found to be as successful in the detection of 
mingle-copy RFLPs (Barker *t a l .. 1985).
A number of highly polymorphic regions have been found in 
the human genome and these have been termed "hypervariable 
regions" (HVR), and they are 31 * due to short tandem 
repeats. Examples are found 5' to the human insulin gene 
(Bell et a l . .1982) , as discussed above, and around the
human a-like globin gene loci. These regions nave been 
found 3* to the a-globin gen# (Higgs et a l ., 1961), within 
the larger intron of the pseudozeta and zeta globin genes 
(Proudfoot et a l ■, 1982) and between the pseudozeta ana zeta 
globin genes (Goodbourn et a i ., 1'83). The HVR ]' to the 
a-globin gene ha# been found Lo be due to differences in the 
copy number of u i? bp seguence (Jarman et a l ., 1987). The 
repeat eequance withi.. the intron of the zeta globin gene is 
14 bp lonq and is similar to the human insulin gene repeat 
(Troudfoot , 1 982). Other slicilar sequences have been
reported for the c-HmRas-3 uncrgene and hvcan nu light 
chain of the immunoglobulin complex (Goldfarb t t a l ., 1982; 
Mignone et a l ., 19G); The human myoglobin gen; cnnfhins a 
33 bp repeat sequence, similar ro the «\equPTx.rs described 
abovn, ^hich was flanked by an bn direct repeat 
characteristic of a target site duplication generated by 
transposable element's fJertruys i -
Strategies have now been developed in search for similar 
hypervariable regions elsewhere in the humrn j.'uor.e. The 
core sequences of the HVR's have bee:i shown lo direct many 
other autosomal loci simultaneously. The discovery of
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minisatellite sequences using the .33 bp myoglobin core 
sequence as a probe, has revealed that a unique pattern of 
fragments is generated for every individual resulting in a 
"DNA fingerprint" (Jeffreys et a l .. 1985a). Synthetic 
oligonucleotide sequences corresponding to the core 
sequences of HVRs of the insulin, myoglobin, zeta and 
a-globin and other genes have been prepared and these 
oligomers are being used as probes to search for other 
highly polymorphic regions in the human genome. A number of 
highly polymorphic loci, which are due to the variation in 
the number of tandem repeats, have been found (personal 
communication Dr. R . L. White, 1986; Nakamura et a l ■.
1987).
1 .2 . 4  A G e n e t ic  L in k a g e  Map u s in g  RFLPs
Prior to 1980, the RFLPs which had been found were all 
associated with cloned genes. The frequency of RFLPs at 
these loci was rather low due to conservation of such 
regions. Botstein et a l .. (1980) proposed that o search for 
RFLPs, using cloned single-copy human DNA regions as probes, 
combined with Southern blot analysis of the uNA of random 
individual#, digested with different restriction 
endonucleases, should be conducted. These RFLPs which are 
found in the single-copy regions of the genome could, by 
linkage analysis, be shown to be associated with genes.
This meant that the location of a gene cou'd be found 
without its prior isolation. The identification of a 
sufficient number of RFLPs, at even intervals throughout the 
human genome, cculd be used to construct a geneti: linkage
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map of the human genome. These single-copy regions could be 
localized using the techniques of somatic cell hybridization 
and In situ hybridization to human chromosomes. Such 
regions could then be used in linkage analysis to other 
known markers as well as between each other.
It was proposed that only about 150 evenly-spaced highly 
polymorphic DNA markers would be needed to span the human 
genome (Botstein et a l ■. 1980). This number was based on 
estimates that the autosomal length of the human genome was 
33 Morgans (Renwick, 1971). These RFLPs need to be found at 
intervals of 20 cM and to have PIC values of at least 0,5. 
Many more markers first need to be tested before this task 
will be completed. The estimated number of RFLPs required 
to map the human genome was revised to 1500, by Lange and 
Boehnke (1982), as these markers would be random with 
reapect to each other and would fall into clusters resulting 
in sizeable gaps. PIC values for highly, reasonably ..d 
slightly informative markers are greater than 0,5, between 
0,25 and 0,5 or less than 0,25 respectively. For two-allele 
xystems the maximum possible PIC value is 0,38. As thm 
number of alleles at a locus increases, the PIC value 
becomes closer to 1. Loci having high PIC values will be 
more favourable for mapping of the human genome but may not 
be very useful for population and evolution studies. The 
mapping of the human genome will be discussed further in 
section 1.4.
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:..3 APPLICATIONS OF RFLPS
Ihia section will review how RFLPs have already been 
successfully applied in human and population genetics and 
other field of medicine. An important application RFLPs 
has been in prenatal diagnosis and carrier detection of 
individuals carrying the gene for a specific disorder. In 
the past six years since their discovery, RFLPs have been 
shown to be useful in many other aspects of science and 
medicine and some of there will be discussed.
1 . 3 . 1  M e d ic a l  a p p l i c a t i o n s  
I s o l a t i o n  o f  G enes
RFLPs have been the starting point for the isolation and 
i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  o f  several genes responsible f o r  major 
genetic disorders, for which the biochemical defect was 
unknown. The following strategy was generally used.
A set of RFLPs, localized to chromosomes, are used as known 
genetic markers to search for linkage to a genetic disorder 
of unknown location. All Individuals in a family are typed 
using the RFLP and the segregation of rhe trait, for which 
the locus is unknown, is compared with the segregation of 
the alleles of the RFLP. Linkage studies are Chen performed 
on the data using tables compiled by Morton (1955a) or the 
computer programmes LIPLD or LINKAGE (Ott, l9;4; La]ouol and 
Lathrop, 1984a, 1984b). When positive W O  scoren arr found
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I ^ nx.tqe is suggested and steps to isolute the actual gene 
ire taken. Finally, the cause of the genetic defect giving 
rise to the disease is sought.
Chromosome walking techniques are then ts&i systematically 
to isolate the DNA sequences flanking the initial linked 
sequence, It involves the restriction mapping of this 
linked sequence and isolating the extreme 5* and 3' DMA 
fragments. The sequence# are used to screen a human DNA 
library for sequences that correspond to these flanking 
sequences. These new sequences are then restriction mapped 
m d  orientated with respect to the original sequence. 
Bidirectional walking is needed because the orientation of 
the original sequence with regard tc the disease locus is 
not known. This procedure was used to isolate the genes 
from the aca, t o r , and the bithorax complex in Drcsoohila 
(Bender et a l .. 1983). Two closely spaced markers, flanking 
ihe putative gene locus are needed for the eventual 
isolation of the locus. The distance between the two 
f.anking markers can be estimated by observing the 
recombination betwe<n the RFLPs at a number of meiotic
Onf new technique, to facilitate walking, has been 
developed. In it cosmlds are used as vectors because they 
c.m contain up to 40 kb of foreign DNA. Because 
c nventional techniques of electrophoresis were limited to 
thn resolution of 20 kb fragments of DNA, a new 
electrophoretic technique, known as pulse-fleld gel 
drLtrophoresls or orthogonal field alteration 
r i nctmphoresis, was dev<se d . This technique car be used to
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separate large DMA molecules, :f up to two million bp in 
size, which are generates using restriction enzymes having 
rare DMA recognition sites in the human genome (Swartz and 
Cantor, 1984; Carle et a l .. 1986; Smith et u l .. 1986).
These electrophoretic techniques will facilitate the mapping 
of the human genome and the isolation of man^ genes 
(reviewed by Little, 1986; Shaw, 1986).
Chromosome jumping techniques have been developed to reduce 
the number oi "walking steps" when large distances sust be 
:ovti.eu. It involves tne ligation of a marker fragment to 
one end of the linear DNA fragment (up to 200 kb) under 
investigation. The fragment is then circularized and 
digested with an enzyme which does not ha/e a recognition 
site within the marker fragment. This fragment would 
represent a marker for two DNA sequences which were normally 
separated by 200 kb. The left-hand marker can then be used 
to "jump" 200 kb downstream to the right-hand marker 
(Collins and Weissman, 1984).
L o c a l i z a t i o n  of genetic d is o r d e r s
A number of genetic disorders have been localized to 
specific human chromosomes using the above described 
strategies. The gene causing Huntington's Disease was found 
to be linked to a random DNA segment, which was localized to 
chromosome 4pter (Cusella et a l ., 1983; Guseila et a 1 .,
1985). Cystic fibrosis was linked to the serogenotic enzyme 
marker, paraoxonase (PON) (Eiburg et al .. 1985) ard tight 
linkage to DNA markers, which map to the long arm of 
chromosome 7, have been found (Knowlton &L_al., I985u;
White et al ■ . 1985). A candidate for the potential gene 
causing cystic fibrosis has recently been isolated (Estivill 
et a l . ,  1 9 8 7 ) .  The gene for Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy vas 
first shown to linked to two X-linked probes, RC8 and Ll-73, 
which were localized to the short arm of the X-chromosome 
(Murray et a l ., 1982; Davies et a l •> 1983). A portion of 
the DMD gene has also recently been isolated after extensive 
research (Kunkel et a l ., 198 5; Kunkel and co-workers, 198 6; 
Monaco et a l .. 1 9 8 6 ) .
H ig h ly  p o ly m o r p h ic  RFLPs h a v e  b e e n  v e r y  im p o r t a n t  i n  l in k a g e  
s t u d ie s  w h e r e ,  b e c a u s e  o f  t h e i r  h ig h  P IC  v a lu e s , t h e y  a re  
u s u a l l y  i n f o r m a t i v e  i n  a l l  f a m i l i e s  ( D o n is - K e l le r  e t  a l . .  
1966; H ig g s  e t  a l . .  1986) . T h e  h y p e r v a r ia b le  r e g io n  3 1 t o  
t h e  hum an a - g l o b i n  g e n e  on ch ro m oso m e  16 h a s  b e e n  show n  t o  
b e  l i n k e d  t o  A d u l t  P o l y c y s t i c  K id n e y  D is e a s e  a nd  a ls o  t o  
p h o s p h o g ly c o la t e  p h o s p h a ta s e  (R e e d e rs  e t  a l . .  1 9 8 5 ; R e e d e rs  
e t  a l . . 1986). A d o m in a n t  g e n e  w h . ;h  c o n f e r s  a s t r o n g  
p r e d i s p o s i t i o n  t o  m a n ic  d e p r e s s iv e  d is e a s e  in  t h e  A m is h  
p o p u l a t i o n ,  h a s  b e e n  l i n k e d  t o  t h e  h i ^ . i l y  v a r i a b l e  r e g io n  a t  
t h e  HaRas g e n e  l o c u s , on ch ro m oso m e  l i p ,  (E g e la n d  e t  a l . .  
1987) . No l in k a g e  was d e m o n s t ra te d  i n  t h r e e  I c e l a n d i c  
( H o d g k in s o n  e t  a l . .  1987) and  t h r e e  N o r th  A m e r ic a n  k in d r e d s  
( D e te r a - W a d le ig h  e t  a l . . 1987) t h u s  i n d i c a t i n g  t h a t  t h i s  
p s y c h o s is  i s  h e te ro g e n e o u s .
The number of genes isolated through linkage to 
RFLP-detecting DNA markers is increasing and the goal of a 
complete genetic linkage map of the human genome is in
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sight. Much work will however still be needed to find the 
loci responsible for many genetic disorders, even when a 
linkage map of the human genome is completed. (This will be 
discussed further in section 1.4). An extensive review of 
all genetic diseases which can be diagnosed using 
recombinant DNA technology has been published (Antonarakis 
et a l .. 1985a; Cooper and Schmidtke, 1986). The detection 
of markers for genetic diseases raises important medical, 
social, legal, and ethical issues and there are widespread 
implications for the future of genetic diagnosis.
O th e r  M e d ic a l  A p p l i c a t io n s
RFLPs have been applied to other hk lical fields. The clonal 
origin of tumours has been determined using X-linked RFLPs 
and this could have important clinical implications 
(Vogelstein et a l ., 1985). Highly informative RFLPs have 
been useful to evaluate graft rejection, graft-verses-host 
reactions and the recurrence of leukemia after bone marrow 
transplants (Knowlton et a l ., 1986) . RFLPs, detected using 
the genes coding for class II HLA antigens, have been used 
to sub-divide the serologically detected class II antigens 
and an increased association of some of the DNA fragments 
with insulin-dependent diabetes-mellitus and Rheumatoid 
Arthritis has been shown (Festenstein et a l .. 1936).
RFLPs also are useful for medico-legal investigations 
including disputed paternity and forensic medical issues. 
Classical genetic markers including red cell enzymes, blood 
group antigens and HLA antigens have successfully been 
applied to paternity testing. These markers could be
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r e p la c e d  b y  DNA m a rk e rs  s u c h  a s  h i g h l y  p o ly m o r p h ic  RFLP l o c i  
( K a z a z ia n  e t  a l . ,  1 9 8 6 ; Smouse a n d  C h a k r a b o r t y ,  1 9 8 6 ) . The 
m i n i s a t e l l i t e  r e g io n s , d e t e c te d  u s in g  th e  m y o g lo b in  r e p e a t  
s e q u e n c e , h a v e  b e e n  u s e d  t o  d e c e rm in e  th e  o r i g i n  o f  a 
G h a n a ia n  b o y  i n  a n  im m ig r a t i c n  t e s t - c a s e  ( J e f f r e y s  e t  a l . .  
1 9 8 5 b ) . T h e s e  m i n i s a t e l l i t e  f r a g m e n ts  a re  s t a b l y  i n h e r i t e d  
i n  a M e n d e l ia n  f a s h io n  a n d  t h e  m u t a t io n  r a t e  i s  lo w  
( J e f f r e y s  e t  a l - ,  1 9 8 5 a ) . M i n i s a t e l l i t e  p ro b e s  c o u ld  h a v e  
m a jo r  i m p l i c a t i o n s  In  f o r e n s i c  m e d ic in e  a s  i t  h a s  b e e n  show n 
t h a t  r e s u l t s  c o u ld  be  o b t a in e d  f r o m  o ld  b lo o d  s t a i n s  ( G i l l  
e.t....a.I - , 1 9 8 5 ) .
1.3.2 Anthropoloc „cal
A s e a r l y  a s  1 9 1 8 , g e n e t ic  m a rk e rs  w e re  u s e d  f o r  
a n t h r o p o lo g ic a l  s t u d ie s ,  w hen i t  way d e m o n s t ra te d  t h a t  t h e  
ABO b lo o d  g ro u p s  v a r ie d  a c c o r d in g  t o  t h e  e t h n i c  o r i g i n  o f  
t h e  p o p u l a t io n  ( H i r s z f e l d  a nd  H i r s z f e l d ,  1 9 1 9 , c i t e d  in  
C a v a l l i - S f o r z a  e t  a l . 1 9 8 6 ) .  I n  195 0 . i n d i v i d u a l s  w e re  
a s s ig n e d  t o  t h e i r  e t h n ic  g ro u p  o f  o r i g i n  b y  u s in g  ABO, MN 
a n d  Rh b lo o d  g ro u p  d a ta  (B o y d , 1 9 5 0 ) .  H o w e v e r , i t  h a s  bee n  
fo u n d  t h a t  i n d i v i d u a l  l o c i ,  a re  r a r e l y  s u f f i c i e n t l y  
i n f o r m a t i v e  t o  d ra w  c o n c lu s io n s  a b o u t  t h e  e t h n i c  o r i g i n s  o f  
i n d i v i d u a l s . The  a c c u m u la t io n  o f  i n f o r m a t io n  f ro m  many 
g e n e s  s h o u ld  a l lo w  f o r  t h e  r e c o n s t r u c t io n  o f  th e  
e v o lu t i o n a r y  h i s t o r y  of population g r o u p s .
In 1 9 6 4 , 5 loci were u s e d  to construct a tree of descent , of 
human ethnic groups, consisting of 15 populations 
(Cavalli-Sforza and Edwards, 1964), Such results gave
<*■
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respect to their origin. Initially the accumulation of data 
for such studies has been slow, because the number of 
classical polymorphic markers were low. some polymorphisms 
have been specifically found present in only one population 
group. For example, the £ y ” and fy* alleles at the Duffy 
blood group locus are not found in individuals of African 
origin, but in Caucasoids both Fya and £ y b are found at 
significant frequencies. The presence of the F y a or Fy° 
alleles or both in individuals of African origin have 
probably some degree of Caucasoid admixture. Gene flow 
between population groups car. give rise to changes in the 
gene frequencies of the original parent population (reviewed 
in Bodmer and Cavalli-Sfcrzn, 1976).
The discovery of RFLi which directly detect DNA sequence 
variation has allowed for these studies, on human 
populations, to proceed more rapidly. By analyzing the 
frequencies of the alleles in different populations it is 
possible to construct genetic distance maps between the 
populations (Cavalli-Sforza et a l ., 1986). Human racial 
groups have been studied at the nuclear level by analyzing 
differences in restriction sites at certain gene loci. The 
data from the human 0-globin like gene loci show that there 
was an early split between the African and Caucasoid / 
Mongoloid populations and that a relatively small founder 
population immigrated out of Africa (Wainscoat ot a l •, 1986; 
Jones and Rouhani, 1986). This interpretation has not been 
accepted by everyone (Giles and Ambrosia, 1986; Greenwood,
1986).
The same approach has been possible using mitochondrial 
DMA. The human mitochondrial qenome is a circular molecule 
consisting 16,5 kb of DMA. It has been completely sequenced 
(Ande:mon #t a l .. 1981) and shown to evolve 5-10 times more 
rapidly than human nuclear DMA. Mitochondria are maternally 
inherited and every individual therefore has only one tvpe 
of mitochondria and no differences due to r*- - or.bination are 
generated. Differences between mitochondrial DNA types in 
individuals can be determined by restriction mapping and 
high resolution mapping, using agarose and polyacrylamide 
gel electrophoresis. The analysis of 467 independent sites 
in the mitochondrial genome, using 12 different restriction 
enzymes, in 14" individuals, from 5 different populations 
revealed 133 different mitochondrial types (Cann et a l ..
1987). It has been estimated that a single ancestral 
mitochondrium has nvolved to give rise to the variation 
present in man today. There are two primary lines of 
descent, the first being specific for Africans and the 
second for a few African and all other racial groups. This 
data was therefore consistent with nuclear data, from the 
/3-globin gene sequences (Wainscoat et a l . , 1986).
Thf development of % chromosomal probes, which detect ,3FLPs, 
will be useful fo study the evolution of the paternal 
.T.cor.t A few polymorphic regions have been found on the
Y chromosome ana che variation appears Lc b% present in al! 
population groups studied (Page et_al., D R 2 ; Bishop g.L-.a.l-, 
1984, Ca^mnovn 1985). Both mitochondrial and Y
"hromosome-mpecific RFLPs will be useful to study gene flow
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between racial groups. The results will give information 
about the direction of gene flow and the common ancestors of 
the racial groups.
The origin of specific gene clusters and mutations can be 
analyzed using >FLPs. The 13 kb Hpal fragment associated 
with the Ht/?s globin gene in some Negroid populations was 
also found to be associated with the Hb/?c gene mutation. 
These results indicated that the mutation, which gave rise 
to the Hpal site, predated the origin of the sickling and 
the Hb0c mutation (Kan and Dozy, 1980). Further haplotype 
studies, using extensive restriction mapping, and 11 
different polymorphic restriction sites around the 0s-globin 
gene, led to the conclusion that the mutation causing the 
sickle cell gene has arisen independently in three areas in 
kfrica (Pagnier at a i ., 1984).
Type I Gaucher Disease, which is prevalent in the Ashkenazi
Jewish population, was proposed to have originated in a 
single extended kindred. However, restriction mapping of 
thi defective gene has demonstrated heterogeneity, thus 
indicating that the mutation causing Gaucher Disease has 
arisen more than once, even in this small population group 
(Gorge et a l . . 1985). Haplotype studies around the Pi'* gene 
causing al-antitrypsin deficiency has indicated that the 
mutant allele was always associated with an identical 
haplotype, in all populations groups, thus suggesting there 
is probably a single origin of this mutation, which has
predated the divergence of the populations in which it
occurs (Cox et a l .. 1985).
4*
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Gene clusters, such as the a- and p-like qlobin gane 
clusters and the human growth hormone somatomammotrophin 
gene clusters, are said to have originated by gene 
duplication and translocation events to the same or 
different chromosomes. These events can be analyzed by 
using RFLPs at and around these loci (reviewed by Jeffreys, 
1981; ChaRravarti s t a l ., 1984).
1.4 MAPPING THE HUMAN GENOME
The time-span during which the human genome has been mapped 
can be divided into a number of periods. Classical Genetics 
was first used to map genes by analysis of the segregation 
patterns of traits in families. Somatic Cell Genetics was 
used initially to map human genes to specific chromosomes 
using cell culture techniques. Finally molecular genetic 
techniques hava resulted in the isolation of human genes 
from human DNA libraries and. by exploiting somatic cell 
hybrids or by means of in situ hybridization to an ever 
increasing number of genes being mapped to specific 
chromosomes every year. (Extensive reviews are available by 
Renwick, 1971; Ruddle and Creagan, 1975; McKusick and 
Ruddle, 1977; McKusick, 1979; Shows et a l ., 1982; Ruddle,
1984) .
The construction of a complete human genetic linkage map is 
now possible due to the wealth of techniques and material 
which have become available over the past few years. This
section will discuss the developments and technical 
breakthroughs which have played an important role in mapping 
of the human genome.
Historical background
In the early 1900' s, Sutton and Boveri theorized, that the 
"factors'* proposed by Mendel, which were later called genes 
by Johannsen (1909), were carried on chromosomes . Hunt, 
Morgan and Sturtevant p o l l ) , demonstrated that in 
Drosophila genes were linearly arranged on chromosomes and 
that the distance between two gene loci on a chromosome 
could be inferred, according to the frequency of 
recombination between these traits among offspring of 
particular parental pairs. The gene causing colour 
blindness war the first to be localized and it was assigned 
to the X chromosome by Wilson (1911), (reviewed by Ruddle 
and McKusick, 1977) .
Human linkage was first demonstrated between the genes for 
haemophilia and colour blindness (Bell and Haldane, 1937) 
and further X-linkage was shown between the loci for 
glucoae-6-phosphate dehydrogenase and colour blindness in 
American Negroes (Porter et a l ., 1962).
The I'* rat autosomal linkage was found between the Lutheran 
blood group and the Secretor trait (Mohr, i951) but the 
actual autosome involved was only identified as chromosome 
19 by Eibcrg et a l .. in 1983. In 1968, the first
chromosomal assignment of an autosomal 1 in'-.age group, the 
ABO blood group/ Nail-Patella syndrome/ adenylate kinase, 
was shown to be on chromosome 9 (Rapley #t a l ., 1968).
No genes were initially assigned to the human Y chromosome 
even though Painter had shown the presence of a Y chromosome 
in all males in 1920 and had proposed (1950) that the Y 
chromosome carried a testis-determining factor (reviewed by 
Ruddle and McKusick, 1977). In 1956 the correct number of 
human chromosomes was shown to be 46, with each person 
having 22 pairs of autosomes and one pair of sex 
chromosomes. Females were shown to have two X chromosomes 
and males to have an X and a Y chromosome (Tjio and Levan, 
1956, Ford and Hamerton, 1956).
1 .4 .3  C la s s i c a l  G e n e t ic s
Morgan (1911) suggested, from studies on X-linked mutants in 
Drosophila, that genes are linked as result of being carried 
on the same chromosome, and that genes which were closer 
together would therefore be found t coupled more 
frequently than distant genes. St. /ant (1913) 
d*mcn*trmt*d that, in Dromoohlla ualannamfr. It wag 
possible to map the genes on the X chromosome linearly, 
using the frequency of recombination as an index of the 
relative distances between the loci on the chromosome 
(reviewed by Conneally and Rivas, 1980). Loci which are or 
the same chromosome were termed syntenic by Renwirk (195 9). 
Linkage has been defined ?s, " the occurrence of two loci 
which arr sufficiently close together on a chromosome such
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that their assortment is recognized as being 
non-independent". Linked loci are eyntenic but the converse 
1# not necessarily true (Renwick, 1969). The classical 
aethod of localization of human genes proceeded slowly by 
means of linkage analysis in family studies, which was made 
by careful observation of the segregation of traits within 
families.
There were two approaches to the localization of genes. 
Firstly, linkage analysis was u*ed to construct a genetic
map of the loci, depending on the rate of occurrence of 
crossovers betwaen the loci. Secondly, the approach was the 
actual physical assignment of a gene to a chromosomal locus 
by somatic cell genetics and molecular hybridization studies 
(see below).
L in k a g e  A n a ly s is
The recombination fraction (8) was defined as the proportion
of strands that experience an odd number of crossover events 
between two loci. It is the unit of measurement of map 
distance expressed as a centimorgan (cM) or a map unit. The 
relationship between recombination frequency and physical 
length of DNA, between the loci, is that one centimorgan 
(cM) is roughly equal to l 000 kb. The maximum 
recombination frequency between two loci Is $0% , which 
indicates that they are not linked. For short intervals 
between loci the frequency of recombination will be directly 
proportional to the size of the map interval, but as the
distance increases the relationship becomes more non-linear 
due to multiple crossovers and Interference (Renwick,
19 7 1 ).
The LOO score method is a quantitative expression of the 
likelihood of linkage. The result gives the likelihood that 
suih a combination would have occurred if the two loci 
examl..eo were linked at a given -ecombinatlon fraction (8) . 
The odds in the :vd is a lik"lihoid ratio:
IOD- og_. Likelihood of observed Deaiart: assuming 8-0
Likelihood of obser/ed pedigree assuming 8*0,5
LOD stores of different families can be added together. The 
recombination fraction giving the highest LOD score !s taken 
as the maximum likelihood estimate. A LOD score of +3,0 
Indicate that the likelihood of linkage is 1000 : 1 and have 
been taken on recommendation of Morton tn mean that "there 
is very strong evidence of linkage" . A LOD score of - 2,0 
or less at 8-0,2 is taken as "strong evidence against 
linkage" (Morton, 1955a). Linkage analysis between two 
loci, using the classical method of LOD scores, was 
i- itlally restricted to simple Mendellan traits in nuclear 
families, however a number of linkage groups *ore 
successful'y determined.
icncs on the Sex Chromosomes
The observation of two X chromosomes in females and one X 
.hromosome in males allows the genes to be assigned to the X 
' hromosome with relative ease. The first gene assignments
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distance increases the relationship becomes more non-linear 
due to multiple crossovers and interference (Renwick,
1971) .
The LOD score mechod is a quantitative expr.ssion of the 
likelihood of linkage. The result gives the likelihood that 
such a combination would have occurred if the two loci 
examined were linked at a given recombination fraction (9). 
The odds in the lod is a likelihood ratio:
Likelihood of observed pedigree assuming 0=0,5
LOD scores of different families can be added together. The 
recombination fraction giving the highest LOD jcore is taken 
as the maximum likelihood estimate. A LOD score of +j,0 
indicate that the likelihood of linkage is 1000 : 1 and have 
been taken on recommendation of Morton to mean that "chere 
is very strong evidence of linkage1' . A LOD score of - 2,0 
or less at 6=0,2 is taken as "strong evidence against 
linkage" (Morton, 1955a). Linkage analysis between two 
loci, using the classical method of LOD scores, was 
initially restricted to simple Mendelian traits in nuclear 
families, however a number of linkage groups were 
successfully determined.
Genes on the Se\ Chromosomes
The observation of two X chromosomes in females and one X 
chromosome in males allows the genes to be assigned to the X 
chromosome with relative ease. The first gene assignments
namely colour blindness and haemophilia were both to the X 
chromosome. The segregation of traits from mother to son 
and from father to daughter indicated X-linkage. The 
phenotypes of the male offspring give definitive information 
on the phase of the cnromosome. The genes for maleness were 
proposed to be on the Y chromosome, when it was observed 
that the Y chromosome was essential to the development of 
testis rega Jless of the number of X chromosomes present as 
was shown in males having Klinefelters Syndrome (Jacobs and 
Strong, 1959). The initial identificat n of the HY antigen 
in the presence of the Y chromosome, due to skin graft 
rejection between male and female mice, led to the proposal 
in 1955 that this gene was on the Y chromosome (Eichwald and 
Silmser, 1955). This controversy has not yet been 
resolved.
Genes on Autoscmes
The first autosomal assignment of the gene for the Duffy 
blood group, (Fy), to chromosome 1, was based on the 
co-segregation of the £y gene with inherited structural 
variants of the heterochromatic region on the long arm of 
chromosome 1 (Donahue et a l .. 1968). The location of 
autosomal genes was more difficult by family studies, 
however some linkage groups were found, as has been 
previously mentioned and others incluie the Rh blood group 
and the elliptocytosis locus (Lawler and Sandler, 1954) and 
the ABO blood group and Nail-patella syndrome (Renwick and 
Lawler, 1955). These linkage groups were assigned to 
chromosome 1 and 9 respectively whr<n chromosome mapping
X  -
techniques became defined (Ruddle et a l ., 1972 and Rapley et 
A i w  1968) .
1.4.2 Somatic Cell Genetics
A number of technical discoveries were responsible for the 
development of somatic cell genetics. Somatic cell hybrids 
are the result of parasexual events, that is usion of two 
cells that are not gametes, in culture. The nuclei of two 
different cells were fused forming an interspecific hyor’d 
cell which had double the number of chromosomes (Barski et 
a l ■, 1961). The potential use of somatic cell hybrids to 
study cell physiology and function was recognized. Hybrid 
cells were shown to express the HI A antigens of both 
parental cell lines (Gershon and Sachs, 1963). In 1965, the 
first me. n-mouse hybrids between HeLa cells and mouse tumour 
cells were formed (Harris and Watkins, 1965; Ephrussi and 
Weiss, 1965). The observation that there was a selective 
loss of the human chromosomes in the mouse-human hybrid 
lines was the landmark in the development of a very powerful 
tool for chromosome-gene mapping (Weiss and Green, 1967).
The human phenotypes of the hybrid cells could be related to 
those human chromosomes that were retained within the cell 
line (reviewed by Renwick, 1971, Ruddle and Creagan 1975, 
McKusick, 1979). The identification of a specific human 
gene product, correlated with the presence or absence of a 
specific human chromosome in the hybrid cell, was initially 
used to map the gene for thymidine kinase to chromosome 
number 17 (Miller et a l ., 1971).
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Human protein products and cell surface antigens, that were 
constitutively expressed in the hybrid cell lines, could be 
initially mapped because they could be identified (Ruddle 
and Creagan, 1975), Selection systems were developed to 
recover hybrid lines containing specific chromosomes 
efficiently, such as the HAT growth redium (Littlefield, 
1964). In man/rodent hybrid lines, tne rodent cell lines 
were selected for mutations of either the hypoxanthine 
guanine phosphoribosyl transferase (HGPRT) or the thymidine 
kinase (TK) gene oy resistance to certain drugs. After 
fusion the lines were grown in the HAT medium, containing 
hypoxanthine, aminopterin and thymine. The aminopterin 
blocks the novo pathway of purine biosynthesis and the 
hybrid cell is dependent on :he activity of h u m ’n HGPRT and 
TK genes to survive. The surviving hybrid lines will 
contain at least the human X chromosome and chromosome 
number 17.
Evolutionary divergence between man and rodents has resulted 
in aminoacid changes in homologous enzymes. These enzymes 
are functionally identical but structurally altered. It is 
possible to identify the presence of a human gene in a 
hybrid clone by distinguishing between the human and rodent 
gene product due to a differences in the electrophoretic 
mobility of the product (Ruddle, 1973).
The ability to identify specific human chromosomes has also 
had a major impact on human gene mapping. Quinicrine and 
giemsa were shown to bind differentially to specific regions 
of the human chromosomes such that each chromosome displayed 
a unique pattern of bands and these techniques became known
-s Q-banding and G-banding respectively (Cassperson et a l .. 
1970; Cassperson et al ■ , 3 9 71; Sumner et a l .. 1971).
Further techniques to distinguish betwaen rodent and human 
chromosomes in culture have also been developed (Bobrow and 
Cross, 1974).
1.4.3 Molecular Genetics
Molecular genetics has had a major influence on the field of 
human gene mapping and has been combined with cytogenetic 
techniques, such as somatic cell genetics and in situ 
hybridization. This has resulted in the localization of 
many human DNA sequences to specific human chromosomes.
This technology is presently being used to construct a human 
linkage map to cover the human genome.
Molecular hybridization studies using somacic cell hybrids
Initially, hybridization studies were performed in solution 
using the human a- and /3-globin cDNA clone? and somatic cell 
hybrid clones containing different human chromosomes using 
Cot analysis. The a- and 0-qlobin genes complexes were 
localized to chromosomes 16 and 11, respectively (Deisseroth 
et a l ., 1977, Deisseroth  a l .. 1979) .
These studies were not entirely satisfactory therefore DMA 
filter hybridization studies were done usir.y a panel o f  
somatic cell hybrid lines and Southern blot analysis. 
Southern blots were prepared from a number of somatic hybrid 
lines each containing a different complement of human
chromosomes and these were used to localize cloned DNa 
sequences. The DNA sequence was radiolabelled and 
hybridized to the somatic cell DNA immobilized on the 
filter. On the basis of elimination, due to presence and 
absence o£ individual chromosomes, a sequence could be 
tentatively assigned to a specific human chromosome (Kamarck 
#t al., 1984).
The mapping of chromosomes has been facilitated by the use 
of structural chromosomal aberrations such as 
translocations, deletions and inversions (Ferguson-Smith and 
Aitken, 1982). Somatic cell hybrid lines were constructed 
using these structural aberrations and helped in the 
regional assignment of genes. The Human Genetic Mutant Cell 
Repository was established in 1972 in Camder, New Jersey.
It is an important source of cell cultures for genetic 
research especially the regional mapping of genes (Greene,
1978). The American Tissue Culture Centre also aims at the 
collection and distribution of important material for 
genetic research (Bernard# and Nierman, 1985).
C hrom osom e s p e c i f i c  DNA l i b r a r i e s
Human mitotic metaphase chromosomes can be sorted into size 
groups using a fluorescence particle sorter (Carrano et a l ..
1979) . This has been applied to chromosome sorting of cell 
lines containing translocations, deletions and 
rearrangements of genetic material. These chromosomes can 
then be sorted individually due to an alteration in size and 
such chromosomes can be used to prepare somatic cell hybrids 
line# (Krumlauf *t a l ., 1982; Kunxel et a l ., 1982). The
human G-gamma A-gamma-6-2 glob.n genes were mapped to the 
short arm of chromosome 11 using somatic cell hybrids, 
constructed from flow sorted chromosomes which had a 
translocation between the human chromosome 11 and the X 
chromosome (Lebo et a l ., 1979).
Chromosome-specific DNA libraries were constructed using the 
process of chromosome sorting combined with recombinant DNA 
technology (Schmeckpeper et al.. 1979; Gusella et a l .. 1980)
or using somatic cell hybrid lines containing a single human 
chromosome. Recombinants containing human sequences were 
isolated by hybridization to radiolabelled total human 
genomic DNA and then single-copy human sequences present 
within the clones were isolated. These libraries have been 
an important source of chromosome-specific DNA orobes. Many 
chromosome-specific DNA libraries have been constructed and 
are available frcm various laboratories (Willard et al.,
1985).
In situ Hybridization to Metaphase Chromosomes
In situ hybridization has been described as the marriage 
between molecular biology and cytology (Hsu, 1979). The 
hybridization of radiolabelled rRNA in solution to denatured 
DNA of intact cytnlogical preparations, and the subsequent 
in situ hybridization of radiolabelled DNA to DNA of 
cytological preparations, was demonstrated by Pardue and 
Gall (1969a, 1969b). Radiolabelled mouse satellite DNA was 
localized to the centromeric heterochromatic regions of 
mouse chromosomes (Pardue and Gall, 1970). This technique 
was applied to the localization vf human DNA sequences and
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initially, only repetitive genes were localized to human 
m#taphia# chromosomes. Human repetitive and satellite DMA
was mapped to the pericentric regions of chromosomes 
{Saunders et a I . , 1972 ; Jones and Prosser, 197 3 ; Gosden §_£ 
a l ., 197r ) . Those human genes found as mid-repetitive 
sequences in the genome, such as the genes for 5S ribosomal 
RNA and the genes for 18S and 28S rRNA were localized to 
chromosome 1 region q42-43 and to the secondary 
constriction, not the satellite region, of the short arm of" 
the human acrocentric chromosomes respectively (Steffensen 
et a l ., 197 4 ; Evans et a l , 1974 ; Chandler and Yunis 1978). 
The first human structural genes to be localized using this 
method were the human histone genes, which are tandem!y 
repeated forty fold in the human genome, and were localized 
to chromosome 7q (Wilson and Milli, 1977).
Harper and Saunders (1981a) demonstrated that it v ,.s also 
possible to localize single-copy regions of DMA to metaphase 
c h ro m o s o m e s . This was due to the discovery that Dextran 
Sulphate accelerates the rate of hybridization, one-hundred 
f o l d ,  of randomly cleaved single-stranded DMA probes to 
immobilized DNA on filters (Wahl et a l ., 1979) . A random 
single-copy DNA sequence was the first to ha localized using 
this technique. This technique was extended to the 
l o c a l i z a t i o n  of other single-copy genes such as human 
0 - g l o b in ,  insulin, glohin and placental lactogen 
(Gerhard 1981; Harper 1991; Barton
1982; Harper et a l . . 1982). The first random RFl.P-detcct i ng 
UNA probe to be localized was D14S1 (pAWio]) to ]4q321-32^ 
(Donlon et a l ., 193J). This in situ localization contirned 
previous somatic rell hybrid studies
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(DeMartlnvlll# ct a l ., 1932, Balazm et a l ., ' ' Many
single-copy random RFLP-detecting sequences ve now been 
localized by this method (Human Ger(-Mapping worxihops 7 and 
8 , 1983 and 1985).
1.4.4 Collaboration to Map the Human Genome
Collaboration between laboratories has also been set up in 
order to map the human genome more efficiently. A major 
collaborative project was initiated by Professor J . Dausett 
in order to pool all available RFLP data at the Centre 
d'Etude du Polymorphisme, Humain (C.E.P.H.) n Paris in 
1984. Cell cultures from forty large famili.s were 
established and DNA from them has been made available to a 
number of interested researchers. These families have been 
typed for a wide range of serogenetic markers and the 
commitment of each collaborator is to type all informative 
families with their RFLP-detecting probes. A database 
combining all this information has been set up and made 
available to collaborating laboratories. Linkage analysis 
will ba performed between each RFLP detecting DNA sequence 
and other markers. This project is in principle an 
extension of the proposal of B o t s t e m  et a l ., (1980) to
construct a genetic linkage map the human genome using 
all known human polymorphic markers. Furthermore, the use 
of large multlganerational familiem for linkage analysis 
increases the probability of finding linkage between genetic 
markers (Skol'ick et a l .. 1984)
Eight Human Gene Mapping Workshops have already been held 
where all interested researchers meet and update all 
available data on the human gene map. Human gene mapping 
workshop numbers are given co all arbitrary DNA sequences, 
of unknown function, one* they have been assigned. A human 
gene mapping database has been set up at Yale University and 
all information regarding mapping of the human genome is 
placed into it (Miller et a l ., 1984, Miller et m l .. 1985).
1.4.5 Conclusions
The mapping of the human genome is an enormous task. After 
a slow start, gene mapping is procteding rapidly as new 
developments have occurred. The discovery of RFLPs started 
a new era in the mapping of the human genome, because thase 
DNA sequences could potentially be found throughout the 
genome. In these cases, the importance of the DNA sequence 
was its function as a genetic marker on a chromosome. An 
important achievement in this field is the collaooration 
between researchers, which eliminates the duplication of 
work and promotes the sharing of material. This is 
exemplified best by the Centre for the Study of Human 
lolymorphism. A complete human linkage map within a few 
years is now a realistic goal.
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1.5 AIMS OF THIS STUDY
The construction of a hu-nan genetic linkage map using highly 
informative DMA markers which are equally ced across the 
human genome was proposed by Botstein et e (1980). This 
linkage map would need approximately 150 to 1500 DNA markers 
x/i reasonable PIC values. However, before this could be 
realized, a much larger number of RFLP-detecting sequences 
needed to be isolated and localized to the human 
chromosomes. The markers which will ultimately make up the 
map will be drawn from those that are found to be the most 
useful in this pool. The main aim cf my study was to 
contribute to the mapping oi the human genome by searching 
for and characterizing a number of RFLPs in the human 
genome.
The more specific aims of this study were:
1. To isolate single-copy human DNA sequences from -t human 
genomic library.
2. To use these single-copy sequences as DNA probes to 
search for polymorphic variation among Caucasoid 
individuals.
3. To show by means of family studies that the RFLPs were 
inherited in a co-dominant Mendelian fashion.
4. To determine the population frequencies of these RFLPs 
in Southern African Populations, namely the 
Bantu-speaking Negroids and the San.
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5. To a##ign tha#* RFLP-d#t#ctiny DMA m#quanc#s to human
chrom jomes using somatic cell h y b r 'd lines.
CHAPTER TWO
MATERIALS AND METHODS
2 CHAPTER TWO —  MATERIALS AND METHODS
This Chapter discusses the materials and methods which were 
used i this study. All of the recombinant DNA experiments 
were carried out in a laboratory classified as P 2 , according 
to the guidelines of SAGEhE (The South African Committee for 
Genetic Expert mencation), The composition of many of che 
solutions mentioned in this Chapter are given in appendix B.
2.I COLLECTION OF MATERIALS 
Screening studies
Blood samples were taken from consenting random Caucasoid 
individuals at the S.A.I.M.R. so that a repeat sample could 
be obtained if any interesting polymorphisms were found. 
Fifty ml of blood was collected into ACD or EOTA sample 
tubes.
Five Caucasoid families having at least four children were 
obtained. After informed consent, 50 ml of blood was drawn 
into 1 clotted sample tube and 10 ACD tubes. Serogenetic 
markers were studied on these samples in order to exclude 
any families where there was non-paternity.
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P o p u la t io n  s t u d ie s
Three population groups were used in this study, namely the 
Caucasoids, who are recent immigrants to this country, and 
two indigenous groups namely the Negroids and the San 
(reviewed by Nurse et a l ., 1985)
i .  T h e  C a u c a s o id  p o p u la t io n
English and Afrikaans-speaking white individuals, who lived 
in Johannesburg, were used for screening studies. The 
Afrikaaner-speaking population is a more biological distinct 
group of people compared with the E.iglish, and accounts Cor 
60% of the white population in South Africa. A number of 
the English speaking people had Afrikaaner and British 
ancestors. Thesa individuals are grouped together as the 
Caucasoid population.
In addition, a large number of DMA samples were received 
from members of large three-generational Caucasoid families 
as part of the C.E.P.H. programme. All the data from the 
non-related parents of these families was also used for 
population studies. These individuals were from Utah, in 
North America and from France. T^e Venezuelan and Algerian 
families were both excluded.
i i .  T h e  S o u th e r n  A f r i c a n  N e g r o id s
Many different t’"ibal groups of Bantu-speakinq Negroids are 
found in Southern Africa, but due to urbanization 
inter-tribal relationships have increased and they are now 
no longer isolated groups of people. In this study 
individuals from different tribal groups were obtained, 
including the Nguni-speaking people, na.relv Zulu, Xhosa and 
Swazi people, the Sotho-speaking people, namely the Northern 
Sotho or Pedi, Southern Sotho and Swazi and some individuals 
from the Venda tribe.
The Zulu belong to the Natal division of the Nguni 
Population. They are descendants of a number of independent 
Nguni Chiefdoms and live in an area which is encompassed by 
Natal and Kwazulu. The Xhosa people are found in the 
western Cape and Swazi people in the independent country of 
Swaziland. Both groups of people are similar to the Zulu 
tribe in terms of language and custom.
The Sotho group of Bantu-speaking people consists of three 
groups namely the Pedi or Northern Sotho, the Southern Sotho 
and the Tswar.3. The Pedi live in the Northern Transvaal 
regions, the Tsw^na are from a wide area extending beyond 
the northern Cape province and Transvaal into the Republic 
o; .iu';-swana and the Southern Sotho inhabit gions in the 
Southern and Eastern Transvaal,
The Venda are still a distinct croup of people found in the 
Northern Transvaal. They are distinguished by their 
language and have remained an isolated group mainly due to 
their geographical location.
Morphology of the Negroids
The African Negroes are of medium height, and are 
characterized by a brown to dark brown skin colour. They 
have dark brown to black woolly hair. They are generally of 
muscular build and nave rounded limbs.
Sources of Samples
A number of samples of blood were obtained by infc.med 
consent from a group of Zulu school children who lived in 
Ubombo, Kwazulu in 1983. All other samples were obtained 
from individuals who lived and worked in the urban areas 
surrounding Johannesburg.
iii. The San or Bushman Population
These individuals are the best known examples of the 
Hunter-gatherer peoples of Southern Africa. They are 
indigenous to the whole of soutn and south-eastern Africa 
and have probably occupied the region for many centuries, if 
not millennia. Today these people have been confined to the 
Kalahari desert, an area which largely precludes 
agriculture. During the past decade many of the San 
individuals have been resident in settlement at Tsumkwe in 
Namibia. The San have been divided into three linguistic
groups, a Northern, a Central and a Southern group, but the 
cultural differences among these people are minimal. The 
majority of San individuals are found in Northern Namibia 
and consist of ! Kung individuals, who belong to the Northerr, 
Bushman language group. The San were, until recently, a 
relatively isolated group of people and therefore it is 
possible that mutant genes and polymorphic loci could have 
assumed hilh frequencies in this population due to random 
genetic drift.
Morphological features of the San
The San people can be characterized by a small stature with 
a light yellowish brown skin colour. Their hair consists of 
spirally tufts (peppercorns). They are usually of slender 
build, with thin not heavily muscled limbs. They often have 
slanting eyes with epicanthic folds, lobeless ears and other 
features of the head and skull.
Collection of samples
Blood samples from random San individuals were obtained 
during departmental field studies on the population of 
TjcWcwe in 1981 and 1982. Due to their geographical 
location, it was not always possible to follow up 
individuals to obtain repeat samples when interesting 
t -.isuits were found.
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2 . 2 IS O LA T IO N  OF SINGLE-COPY HUMAN PROBES 
2.2.1 S c r e e n in g  a  Human G e n o m ic  L i b r a r y
A human genomic DNA library was a gift of Dr. T. Maniatis 
1978. The library was constructed by digesting human DNA 
with Haelll and Alul , adding synthetic linkers and then 
cloning these fragments into the EcoRI sites, at positions 
19890 and 34990, of the Charon 4A bacteriophage (Lawn g£ 
a l ., 1978 ? Maniatis et a l ., 1978}. The DNA region b^iween 
these two EcoRI sites, of Charon 4A, codes for genes which 
are not essential for the replication and bacterial 
chromosomal integration of the ph?ge. This region could be 
removed and replaced with human DNA sequences.
The host cells, EK2 bacterial strain LE392, were prepared by 
growing an aliquot to an overnight density of 0,2 at 
00(600). (EK2 is a biological safety rating for containment, 
Blattner et a l .. 1977}. The cells were pelleted at 3 700 
rpm for 20 minutes and the pellet was resuspended in 0,1 M 
magnesium sulphate to an 00(600) of 0,15. A 10 ul aliquot 
of the library, was diluted using SM buffer to 1,0 X ID7 ,
1,0 X IQ8 and 1,0 X 109 , mixed with the host cells (at a 
ratio of 1 phage in 100 000 host cel Is). The phage and 
LE392 dilutions were mixed with 5 ml of top layer NZCYM 
(0,6% Bacto-agar), at 55'C and pi\ted onto agar plates 
prepared with NZCYM containing 1,2% Bacto-agar. When the 
top layer had set the plates were incubated overnight at 
37 * C . These results determined which of the phage dilutions
gave non-overlapping plaques. All of the previous days 
dilutions were then adjusted to this dilution factor, 
replated out with LE392 and incubated overnight at 37*c.
A large number of plates were seeded using LE392, (101 #1 
host cells and 5 ml of top layer per plate) and allowed to 
dry for 15 minutes. Isolated piayues were picked with 
sterile toothpicks and placed according to a grid structure 
and allowed to grow overnight at 37'C.
Transfer of plaques to a membrane (Benton and Davies, 1977)
Thl" method allows for the transfer of plaques in situ to a 
solid support, nitrocellulose discs (Schleicher and 
Schuell). Enough phage remains viable on the plates tv be 
reisolated, after the phage which contained single-copy 
human DNA sequences had been detected. Nitrocellulose discs 
were placed onto a plate for a minute. While the transfer 
was proceeding the disc was numbered and corresponding 
identification marks were made on the filter and the plate. 
The filter was then placed, with the DNA side upwards, onto 
filter paper soaked in denaturing solution for a further 
minute. Then the filter was placed into the beaker of 
neutralizing solution. Any agar that was attached to the 
filter was gently rubbed off. This process was repeated 
until all the plates had been transferred to membranes. The 
filters were rinsed twice in 2 X SSC, allowed to dry and 
then baked under vacuum at B T C ,  for 2 hours.
Hybridization of filters to radiolabelled genomic DNA
’.n order to isolate plaques containing single-copy human DNA 
sequences the filters were hybridized to radiolabelled total 
human genomic DNA. The filters were incubated in 
prehybridization solution containing 501 formamide at 4 2 “C 
for 6-16 hours. The human DNA, labelled by nick translation 
(section 2.7.1) was denatured by boiling, mixed with 
hybridization solution which contains prehybridization 
solution plus 5% Dextran Sulphate and added to the filters. 
Hybridization was allowed to continue for 16-20 hours. The 
labelled DNA was removed and the filters were rinsed twice 
in 2X SSC, then with gentle shaking in 2X SSC for 30 
minutes, finally at 55'C for 1 hour in post-hybridization 
wash (0,17 SSC, 0,11 SDS) with a change of solution after 30 
minutes.
The filters were rinsed in 2X SSC, sealed in plastic and 
exposed to X-ray film (Trimax 3M XD) in cassettes with 
intensifying screens, at -?0'C overnight. The X - r a / film 
was developed in Kodak Developer and rapid fixer . The 
X-ray film was compared to the bacteriophage agar plates. 
Those phage which did not hybridize to total human genomic 
DNA potentially contained single-copy human DNA sequences 
(Figure 2.1),
Figure 2.1. An autoradiograph ot a nitruculluloiwi filter 
containing bacteriophage DNA and hybridi/cd to radiolabollod 
total human DNA.
The dark spots indicate thn preuencr oi rnpnNtivc human DNA 
contained in the bacteriophage and the arrow indicator a 
potential single-copy human DNA seguenro contained in thu 
phage, since there in no detectable hybridisation to total 
human DNA.
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Those phage were reisolated onto a freshly seeded plate and 
the screening procedure was repeated. Finally all the 
phage, which potentially contained single-copy human DMA, 
were picked and resuspended in eppendorf tubes containing 1 
ml of SM buffer and a drop of chloroform. The tubes were 
sealed with parafilm and stored at 4 *C.
2.2.2 Isolation of bacteriophage DNA
Large scale plate lysate isolation of Charon 4A DNA 
(modified method of Maniatis e% a j ., 1982)
Preparation of host bacteria
A fresh plate of the host bacteria (LE392) was prepared from 
a glycerol stock of the strain, stored at -20°C. The plate 
was incubated at 37'C overnight. An isolated colony was 
used to inoculate 50 ml of NZCYM in a 250 ml conical flask 
and allowed to grow overnight, with vigorous shaking, at 
37 *C to an OD(600) of 0,2. The cells were harvested and 
resuspended in 0,1 M magnesium sulphate to a final 0 0 (600) 
of 0,15. These cells were stored at 4 *C and could be used 
for up to 2 weeks.
Infection of LE392
The remuapended plaque was gently mixed and 10 ul was 
diluted 10X, 100X and 1000X with SM buffer. Each dilution 
was mixed with 100^1 of the host cell preparation and 
incubated at 37"C for 10 minutes. The mixtures were added
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Confluent lysis of host cells
’forty well isolated, evenly sized plaques were picked us_ng 
a sterile Pasteur-pipette into 3 ml NZCYM broth containing 
500 ul of host cells (LE392) and incubated for 30 minutes. 
Each sample was then mixed with 70 ml of molten top layer 
and poured onto 5 plates, 150 mm in diameter. When the top 
agar had set, the plates were incubated at 3 7 °c until 
confluent lysis occurred (4-6 hours), that is when the top 
layer containing the bacteriophage clears in contrast to the 
control LE392 lawn. The plates were placed at 4 ’C for 30 
minutes and then 15 ml of cold SM buffer was added to each 
plat#.
Harvesting of the bacteriophage
The SM buffer was harvested using a 10 ml syringe, into 
sterile 150 ml bottles containing 2 ml of chloroform, which 
completed lysis. A 1 Mg/ml final concentration of RNase and 
DNase was added and samples were left for an hour at room 
temperature. The lymat# warn then centrifuged at 9 000 rpm 
fcr 10 minute# at 4 "C to remove the bacterial debrie. The 
supernatant wat centrifuged for 2 S hour# at 17 000 rpm at
to molten top agar (551C) and plated onto NZCYM agar 
plates. Three control plates were prepared in order to 
check that the soft agar, plating cells and SM buffer were 
not vont. . sated. All plates were allowed to set for 15-30 
minutes and then incubated overnight at 37 * C.
4 5 C to pellet the phage. The pellet containing the phage 
particles was dissolved in 2 ml of SM buffer and placed at 
4 °C overnight.
Cesium Chloride Step gradient to purify Bacteriophage 
particles
A CsCl step gradient was prepared to densities of 1,3; 1,5; 
1,7 containing 9 g ;15 g; 24 g /2G ml of SM buffer
respectively. Two ml of each CsCl solution was placed into
14 ml polyallomer centrifuge tubes (Beckmann). The lowest 
density (1,3) was added first then the 1,5 density was 
layered below it and finally I- 1,7 was placed below both 
layers. The interface between e.i :h density was marked. The 
phage in SM buffe- was gently layered on top of the gradient 
and the volume was made up using a low density mineral oil.
The tubes were centrifuged at .15 000 rpm for two hours using
Beckmann SW40Ti rotor, at 20"C.
After centrifugation a blue band was visible Li the 1,5 
density layer. The band was removed with a 19 gauge needle 
attached to a syringe and by p u n . turing the side of the tube 
below the b a n d . The phage band was dialysed in treated 
dialysis tubing against .1000 X its volume in IX dialysis 
buffer, for few hours at 4 "C. (The dialysis tubing had been 
boiled in 2% sodium bicarbonate and 1 mM BPTA solution for 
10 minutes and then in distilled water for 10 minutes. It 
was stored at 4 "C in 50% ethanol and rinsed in distilled 
water prior to use).
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P r o t e in  re m o v a l a n d  b a c t e r io p h a g e  DMA i s o l a t i o n
The phage were removed from the dialysis tubing and 
extracted twice with an equal volume of phenol (saturated 
thrice with 0,] M Tris-HCl pH 8,0) and then three times with 
an equal volume of chloroform : isoamyl alcohol (24:1). The 
phage DNA was precipitated using 3 M sodium acetate; 0,5 M 
magnesium acetate pH 5,5 and 2 volumes of ice-cold ethanol. 
The samples were well mixed and placed at -20"C overnight or 
at -7C°C for 15 minutes and then centrifuged for 10 minutes 
at 2 700 rpm. The DNA pellets were washed twice in 70% 
ethanol. The pellet was allowed to dry and resuspended in 
an appropriate volume of IX TE buffer pH 8.0.
2 . 2 . 3  R e s t r i c t i o n  E nzym e a n a ly s i s  o f  B a c te r io p h a g e  DNA 
A g a ro s e  g e l  e le c t r o p h o r e s is
Five /il of the TE buffer containing the bacteriophane DNA 
was loaded onto a gel tr cheek that it was of a high 
molecular weight and not degraded. The con-entration of DMA 
was estimated by comparing it with a known quantity of DNA. 
Two uq of the bacteriophage DNA and a sample of Charon 4A 
DNA was digested with EccRl according to the instructions of 
the -manufacturers. The samples were separated on an agarose 
gel by electrophoresis. Those phage DNA samples that 
contained human inserts could be identified by their 
restriction pattern. The agarose gel was transferred to 
nitrocellulose usinr; the methou of Southern (Section 2.6).
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Hybridization to total genomic DNA
The nitrocellulose filters were hybridized to radiolabelled 
total human genomic DNA to check that none of the human 
fragments within the phage contained any repetitive DNA. If 
the phage hybridized v#ry strongly to human DNA it was 
necessary to isolate the non-hybridizing fragments and to 
subclone them. These phage were not used in tht. initial 
screening experiments.
2.3 ISOLATION OP HIGH MOLECULAR WEIGHT HUMAN GENOMIC DMA
2.3.1 DNA Extraction
A number of DNA extractions have been used and the most 
successful, currently applied procedure is reported here 
(a method described by Sykes, 1983).
The blood samples whicl had been collected (section 2.1) 
were centrifuged at 2 700 rpm. The white blood cells (buffy 
coats) , red blood cells and plasma "..ere separated and frozen 
at -20°C. After thawing, the buffy coat was vigorously 
mixed with an equal volume of Triton X-100 and n,g% N a d  and 
centrifuged at 2 700 rpm for 15 minutes to pellet the white 
blood cells. A red-brown supernatant was poured off, 
leaving a red-brown pell'-t. The pellet was resuspended in 
30 ml of the Triton X ICC, NaCl solution, mixed thoroughly 
and centrifuged again, '.he supernatant was discarded and if 
the pellet was not yet a white/pale pink colour the Triton 
X-100 : NaCl step was repeated.
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In order to lyse the pellet it was resuspended., using a 
glass-rod, in a lysing buffer (7 M Urea, 0,01 M EOTA, 0,3 M 
NaCl 0,01 M Tris-HCl pH 7,5) added in a dropwise fashion 
until the volume was 10 .nl and the pellet completely 
resuspended. Finally lysis was completed by adding 2 ml of 
10% SDS and incubating at 3 7 'C for 10 minutes.
The proteins were removed by first adding 10 ml of saturated 
phenol and 5 ml of the chloroform: isoamyl alcchol mix to 
the lysed cells. The samples were thoroughly mixed and 
centrifuged for 15 minutes at 2 700 rpm. The aqueous phase, 
which was separated from the organic phase, was collected 
and the phenol: chloroform: isoamyl alcohol step was 
repeated. The aqueous phase was then extracted once with 5 
ml of chloroform:isoamyl alcohol and after centrifugation it 
was removed into a clean glass flask. The DMA was 
precipitated using 2  ^ volumes of ethanol, then spooled up 
using a sterile glass-rod, rinsed in 70% ethanol, dried and 
dissolved in at least 1 ml of TE buffer pH 8,0. The DNA 
solutions were stored at 4'C or frozen away at -70°C.
2.3.2 Analysis of Human DNA
Five Ml of the DNA samples were mixed with one-tenth final 
volume of Ficoll Dye and the volume made up to 10 using 
IX TE. They were loaded onto an agarose gel, cortaining 
ethidiun bromide and electrophoresed in TEA buffer at 50 
volts for 30-60 minutes. The sample was then placed on a 
UV-transilluminator (Chromato-Vue Transilluminator model 
0-63) to checK that it was high molecular weight DNA.
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A 10 m! aliquot of the sample was mixed with 990 yl of IX TE 
buffer and the absorbance was determined between 230 nm and 
300 nm. DNA peaks at an absorbance of approximately 260 nm 
(One 00(260} is approximately equal to 50 yg per ml of 
double stranded DNA). The ratio of absorbance at 260 to 280 
is an indication of any protein contamination and should be 
greater than 1 ,8 .
In order to test that the DNA sample was pure and would 
digest with a restriction enzyme, approximately 5 yl of 
sample was incubated with a restriction endonuclease 
according to the instructions of the manufacturer and then 
electrophoresed for 30-60 minutas. The agarose gel was 
viewed using a UV light source to see that the DNA had been 
digested to completion and appeared as an even smear on a 
g e l .
2.4 RESTRICTION ENZYME ANALYSIS
Restriction endonucleases are DNases that recognize specific 
oligonucleotide sequences, make double-stranded cleavages 
and generate unique, equal molar fragments of the DN A . They 
are very useful tools to study DNA at the molecular level 
because of their controllable, predictable and site-specific 
cleavage o' DNA (Fuchs and Blakesley, 198 3). Today, many 
restriction enzymes are commercially available and their 
optimum assay conditions have been given by their 
manufacturers. The restriction enzymes are kept in a 
storage buffer at -20°C.
Ten ng of total human genomic DMA. vas digested in the 
prescribed buffer for the restriction endonuclease. These 
buffers are now supplied with the restriction enzymes or can 
be prepared r ng ccored at -20•C (Table 2.1). Two to three 
units ot enzyme activity were used per ag of human genomic 
DNA. (One unit of enzyme activity is defined as the amount 
of enzyme required to digest to completion 1 Mg of 
bacteriophage lambda DNA in 1 hour at the specified 
temperature). These restriction reactions were incubated at 
their specified temperatures (mostly 37'C) for 5 to 12 
hours. One m1 of 0,1 M spermidine trihydrochloride was 
added to the reactions. Spermidine trihydrochloride is a 
polyamine and causes a B to Z conformation change in the DNA 
(Feuerstein et a l .. 1986). A fine! concentration of 0,011 
of BSA was also added to stabilize the enzyme.
After the required incubation a one-tenth volume of the 
reaction was mixed with 5 m ! of loading dye (Ficoll) and 
loaded onto an agarose gel. The sample was electrophoresed 
to check that the digestion was complete, then the activity 
of the enzyme was inhibited by adding a one-tenth volume of 
0,5 M EDTA or by heating samples to 6 5 'C for 10 minutes.
The reactions were stored on ice. This procedure to reduce 
the reassociation of any sticky DNA ends and helps to remove 
any bound proteins. A one-tenth final volume of Ficoll dye 
warn added to the samples prior to electrophoresis. Digested 
DNA samples need not be electrophoresed immediately and can 
be stored at 4"C in Ficoll Dye.
IMHE 2 .1 . I  HE ttOUieEWHTS OF THE RESTRICTION ENZYMES IISFO IN THIS SIIDY
BACTERIA TRIM WHICH DMA SFOtENCE REACTION
ENZYME ISOtATED UtAVtB
I,!*!) * (nffl (mi PiT j> *erc
Arthrobaeter luteus
Anat-aena ver iabii is G'G(A1)CC
Bacil'us amylotual iquifar i 6 -
Beeii1 us globigii
Escherichia coli
Haemophilus influenzae DKPyXPulAC
Naeeoph'I us influenzae
Horaxel1 a bovis
MoraxelI a species
Providencia stuaitii TCGCA-G
Proteus vulgens
Rhodospirttturn sphaeroldes 1,5 •
Streptootyces Stanford
Strcptoaiyces tutaercidicus
Thcrous ac^ iaticus ill
NWI xanthomcmas badr 11 T'CTACA 6 6 IW
Py-pyrlmid.ne; T or C. Pu-purine (i or A. T-thymirw: G guanine, 
^-merc ? meriepioeihanol; Dll- dl thiolhrei tc-l; lit!, If m  
Other requirements: Rat 1 W  mN wrooniim sulphate, Slul 0,02*
A-adenine; and -guanine.
+ r ' 4‘ .
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2 .5  GEL ELECTROPHORESIS
Agarose gel electrophoresis is a standard method used for 
separating DNA fragments according to their molecular 
weight, in the matrix created by the agarose, when a charge 
is applied across the g e l . Negatively-charged DNA migrates 
towards the positive terminal. The DNA can be viewed 
directly due to the intercalation of ethidium bromide whK'~ 
causes DNA to fluoresce under UV-l ight (Sharp et, a I. ,
1973) . Varying concentrations of agarose are used to 
efficiently separate different molecular weight sizes of 
DNA, depending on the type of restriction enzyme used and 
the average DNA fragment length yw.tiated, Those 
restriction enzymes which have 6 to 8 base pair recognition 
sequences cut the human genome less often than those which 
have 4 base pair recognition sites. Higher agarose gel 
concentrations were used to separate smaller fragments 
generated by the frequent cutters.
The agarose gel was prepared by boiling agarose (type 11 
high gelling temperature(HGT)) in running buffer {IX TEA 
buffer). After the gel had cooled to 55*C, ethidium bromide 
(0,5 to 1,0 Mg/ml) was add<$d and the gel poured onto a 
horizontal gel plate, 18 X 20 cm long, with a set of loading 
wells placed at one end. The gel solidified in 3 0-90 
mlnutam and warn ready for ua#. It wap mubmerged in a trough 
filled with running buffer ind attached to a power source.
Samplam con#l*tinq of 5 to 10 of genomic DNA or 1 t3 2 wg 
of bacteriophage DNA were mixed with a running dye (Ficoll 
Dye) and are loaded Into Blot# and electrophorcred at a
constant voltag#. Hunan genomic DMA Is electrophoremed at 
25-35 volt* for 16-20 hour* to separata fragments between 20 
and 1 kb efficiently (Southern, 1983). when using 
Trla-Acetate (TEA) buffer it was necessary to mix of the
buffer since the anode reservoir tends to become alkaline 
and the cathode reservoir acidic. The distance of migration 
of the smaller fragments (around 500 bp) corresponded to the 
dye front of the tracking d y e , bromophenol blue. After 
electrophoresis the gel placed or a UV transilluminator and 
it was photographed using Polaroid type 667 film (Figure
bnes 12 3 4 5 6  g u Q Q y B s p a
K iq u r u  2 . 2 .  An o C h id iu m  br./m iU (?  s t n l n i v i  q n l
c o n t a i n i n g  lium .in  I3NA, d ir , r : ; t : ( v i  w i t h  t h r  r ( ' ! ; f r i c T i o n  
cn/ymo Av.ill ^nJ Lirpunt.*-! out by .(l.'ctiuphortvu:; ),mcs 4 
- l b .  Tw o I.im LxL i m c l r r u l . i r  w c u jh t  m .ir k o r : ;  . ir i"
:;how n i n  In n o u  1 .inU 1 0 . :h«' m  M ; jn  k l : , ' ! # '  t l i "  w r r , :
lo . id c . l  i s  i n d i e . i t u i i .
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2 .6  SOUTHERN BLOTTING TO S O LID  SUPPORTS
In 1975 Southern described a technique enabling or" to 
transfer DMA in situ from an agarose gel onto a solid 
support, initially nitrocellulose. This preserved the 
relative positions of ti'.e DNA in the gel. The DNA on the 
filter can be hybridized to, using a radiolabelled probe, 
which is complimentary to a certain sequence of DNA attached 
to the filter. After autoradiography of this filter a dark 
band will be visitle on an X-ray film where the 
radiolabelled probe has hybridized to its complimentary 
sequence. Nylon membranes are becoming more popular than 
nitrocellulose because they are more durable and can 
withstand repeated stripping and hybridization cycles. 
Nitrocellulose tends to disintegrate after about three 
successive 1- /bridization cycles. (The different membrane 
solutions are given in Appendix B ) .
2.6.1 The Southern Blotting Procedure
The inefficient transfer of large DNA fragments, those 
greater than 4 kb, can be overcome since these fragments can 
be nicked us^ng a UV light source for 10 minutes or by 
soaking the gel in 0,25 M HC1 for 15 minutes. After 
photography of the gel the DNA in the gel was denatured, 
uming an alkaline solution containing NaOH and N a d  for 30 
minute#. The gel was rinoed twice in distilled water and 
then neutralized using either Tris-HCl buffer containing 
NaCl pH 7,0-7,5 or eodium acetate buffer pH 5,5, for 20
minutes. This neutralization step was repeated if the pH of
the gel was not yet 7,0. The: gel was placed in 10 X SSC for
10 minutes.
The transfer me 'ne was cut to the exact size of the gel
placed into wate*. «nd then in 10 X SSC. Approximately 300
ml of 10 X rSC was placed into a plastic container. A glass 
plate was placed across the width of the container in order 
to support a sheet latman 3MM paper, soaked in 10 X
SSC. This formed1 a . .< through which the salt solution
could be drawn. The air bubbles must be removed from 
between each layer using a glass-rod. The gel was placed 
directly on top of the Whatman filter paoer. The treated 
transfer membrane was placed onto the gel followed by two 
pieces of Whatman 3MM paper, prewet in 10X SSC. Finally a 
stack of paper towels, a gxaas plate and a weight of to 
1 kg were placed on top. Plastic was placed around the gel 
so that the solution only co d be drawn directly through 
the gel into the paper towels. The transfer proceeded for 
16-20 hours and paper towels were replaced if they became 
wet throughout. The filter w a - removed and baked at 80*C 
under vacuum for 2 hours between two sheets of filter paper 
and then stored at room temperature until used.
**■
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2 . 6 . 2  M o d i f i c a t i o n s  f o r  N y lo n  M em branes
Z e ta p ro b e  ( B io r a d )  a n d  Z e ta b in d  (AMF C uno)
The transfer of DNA onto these membranes is similar to 
nitrocellulose. It has been reported that UV nicking of DNA 
prior to transfer to nylon membranes can alter the binding 
ability of the DNA tu the nembrane and then inhibit the 
subsequent hybrid!-ation to these membranes (Reed et a l ., 
1985). Acid depurination was recommended for Zetaprobe and 
Zetabind. These membranes must also be soaKed for 
minutes in 10 X SSC before setting up the transfer. When 
the transfer was complete the membranes were tinsed twice in 
2 X SSC for 15 minutes with gentle agitation. These
membranes require baking at 8C"C for 3 hours.
aiodyne (Pall)
Biodyne need not be wet befo. - being placed onto the gel and 
it also does not require any post-transfer washes. We 
preferred to prewet the membrane prior to transfer. Biodyne 
must be baked at 80 °C for 1 hour, but a is not
necessarily.
2.7 RADIOLABLLLING OF DNA PROBKS
DNA can be labelled using radij isotopes ^
and 3H. DNA Polymerase I isolated from E .c o l i. has three
enzymatic activities although the enzyme consists of only a 
mingle polypeptide chain. These are 5'-]' Polymerase
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activity, 5 ' -3 ' exonuclease activity and 3'-5 ' exonuclease 
activity. DMA Polymerase I adds nucleotide residues to the 
3'-hydroxyl terminus of a nicked double-stranded DNA 
molecule, and also removes the nucleotide sequences S' to 
the nick. This sequential removal and addition of 
nucleotides is the basis of the nick translation reaction 
(Rigby et a l .. 1977). Some of the nucleotides which are 
removed are replaced with radiolabelled nucleotides, 
resulting in a DNA molecule which has radioactive residues. 
The Klenow Fragment of the Polymerase I enzyme has been 
cloned and has 5' to 3' polymerase activity and no 
endonucleare activity. This enzyme is used to label DNA 
fragments to nigh specific activities using the primer 
extension technique (Feinberg and Vogelstein, 1983).
2.7.] Nick Translation
A nick translation reaction consists of 1/2 to 1 ug of DNA, 
usually a vector such us a plasmid or bacteriophage 
containing a human DNA insert, nick translation buffer 
containing 100 mM dNTPs, magnesium chloride ions and 
Tris-HCl pH 7,5, 32P radiolabelled nucleotides, a low 
; .mcentration of DNase (1,0 X 1 0 5 ) and 5 units of DNA 
polymerase I. The reaction was incubated at 1 5 'C for an 
hour. The DNase is important since it introduces
ogle-stranded nicks into the DNA. Nick translation kits 
are now .ommercially available.
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2.1.2 Monitoring the Labelling Reaction
This method gives a rough estimate of how the reaction is 
proceeding, A 1 ^ 1  aliquot of the reaction was placed onto 
a glass microfibre filter (Whatman). The total number of 
counts per minute on the filter were estimated using a 
Geiger Counter (Weil). The filter was placed onto a vacuum 
filter and was washed with approximately 15 ml of 10% 
trichloroacetic acid (TCA) containing 0,2 M PPi, followed by 
three washes with 15 ml of 5% TCA. The non-incorporated 
nucleotides were washed through the filter and the DMA, 
containing the incorporated nucleotides, remains on the 
filter. The activity of the filter was again counted.
The percentage incorporation was calculated as follows:
Acid precipltable counts X loo 
Total counts
When the reaction had reached the required incorporation of 
10-20% for DNA fragments or greater than 50% for plasmids 
and bacteriophage, the reafLion was stopped by adding a 
one-tenth volume of 0,5 M EDTA and it was piscea on ice.
Spermidine trihydrjchloride was found to .ncrease the 
incorporation of nucleotides. One Ml of a 0,01 M solution 
was added to the reaction when the incorporation was low.
The mechanism is not Known however spermidine has been 
reported to stimulate the incorporation of gamma-32? ATP in 
end-labelling reactions by inhibiting nucleases which may be
present in some preparations of polynucleotide kinase 
(Maniatis et a l .. 1982).
2.7.3 Removal of the non-incorporated nucleotides
The reaction volume was made up to 200 yl using TE buffer 
containing 100 wg/ml of denatured sonicated salmon sperm 
DNA. An equal volume of saturated phenol was added, mixed 
well and centrifuged to separate the two phases. The 
aqueous phase was collected. The phenol-phase was again 
extracted using 200 /il of TE buffer containing salmon sperm 
DMA and the aqueous phases were pooled. Sephadex G-50 was 
swollen in IX TE buffer pH 8,0 for at least 3 hours prior to 
the preparation of the column. A 10 ml glass column was 
rinsed thoroughly in distilled water then in TE buffer. The 
swollen Sephadex G-50 was pourea into the column avoiding 
air bubbles, and allowed to settle.
A small amount of orange G dye was added to the prepared 
probe which was then loaded onto the top of the column and 
TE buffer was used to elute the DNA, containing Incorporated 
nucleotides. The non-incorporated nucleotides move slightly 
ahead of the orange G dye and the larger :;NA molecules move 
first through the column. Three drop fractions were 
collected and monitored using a Geiger counter. The first 
peak, representing the labelled DNA, was p< oled and placed 
on ice. A 1C fil aliquot was used to determine the total 
specific activity of the DNA using a Liquid Scintillation 
Spectrometer (Packard Tri-carb). Specific activities of 5,] 
X 10^-1,0 X 1J* per tig DNA were routinely obtained and were
sufficient for hybridization. The labelled DNA fraction was 
boiled for 10 minutes and stored at -20 ° C prior to 
hybridization.
2.7.4 Oligolabel1ing of DNA fragments 
Preparation of DNA fragments
The DNA fragment tc be used as a probe was first isolated by 
digestion of the vector with the appropriate restriction 
e and by gel electrophoresis in a purer low gelling 
te. ^  .rature (LGT) agarose. After electrophoresis the gel 
was soaked in water containing ethidium bromide (0,2/ig/ml) 
for 30 minutes. This removed the TEA buffer which could 
inhibit further enzyme reactions with the DNA. The correct 
DNA fragment was excised, removing as much of the agarose as 
possible, and then placed into a preweighed eppendorf tube. 
Throe ml of water was added per gram of gel. The tube was 
placed into a boiling water bath for 7 minutes, vortexed and 
then briefly placed onto ice before being stored at -20'C. 
This step denatured the DNA fragment and dissolved the gel 
completely.
The oligolabelling reaction
The DNA fragment was thawed, boiled for 3 minute-: and then 
placed at 37"c for up to 1 hour prior to the label 1ing 
reaction. The reaction was prepared using DNA (1J-64 ng), 
oiigo.abelling buffer, 2 ^1 of 10 mg/ml gelatin or BSA, two 
unit# of Klenow Fragment, 50 uCi of the radioactive
nucleotide and water to make the volume up to 50 y l .
0 1 igolabelling buffer was prepared from solution A, B and C 
in the ratio of 100:250:150. Solution A contained 1,25 M 
Tris-HCl pH 8,0, 0,125 M magnesium chloride, 250 mM 
/3-mercaptoethanol and 0,5 M dNTPs. Solution B consist ad of 
2 M Hepes pH 6,6. Solution C contained the random 
hexanucleotides, p(dN)6, dissolved to 90 OD units per ml of 
water. The reaction was allowed to proceed at room 
temperature overnight. The percentage incorporation was 
determined as described in section 2.7.2. and found to be 
between 15 and 701. The non-incorporated nucleotid_s were 
removed using a G-50 sephadex column as described above 
action 2.7.3). It was not necessary to remove the
incorporated nucleotides, the reaction was stopped and 
pnenol extracted as described, and the aqueous phase was 
boiled and ready to use as a probe.
2.8 DMA HYBRIDIZATION 
Prehybridization
Some of the membranea used : quired treatment prior to
prehybridization. Zetaprobe (Bior?J) and Zetabind (AMF 
Cuno) both required a b5"C wash in 0,5% S D s ; 0 ,IX SS7; ' 1 M 
Trie-HCl pH 7,5 for at least an ho' r. Curing .e 
prehybridization step the poree on the membrane wore blocked
using a non-homologons DMA (usually salmon sperm DNA) which 
was contained in the prehybridization solution and h^lps to 
avoid non-specific background. The prehybridization 
solution containing 50% deionised formamide, was preheated
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to 4 2" C . The filter was previet in water and then placed 
inaide a plamtir bag. Approximataly 10 m] of 
prehybridization solution wa# added for a 18 X 19 cm
membrane and up to five 18 X 19 cm blots could be placed 
into 1 plastic bac. All the air bubbles were removed, the 
bag was heat-sealed and placed into a 4 2 “C incubator, with 
gentle agitation for 4-16 hours.
Hybridization
The denatured DMA probe warn mixed with the hybridization 
solution (prehybridization solution contAinijiy O' 1: %^-. - 
Sulphate). The prehyLridizution solution was removed and
the hybridization solution was added to the membranes. Any 
air bubbles were removed and the bag was heat-sealed. 
Hybridization was allowed to continue at 42'C for 16-20 
nours, with gentle agitation. .he hybridization solution 
was removed and this could be reused on other pretreated DNA 
blot# if the specific activity was stj11 high (and the probr 
was not degraded due to the radioactivity). Before reusing 
the probe, it must be heated at 70'C for lc-:0 minutes.
Post-hybridizati.cn washing
This was an important step and varying conditions were used 
depending on the type of membrane and probe. The membranes 
were placed into a container and rinsed 3 ^imes "ith 200 ml 
Of 2X JSC, then placed on a shaker in 2> SSC for 30 minutes, 
at room temperature. The membranes we:e washed in 0 ,IX SSC;
.1% SLS at 42'C, for 30 minutes and then at 55-65'C for a 
further 1 hour. The decrease ir. radioactivity c_. the
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membrane was monitored using a geiger counter until 
background activity waa reached. The membrane# were finally
rinsed in 0,IX SSC and then sealed in plastic b a g s .
2 . 9 AUTORADIOGRAPHY
The membranes were exposed to Kodak X/°5 or Trimax 3M XD 
film in cassettes with tungsten/phosphate calcium 
intensifying screens (Du Pont), at - 7 0 'C for l to 7 days 
(depending on the specific activity obtained for the 
pr obe). The low temperature enhances the signal emmitted 
and therefore the detection of the probe. The film was 
developed in Kodak GBX developer in a dark room for 
minutes, rinsed in running water for 30 seconds and then 
fixed in Kodak Rapid Fixer for a further 3-5 minutes. If 
the background was high uh# filters were rewashed at 65-70 * C 
in 0,05% S D S ; 0,05 X SSC for a further hour and re-*xpo#ed 
to X-ray film.
2.10 STRIPPING AND REUSE OF MEMBRANES
Membrane# could be reused and the successful stripping and 
hybridization depended on the cype of membrane used. The 
basic principle Involved using a high alkaline solution, 
containing NaOH. This caused th-s ONA to become single 
stranded and therefore the probe becomes dissociated l-om 
the membrane. The blots are then treated with a neutralizing 
solution to return the membranes to pH of 7,o . Finally the
**■
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membranes are rinsed in a 2X SSC solutio".. The membranes 
can be stored in 2X SSC at room temperature or at 4 “C prior 
to reuse.
It has been well documented that nitrocellulose is in 
general much less hardy and the membrane usually 
disintegrates after three hybridization cycles. Nylon 
membranes such as Zetaprobe (Biorad), Zetapore (AMF Cuno) 
and Biodyne (Pall) are able to withstand this treatment and 
are far ’ess brittle. Ten succe sful hybridization cycles 
with Zetaprobe and thirteen with Biodyne have been achieved. 
Biodyne was usually stripped using 501 formamide and sodium 
phosphate pH 6,4 , however it has successfully been stripped 
using the protocol for Zetaprobe. Zetaprobe and Zetabind 
require 30 minutes at 4 2 "C in 0,4 M NaOH followed by 30 
minut## at 42'C in Tris-HCl pH 7,5, 0,5% SDS, 0,1X SSC. The 
potential to strip and reuse these membranes was a major 
time-saver in this study.
2.11 DETERMINATION OF DMA FRAGMENT SIZES
P r e p a r a t io n  o f  m o le c u la r  w e ig h t  m a rk e rs
Molecular weight marker# were prepared by digesting 
bacteriophage lambda DMA using remtriction enzynes EcoRI and 
HindiII in the appropriate buffer*. A double digest using 
hoth enzymes was also prepared, where the enzy.ie which 
required the lowest salt buffer was first used. The 
reactions were analysed by gel electrophoresis to ascertain 
that they were complete. The digested DNA was then diluted
a 1000 mixed with denatured, sonicated malmon sperm
DNA (the final concentration of DMA in the molecular weight 
marker was 10 nq) , Ficoll loading c1- • and TE buffer to make 
up to 1 ml. The exact size of these fragments was available 
from sequencing data and therefore they can effectively be 
used as molecular weight standards (Appendix C ) .
G ra p h  L c a i  A n a ly s is
The distance that the molecular weight standard had migrated 
from the origin was measured. The known molecular weight of 
the DNA fragments was plotted against the distance that each 
fragment had migrated, from the origin, using semi- 
logarithmic paper. The size of the unknown fragment was 
determined by measuring the distance that it had migrated 
froTn the origin and then reading off the appropriate 
molecular weight size from the graph.
2 . V  LO C ALIZAT IO N  USING SOMATIC CELL HYBRID L IN ES
Somatic Cell Hybrids were constructed and also maintained by 
the Cytogenetics Unit, S.A.I.M.R. as part of an on going 
reaoarch project of this department (Do# Sartoi, 1986).
Other cell lines were gifts from Dr. I. Francke. Dr. D. 
Retlef and Dr. T. Mohandas. These somatic cell lines were 
cultured and analysed for any chromosome changes prlor to 
use. JNA das extracted from »hese lines according to the 
following two methods
**• '
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The first method was obtained from Dr. C. Boehm, The John 
Hopkinm Hospital, Baltimore.
The cells were harvested from the culture flasks using <- 
rubber scraper and rinsed twice in saline (0,9% NaCl). The 
cells were then pelleted and frozen at -70"C. A pel let of 
cells was thawed and resuspended in amniocyte lysis buffer.
A small amount of powdered Proteinase K was added and the 
samples were incubated at 5 5 "C for 4 hours. The cells were 
extracted three tiroes with equal volumes of phenol: 
chloroform: isoamyl alcohol (25:24:1) and then once only 
with chloroform: isoa&yl alcohol (24:1) . The DNA was 
precipitated using 3 M sodium acetate, 0,1 M magnesium 
acetate pH =,5 and twice the volume of 951 ethanol, at -70"C 
for 30 minutes. The samples were then centrifuged at 2 700 
rpm for 20 minutes and the DNA pellet was rinsed twice with 
70% ethanol, dried and dissolved in an appropriate volume of 
TE buffer, pH 8,0. The DNA was placed on a gel and the 
concentrations were estimated.
Th# second method was obtained from the Cytogenetics Unit,
Tygerberg Hospital, Stellenbosch.
Thio method does not require the collection of the cells 
instead lysis of the cells occurs directly in the flask.
Ten confluent flasks of cells per hybrid line were 
obtained. These cells were washed with 10 ml of pvs, a 
saline ohosphate buffer.
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A lysis buffer containing 10 mM Trls-HCl, 0,1% SDS, 1 mM
EDTA was prepared. Proteinase K f final concentration of 50 
fig/ml ] was adr’.^u to 15 ml of lysis buffer per line
extracted. Fi /e ml of lysis buffer was addea to 3 out of 10
flasks. These flasks Wire incubated at 45*C for 5-10 
minutes. Lysis of the cells occurred and the lysis buffer 
became thick and very sticky. The 5 ml of lysate from each
flask was then poured into a further 3 flasks. The
incubation was repeated and the lysate buffer was again 
poured into a further 3 flasks. Finally the 15 ml of lysate 
containing all the lysed cells from the first 9 flasks was 
poured into the tenth flask.
After the cells in the n flask had been lysed the cell lysate 
was placed at 68'C for 30 minutes, then at 45*C for 9C 
minutes. This lysate was extracted 5 times with equal 
volumes of chloroform: isoamyl alcohol (24:1) with 10 minute 
centrifugations t 2 700 rpm, between each step. Finally, 
the cell DMA was precipitated by adding 5 M NaCl to a final 
concentration of 0,3 M and twice the volume of 95% ethanol. 
The DNA was gently spooled up using a sterile glass-rod, 
rinsed in 70% ethanol and finally redissolved in IX TE 
buffer.
The yinld from the eecond method warn far suoerior to that
from the first. It overcame degrading problems experienced 
previously, which could be due to the way in which the cells 
were collected It also cut out the time-consuming step of 
cell collection.
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Determination of chromosomal location of probes
A panel of somatic cell DMA was set up such that every 
chromosome was uniquely represented with a combination of 
hybrid lines. Twenty of DNA of each line -vas digested 
with an appropriate restriction enzyme. Three controls, DMA 
from mouse, Chinese hamster and usually a human male 
individual were also prepared. Tne samples were 
electrophoresed in a 1% agarose gel and transferred to a 
nylon membrane, Biodyne (Pall). In order to localize a 
probe to a specific chromosome, it was radiolabelled by nicK 
translation and h /tridized to the membrane as previously 
discussed in sectior 2.7, 2.8 and 2.9.
From the pattern of hybridization to different somatic cell 
lines the probe was tentatively assigned to that chromosome 
which was only present in all the lines that showed positive 
hybridization. The controls were important to show whether 
there was any cross-homology of the probe to the mouse or 
Chinese hamster DMA, which would also explain any anonymous 
bands that were sometimes present on the blot.
2.13 LINKAGE STUDIES
The department joined the CEPH collaboration project in July 
1986. Samples of DMA from parents and a few families were 
initially obtained. The strategy to type these families was 
firstly to screen all the parents of the families in order 
to determine which families were informative for the 
particular RFLPs. (An informative family for linkage
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studies is when at least one parent is a heterozygote), 
Secondly, family Southern blots were prepared, the probes 
were hybridized to these blots and the genotypes of all the 
individuals in the family were determined. Finally this 
data was entered into a computer database for linkage 
studies using the programme LINKAGE to all other DNA and 
protein markers which have also been placed into the data 
base.
These blots were all prepared using nylon membranes so that 
all RFLPs detected with the same enzyme could be reused.
The blots were stored in 2X SSC between hybridizations. DNA 
from the study which was not available will to be typed as 
soon as it is obtained, in order to fulfil the cormitment of 
the Department to the C E.P.H. programme.
2.14 RESTRICTION MAPPING
Restriction mapping is the ordering of restriction sites 
along a sequence of D N A . It involves the digestion of the 
DNA fragment of interest with a series of enzymes, 
calculating the sizes of each fragment and then linearly 
arranging the fragments _n their order along the DNA 
sequence. Double digestions which involved the digestion of 
the fragment with two or more enzymes are also needed.
These were done in increasing order of the salt 
concentration requirements of the restriction enzymes.
A number of approaches to restriction mapping are possible
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and the following approach was adopted :
i. The single and double digestions of the bacteriophage 
clone with the required enzymes were done. The DNA 
fragmr its were then separated using electrophoresis in 
agarose gels with molecular weight standards. Charon 
4A DNA without human DNA inserts was also prepared with 
the same enzymes and this helped to determine which 
fragments in the clone were of phage origin. The gel 
was photographed and then transferred to nylon 
membranes as discussed (section 2.6).
ii. The human genomic fragment sizes were obtained from 
Southern blots of random individuals which had been 
hybridized to this DNA sequence.
ili. A Southern blot was prepared using the DNA of an 
individual digested with many enzymes.
These blots were then hybridized to radiolabelled DNA from
different sources.
i. The clone containing the human DNA sequence to be
restriction mapped was hybridized to blots ii. and iii.
ii. Total human genomic DNA was hybridized to blot i, to 
determine whether any of the human fragments contained 
repetitive DNA sequences.
-/
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ill. Charon 4A DNA was hybridized to blot i. to determine 
which human fragments were the flanking sequences of 
the clone and hence were also attached to phage arms 
when restricted with all enzymes besides EcoR I .
iv. Different human EcoRI fragments of the clone to be 
mapped were separated by digestion with EcoRI, 
electrophoresed in LGT agarose and excised from the 
gel. These fragments could be labelled using 
primer-extension techniques and were hybridized to all 
the blots described above.
With all of the above results, it was possible to determine 
each different DMA fragment length and the linear order of 
the fragments along the sequence of DNA.
2.15 SUBCLONING OF BACTERIOPHAGE ISOLATES DETECTING RPLPS
Subcloning of DNA fragments, from a 15-20 kb human DNA 
insert of a bacteriophage Lambda, is a way to eliminate 
repetitive sequences and to reduce the size of the probe.
This also allows for higher specific labelling and clearer 
hybridization results. The DNA sequences that were 
subcloned have all been placed into the C.E.P.H. programme 
and will therefore be made available to other 
collaborators. A suitable vector is necessary for the 
distribution of any RFLP-detectlnq sequences. For 
subcloning criteria for suitau e vectors include selectable 
markers to determine which clones contain inserts, the 
maximum size of the insert that the vector can take up and
the size of the vector itself. Furthermore the newly, 
constructed recombinant must be stable and easily 
isolated. The vectors chosen were pUC18 and pUCl9, which 
had been developed at the University of California (Vieira 
and Messing, 1982).
These plasmids, in host strain HB101, were received from Dr.
D. Rawlings, University of Capetown and are also 
commercially available (B.R.L. LTu). They contain the 
Pv u IX/E c q RI fragment of pBR322 which carries the ampiciliin 
resistance gene, 0-Lactamase, and the origin of 
replication. The multiple cloning site of the M13mp 
sequencing vectors and part of the Lac-Z (0-GalactcsIdase) 
gene have been added. DNA fragments may be cloned into the 
unique restriction sites in the multiple cloning region. 
Selection for recombinants is relatively easy in suitable 
host strains. Insertional inactivation of the Lac-Z gene 
results in white colonies when plated on 5-bromo-4-chloro~ 
-3-indoly1-0-galactoside (X-Gal) plates in the presence of 
isopropyl- 0-D- thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG). Only those 
host cells which contain a plarmid expressing the 
0-Lactamase gene will survive on ampiciliin. Non- 
-recombinants form blue colonies when they are transformed 
into a suitable host strain, e.g. JM103.
2.15.1 Preparation of the vector DNA
In order to isolate plasmid DNA, the size and the 
configuration differences between the DNA of plasmids and
E.coli chromosome are used. Plasmid DNA is much smaller and
remains in covalently closed circular form, while the E.coli 
chromosomal. DNA is broken down into linear molecules during 
the extraction procedure. Most of this linear DNA is 
pelleted with the cell remnants.
P la s u r d  DNA e x t r a c t i o n
(SDS Lysis Method, Maniatis et a l . , 1982)
An isolated colony containing the plasmid was taken from a 
LA ampicillin [SO^g/ml] plate and sequentially amplified in 
10 m l , 25 ml and finally 500 ml of Luria Broth, each 
containing 50 yg/ml of ampicillin at 3 7 = c with vigorous 
shaking. Each culture was allowed to grow until the 00(600) 
was close to 0,6, represer cing 3 ate log phase of bacterial 
growth and th 500 ml culture was grown for 2'h hours. 
chloramphenicol [170 Mg/ml}, an antibiotic which inhibits 
bacterial protein synthesis by binding to the SOS subunit of 
the ribosome, was added. Bacterial DNA synthesis is 
inhibited but the independently replicating plasmid 
continues to amplify during overnight incubation a: 37"C.
The bacterial cultures were harvested by centrifugation at 
•1 00J rpm for 10 minutes at V C .  The supernatant was 
removed and aucoc]avqd. Ice-cold STE was used to resusptnd 
th-i ba,:tn, and the centrifugation step was
The n d l ^ t  *3* remump#nded ii,  ^0 % suc:o&f 50 mM 
Tri#-HCl, pH 8,0. Fresh lysozyma [2 ma/ml] in 0,25 M 
Trim-HCl, pi! A.O warn added with 0,25 X EDTA, mixed well then 
placed on ice f o /  10 minutes. Six ml o f  10% SDS solution 
was added and jently dispersed using a sterile glass-rod to
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avoid shearing the DMA as the bacterial cell walla broke 
d o w n . Eight ml of 1,0 M NaCl was added and mixed evenly 
into the sample which was then left on ice for an hour. The 
high molecular weight bacterial chromosomal DNA and the 
bacterial debris were removed by centrifuging the sample at 
17 000 tpm for 1 hour at 4'C. The plasmid DNA and low 
molecular weight UNA remained suspended in the supernatant 
and the rest formed a pellet which was discarded.
In order to remove the proteins the supernatant was 
extracted twice using an equal volume of phenol: chloroform: 
isoamyl alcohol mix (25:24:1), and then once using only 
chloroform: isoamyl alcohol (24:1). The DNA was 
precipitated using twice the volume of ethanol and placed at 
-70*C for 15 minutes then centrifuged for 15 minutes at 
3 000 rpm at 4'C. The DNA pellet was washed twice in 70% 
ethanol and then dissolved in a small volume of TE buffer, 
pH 8,0.
The final step was the purification of closed circular 
plasmid DNA by centrifugation in CsCl. A CsCl gradient with 
an intercalating dye, ethidium bromide, was used in order to 
' .-parate plasmid and bacterial DNA. Ethidium bromide binds 
to covalently closed circular plasmid DNA and linear DNA and 
after ultracentrifugation in CsCl the plasmid DNA bands at a 
higher density (Radloff et a l ., 1967). For every 1 ml of
TE buffer, 1 gram of solid CsCl and 80 nq of ethidium 
bromide were added. Purple furry aggregates representing 
bacterial protein-ethidium bromide complexes were observed.
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The solution was kept covered and placed into Beckrann 
polycarbonate tubes and centrifuged in a Ti65 fixed angle 
rotor, at 45 000 rpm for 60 hours at 20 * C.
The tubes were observed using a UV light and two bands were 
visible. The upper band represented nicked linearized 
plasmid DNA and linear bacterial DMA while the lower band 
closed circular plasmid DNA. Thf upper layer was removed 
and the lower band was collected with a 2 ml syringe.
An equal volume of isoamyl alcohol was added to the plasmid 
to remove the ethidium bromide and it was gently inverted 
several times. The ethidium bromide was absorbed by the 
isoanyl alcohol and remains in the top layer which was 
removed. This step was repeated until the pink colour in 
the lower phase had completely disappeared. In order to 
remove the CsCl the lower ohase, containing the plasmid DNA 
was dialyzed in pretreated dialy.'s tubing (section 2.2.2.) 
at 4 ° C against TE buffer, pH 8,0 for several days. The 
plasmid DNA was removed from the tubing and stored at 4"C. 
The pla. mid DNA concentration was determined as described 
(section 2.3.2).
This plasmid to be used as a vector was digested using a 
suitable restriction enzyme, (EcoRI for this study). A 
small aliquot was loaded onto an agarose gel to check that 
digestion was complete. The digested vector was prepared 
for ligation by extraction twice with equal volumes of 
phenol to remove the enzyme and other proteins, extracted 
once with chloroform: isoamyl alcohol and finally twice with 
water saturated ether. The ether was removed by Incubation
X- -
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in e. 68 * C water bath for 10-JO minutes. The DNA was 
precipitated using 3 M sodium acetate 0,1 M magnesium 
acetate, pH 5,5 and 95% ethanol, washed twice with 70% 
ethanol then resuspended m  a small amount of IX TE buffer. 
The DNA concentration was estimated on a g e l .
2 .1 5 .2  P r e p a r a t io n  o f  t h e  hum an DNA f r a g m e n ts
The human E co R I DNA fragment which detected the RFLP had 
been identified by cligolabelling and hybridization 
procedures (section 2 . 7 . 4 )  to the correct restriction 
digests of human DNA. Subcloning of the correct fragment 
eliminated the continuous steps involved in the preparation 
of fragments for oligolabelling from the bacteriophage 
clone.
Thirty ng of the bacteriophage clone co itaining the human 
DNA sequence was digested for 2-3 hours with EcoR I . A small 
aliquot was tested for complete digestion on a trial gel.
The rest of the sample was then loaded onto a 1% agarose gel 
(low gelling temperature), containing 0,5-1 Mg/ml of 
ethidium bromide. The samples were separated overnight at 
25 volts with visible lambda molecular weight markers. The 
correct human EcoRI fragment was excised using a handheld U7 
light and placed into pretreated dialysis tubing with a 
small amount of 0,05 X TEA buffer. The fragment was eluted 
into the dialysis bag overnight at 10 mA in 0,05 X T E A .
The fragment was then collected and pur if i-. d using an 
Elutip-d column (Schleicher and Schuell). The column was 
pretreated with a high salt buffer (1 M N a C l , 20 Tris-HCl 
pH 7,3-7,5 , 1 mM EDTA) then washed through with low salt 
buffet (0,2 M NaCl, 20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7,3-7,5, 1 mM EDTA). 
The fragment was then loaded into the column and eluted with 
the high salt buffer, precipitated with 95% ethanol and 
washed twice with 701 ethanol. After the ethanol was 
completely removed and the pellet was resuspended in water 
or TE buffer, pH 8,0,
2.15.3 Ligation and transformation 
The Ligation Reaction
The ligation reaction in this study was a recombination 
reaction for limited polymerization with circle closure.. It 
was recommended that 5 pM/ml of DNA was used for such 
ligations. [One pM - (MwtDNA) #g or ( 0,66 x size kb) ug } 
(method of Rawlings, University of Capetown). The DNA 
ligation reaction consisted of appro te concentrations of 
vector and insert DNA, 1 mM ATP, a 1 ion buffer (10 X 
contains 0,66 M Tris-HCl, pH 7,6 , 0,0o6 M magnesium 
chloride and 0,1 M DTT) and T4 DNA ligase (Amersham). The 
ligation reaction was set up containing the correct 
concentrations of DNA, ligation buffer, ATP and o, 25 uniti> 
of T4 DNA ligase for "sticky-end'd" ligations. The final 
vrlume of the reaction was between 20 and 50 ^1. The 
reaction was incubated at 1*"C for 18-24 hours.
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P r e p a r a t io n  o f  C o m p o te n t C e l l s
(modified method of Maniatis at a l .. (1962) and D r .  D.
Rawlings p e r s . communication)
The suitable host, JM103, [ a flacpro) , hsdR*-. supE , sbcR. 
enclA , th i , strA, Lambda-/ I 'traD36. oroAB, l a d , 2 r.M15] was 
grown overnight in 10 ml or ]aria broth. One hundred yl of 
the overnight cultura was placed into 100 ml of Luria Broth 
and incubated with vigorous shaking for 90-120 minutes until 
the 00(600) was between 2 and 3. The cells must still be in 
the logarithmic phase of growth. The cells were harvested 
by centrifugation at 2 700 rpm at 4 *C and resuspended in 50 
ml 50 mM Calcium Chloride, 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8,0 , left on 
/  ice for 30 minutes before being centrifuged at 2 700 rpm for
10 minutes to pellet the cells. The cells were finally 
resuspended in 1,5 ml of the calcium chloride solution and 
' left on ice for at learnt 4 hour#. This step Increases the
frequency of transformation four to sixfold.
T r a n s f o r m a t io n  o f  t h e  H o s t  C e l l s
The DNA to be transformed must not exceed 100 n g . The 
concentrations of the DNA in ligations were estimated and 
the volume containing approximately 50 ng was mixed with 1 
X TE buffer pH 8,0 to a final volume of 100 u l . One hundr* ■! 
#il of the competent cells was added to the DMA ligation 
mix. The reaction was left on ice for 30 minutes, heat 
shocked in a 4 2 'C waterbath for 2 minutes, then placed on 
ice again for 5 minutes. One ml of Luria Broth was addeu to
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the reactions -nd hey ware then incubated c#t 37 C for 1 
l^c^ r^. This aliiwed for the ex rcasion of the ^-Lactamase
To analyze the recombinant# plate* were prepared uming LA 
( .2%) cooled to 55'C and ampicillin [final concentration 
j 0U ^g/ml] wa# added. X-gal was prepared by dissolving 25 
mi Ln 1,25 ml cf dlmethylfsrmenlde. The final concentration 
of X-jal is 50 mg/1 Luria Agar. IPTG was dissolved in wa'.^r 
and SCO ^1 was added to 1,0 1 ' f Luria Ag^r [final 
concentration 100 mM ] . The plates were poured, allowed to 
set at. room temper, "ure for at least an hour and then dried 
at 3 ?"C for 10-15 minutes. The transformed cells were 
gently mixed and olfferent volumes were plated out. A flat 
sterile glass-rod was used to spread the colonies. When the 
liquid wac absorbed into tne agar the plates were incubated 
at 17'C for 12-18 hours.
2.15.4 Recombinant Analysis
The plates were examined for the presence of white and blue 
colonies (figure 2.3). The white colonies Ind ited 
: uccesaful recombinants which had lost g-galactosidas^= 
activity. Control plates containing Lhe vector ligated to 
liself should have no white colonies. If present it could 
indicate that there was a mutation in the Lac-Z gene durinq 
ligation of the plasmid or else therm was co.ifjeiencn of 
ampicillin resistance tr thr host cells, JM103 from thm
Figure 2.3. An agar plike of JMT03 b.icticriftl colonics after 
transformation with p' ismid ptJCl?.
The blue colonies corcain non-rcconbi^.int: plasmids and the 
few white colonies contain rccombiniint pl.isnids. The very 
small white colonies ropre^nnt nun-ir.insionac:! JM103 
bacteria, which have started r.o qrow on tho plate due to 
conference ot rusist;mcr fror the az[;iriliin r^'iistant 
col on ies.
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ampicillin resistant surrounding cells. Any potentially 
positive recombinants were again plated out on 
Amp/X-gal/IPTG plates with overnight incubation.
A one-day plasmid preparation was used to analyze positive 
clones using a modified method of Promega Biotec. One 
isolated colony was used to inoculate 100 ml Luria Broth 
containing 100 pg/ml of ampicillin. The cultures were 
incubated overnight with vigorous shaking and harvested by 
centrifugation at 2 700 rpm for 3u minutes. The cells were 
lysed by resuspension in 6 mx of lysozyme solution (25 mM 
Tris-HCl pH 7,5, 15% sucrose, 10 mM EDTA and 2 mg/ml of 
lysozyme) and placed in ice water for 20 minutes.
Twelve ml of 1% SDS, 0,4 N NaOH was added and the reaction 
was gently inverted and placed on ice for 10 minutes.
Finally 3 M sodium acetate was added, to precipitate out the 
proteins and chromosomal DNA, evenly mixed by inversion and 
placed on ice for a further 20 minutes. The bacterial 
debris and chromosomal DNA were precipitated by 
centrifugation at 15 000 rpm for 10 minutes. The 
supernatant was collected and RNAse was added to a final 
concentration of 1 Mg/ml and incubated at 37"C for 30 
minutes. The supernatant was extracted twice with an equal 
volume of phenol: chloroform: isoamyl alcohol (25:24:1) and 
once only with chloroform: isovmyl alcohol (21:1). The 
plasmid DNA was precipitated using twice the volume of 
ethanol and then washed twice with 7U% ethanol. The pel let 
was dried and resuspended in IX TE buffer.
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In order to release the insert the plasmid DMA was digested 
using the enzyme, EcoR I ■ which had been used to subclone the 
fragment. The reaction was electrophoresed and the fragment 
sizes were determined. Multiple transfers of the gel to 
nylon membranes were performed. This involved setting up of 
a normal Southern transfer but changing the membrane 
increasing the length of transfer for each successive 
membrane. These were hybridized to the DMA fragments from 
the original recombinant phage. Finally the new 
recombinants were radiolabelled by nick-translation and 
hybridized to a Southern blot containing human DNA d-gested 
with the enzyme that detected the RFLP.
Those recombinants which satisfied all of the above criteria 
were then replated and grown overnight in 5 ml of Luria 
Broth. Ono ml of the culture was mixed with glycerol [final 
concentration of 35% ] and stored at -70"C.
2.16 EVALUATION OF METHODS
The methods used in this study were mostly standard 
techniques discussed at length by Maniatis et a l .. (1982) 
and those which have given the most reliable results have 
been reported. A number of modifications to the basic 
techniques were made when it was deemed necessary.
A number human genomic DNA extraction techniques have been 
used and the technique which gave the highest yield is 
reported here. This technique was advantageous in that it 
took only 3 i hours to do. It has also been found that an
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extra phenol extraction in the protein removal stage is 
helpful in yielding DNA of better quality. The extraction 
of DNA from bacteriophage usually yielded pure quantities of 
DNA and hence other shorter methods were not explored. The 
one-day mini-plasmid preparation used to analyse the 
recombinants after subcloning yielded very large amounts of 
good quality DNA. It is therefore suggested that this 
one-day procedure combined with a CsCl gradient step would 
be suitable for use if there was a problem with 
contaminating chromosomal DNA.
A number of problems have been experienced when digesting 
DNA wich restriction enzymes such as MspI and EcoR I . The 
DNA was pure enough to be digested with all other enzymes 
and so the problem was specific for these two enzymes. 
Sometimes, an alteration in the quantity of enzyme used or 
extra phenol extractions on the DNA allowed for digestion of 
the samples. Variation in the quality of enzyme obtained 
from the supplier also could be a contributing factor. Both 
enzymes could be giving problem due to partial methylation 
at these sites. Spermidine trihydrochloride was found to 
facilitate the digestion of human DNA but care was taken not 
to use large amounts or the DNA precipitated out of 
solution.
The most important modification to Southern blotting was the 
change over from nitrocellulose membranes to nylon 
membranes. The cost of nylon membranes was dounle that of 
nitrocellulose but the ability to reuse these membranes 
resulted in an enormous saving of time and hence was 
cost-effective. Our group was most satisfied with Biodyne
(Pall) which was durable and easy to handle. DNA transfer 
was successful in 10 x SSC and a stripping procedure without 
formamide was used.
Our experience demonstated that Biodyne was less sensitive 
than nitrocellulose after hybridization. This has recently 
been shown to be due to baking of the membrane and that by 
exposing the membrane to a specific UV light after transfer 
instead of baking, sensitivity after hybridization is 
enhanced (Khandj ian, 1987). The addition of 51 Dextran 
Sulphate to the hybridization solution of Biodyne was also 
found to increase the sensitivity of detection using this 
membrane. It was also found that 0,1% SDS helped reduce 
background caused by non-specific hybridization. The 
hybridization so.’ution given in Appendix B was a general 
solution used for all nylon membranes. Plastic bags 
replaced perspex hybridization boxes and up to five large 
membranes were placed together in one plastic bag during 
hybridization. The amount of hybridization solution needed 
was not fives times that specified per square cm on each 
blot but 20 ml was sufficient for 5 large (20 X 18 cm) 
membranes. If the hybridization mixture was used over more 
than two blots, results were obtained using Kodak XAR5 film 
and exposing the membranes for up to seven days.
Oligolabelling of specific human DNA fragments was preferred 
to nick-translation of the whole bacteriophage clone. The 
pacific activities obtained were much higher and the 
results were often clearer. Column separation of the 
non-incorporated nucleotides from the oligolabel1ed DNA 
fragments was necensary. However, to prevent any
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unnecessary exposure to radioactive nucleotides, the 
non-incorporated nucleotides were usually removed using 
Sephadex G-50 columns. It was found that 50 ^Ci of 32P was 
sufficient to label 64 ng of DMA for results on five large 
Southern blots.
Two different somatic cell hybrid DNA extraction protocols 
were used. The y^eld of DNA from the second method was far 
superior to of the first. The second method also cuts out 
the time-consuming step of cell collection. In this method 
somatic hybrid cells are lysed in their culture flasks and 
larger DNA yields were obtained. This suggested that the 
low yield from the first method could have been due to lysis 
of the cells during collection and then the DNA was 
susceptible to any endonucleases that were present. This 
would account for the degrading problems that were 
experienced. The disadvantage of the second method was that 
an overall cytogenetic analysis could not be done on all the 
culture flasks. This could lead to inaccurate results if 
some cells containing certain chromosomes were 
misrepresented in those flasks which were analysed.
A further development in the field was the substitution of 
Biotin labelled nucleotides for 32P labelled nucleotides 
(Leary et a l .. 1983). This technique of labelling DNA 
probes is however not favourable to a study such as this 
because the need to reuse Southern blots was an important 
advantage. Subsequent hybridization studies nave to be done 
using 32P. Future developments in this field would be 
advantageous if radio-active nucleotides could be eliminated
113.
from hybridization procmO'ire*. Safety precautions were used
at all times when using radio-active nucleotides until such 
developments are made in the field.
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3 CHAPTER THREE - RESULT"
A human g m o m i c  DMA library was .creenec. i " sinqle-cu^y 
sequences. These clones were _.sed to screen rai .'-'n 
individuals,whose DMA was rij ^ ested with a panel of 
restriction enzymes. A number of restriction fragment 
length polymorphisms were detected and these were confirmed 
to br inherited in a Mendeiian fashion by means of family 
studies. Those DMA sequences which detected RFLPs were 
tentatively localized to huma.i chromosomes by hybridization 
studies using a somatic cell hybrid panel. The allele 
frequencies of the various RFLPs were determined in three 
Southern African populations.
3.1 Human genomic probes
3.1.1 The Isolation of Human DMA Probes
Screening of the Haelll/Alul human DMA library
The human DMA library was plated out and the titra (tne 
number of plaque forming units per ml) ci the library -was 
determined. Th'.a had decreased from 1,0 X 10** per ml in 
the previous screening (carried out in the Department, 
January, 1984) to 1,0 X lO* per ml. Approximately 1404 
non-overlapping plaques were isolated and screened by the 
mefhod of Benton and Davies (i')77). Righty-five pl/xiuns di i 
not 9hjw any detectable hybridization to genom.c DMA. An 
autoradiograph of radiolabelled total human gcnomic ONA 
hybridized to a plate containing phayo with and kithcut
**■
repetitive '.luman sequences is shown in figure 2.1 (page 
68). The "gaps" represent plaques of bacteriophage which 
contain single-copy human DMA inserts or lack human inserts 
altogether.
Isolation of bacteriophage DNA containing human inserts
DNA from each bacteriophage clone was digested with the 
restriction endonuclease EcoRI to indicate which of the 
clones contained human DNA sequei.^es. Twenty-three of the 85 
clones had restriction patterns which indicated that they 
contained human DNA sequences. Some of those which detected 
RFLPs can be seen in figure 3.1a and 3.2. The Lambda Charon 
4A DNA has EcoRI fragments of 19,9; 10,9; 7,8 and 6,6 kb in 
length. The joining of the left and right phage arms at 
their cohesive ends forms the larger 30,7 kb fragment which 
can be seen in figure 3.2. Human DNA sequences present in 
the clones would be distinguishable from the Charon 4A 
sequences, since the human fragments replace the 7,8 and 6,6 
kb Charon 4A fragments.
The sizes of the human EgoRI fragments within each clone 
were calculated using molecular weight standards (Lambda DMA 
digested with Hindlll and EcoRI ) , and are listed in table 
3.1. Not all the smaller fragments are visible in figure 
3.1a but they can be seen in figure 3,2. A further 10 
clones also contained human DNA inserts. Six of these 
clones did not detect any variation and the other 4 
contained repetitive DNA sequences which gave results which 
could not be interpreted and therefor# these recombinant 
phaye have not beei followed up.
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TABLE 3 . 1 .  PROPERTIES OF THE E IG HT HUMAN DNA INSERTS IN  
BACTERIOPHAGE CHARON 4A
P ro b e E c o R I F ra g m e n ts  
f r o m  i n s e r t  
(k b )
T o t a l  S iz e  
o f  i n s e r t  
(k b )
Fragments Sizes 
containing 
repetitive 
sequences (kb)
VC14 5,2; 4,9; 2,7 
2,2: 1,0: 0,85
0, 72
17,57
VC28 4,5; 1,7 6,2 both
VC61 4,50; 1,98; 
0,93; &,4Z;
1,0
0.40
8,28 4,50
0,93
VC63 7,20; 6,10
1,30; 0,95
15,55 7,20
6,10
VC64 14,5; 1,25 15,75 none
veil 6,7; 2,35 
2,1; 0,84
11,99 6. 7
VC7 5 10,0 ; 2,5 
1,35; 0,47
14,32 non.
VC85 6.7 ; 3,3 ;
1.7 ; 0,95;
2,15
0,84
16,41 non.
The underlined fragments are visible in Figure 3.2 but 
not in figure 3.1a.
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Further screening for repetitive human DMA sequences
A Southern blot, using a nylon membrane, was prepared from 
the agarose gel shown in figure 3.1a. The hybridization of 
this blot to radiolabelled total human genomic DMA indicated 
whether any of the human fragments contained repetitive DMA 
sequences. !'« can be seen from figure 3.1b that soite of the 
human fragments have hybridized to total human DNA. The 
membrane in figure 3.1b has been washed at a moderate 
stringency (55 ° C in 0,1% SD S ; 0,IX SSC) because even the 
repetitive DNA sequences would be removed at higher 
stringencies. When the clones were initially isolated, :hey 
were transferred to nitrocellulose and then screened under 
stringent conditions and therefore there was no detectable 
hybridization to total human DNA in the clones that were 
selected. Repetitive DNA sequences within these clones were 
only detected when nylon membranes were used and a high 
background, due to non-specific hybridization of the probe, 
was found. In order to get clear hybridization results 
those DNA fragments which contained repetitive sequences 
were identified and were excluded from the probe. The sizes 
of the human DNA fragments which contained repetitive 
sequences are indicated in table 3.1. Some of the human 
EcoRI fragments, which identified the RFLPs have been 
subcloned and are described in the following section.
12u.
3.2.2 Subcloning of certain Probes
The EcoRI fragments of clones VC63, VC61 and VC85 which 
detected specific RFLPs were identified, isolated and 
purified from a low melting temperature agarose gel. The 
vector chosen for subcloning was pUC19 and it was also 
digested with EcoRI for a simple "sticky-end" ligation 
reaction.
Successful subclones for VC61, VC63 and VCSs have been 
obtained, and are called pVC61, pVC63 and pVC85 
respectively. Diagrams of the three subclones are given in 
figure 3.3. In figure 3.4a an EcoRI digest of DMA from each 
of the subclones is shown. In figures 3.4b, c , d , and e , 
the hybridization pattern of the original fragments are 
shown to correspond to those present in the new subclones. 
These subclones all successfully detected their respective 
RFLPs (see below).
In s.ummary, then, eighty-five clones were isolated from a 
human genomic DNA library as potential single-copy human DMA 
probes. Restriction enzyme analysis indicated that 22 of 
these clones contained human DNA inserts. Of these, 14 
still contained repetitive sequences within the clones and 
only 9 contained single-copy human DNA sequences. The 
overall percentage of single-copy sequences isolated in this 
study was therefore 0,6 % A single-copy EcoRI fragment was 
isolated from 2 of the 14 clones, which contained repetitive 
DNA sequences, and detected variation in the human genome, 
Three of the clones which detect RFLPs have been subcloned 
into pVC19, a plasmid vector.
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3.2 RFLfs isolated in this study
3.2.1 Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphisms
Human DMA was isolated from random individuals. The average 
yield from 25 ml of whole blood was between 0,6 and 1,0 mg. 
Ten of human DNA was digested with each of the following 
fourteen restriction endonucleases; MspI, Taal , BamH I ,
B a i n ,  H i n d u ,  EcaRi, Ezuii, aali, siMi,
Avai l . Mbol and Rsal and Southern Blots were prepared.
The majority of RFLPs detected in this study were due to 
base-pair substitutions which resulted in the creation or 
loss of a recognition site for a restriction enzyme. These 
DNA changes were recognized by one lestriction enzyme and 
generated simple two-allele polymorphisms. Family studies 
showed that all RFLPs discovered in this study were 
inherited in a co-dominant Mendelian fashion and these 
results are presented in the following paragraphs.
I. Basepair Substitution RFLPs
Probe VC14 detects two MspI Polymorphisms
This clone contains a 17,6 Kb single-copy human DNA insert 
and it detects two hspl two-allele RFLPs (A and B) in the 
human genome. The allelic fragment sizes are (A 1 ) 2 0,0 kb 
(A2) 11,6 kb and (Bl) 14,0 kb (B2) 12,7 kb (figure 3.5a).
In order to confirm thim, the bacteriophage warn digested
with MspI and two fragments, 11,0 and 8,5 kb were isolated. 
These fragments do not correspond directly to the size of 
the human fragments on a Southern blot. The clone was 
constructed using EcoRI linkers and hence digestion with any 
other enzyme would result in the flunking human fragments 
being attached to the left and right arms of the 
bacteriophage vector. The 11,0 kb fragment, when hybridized 
to a Southern blot of Msp I digested human DMA, detected the
20,0 and 11,6 kb fragments (figure 3.5b). Similarly the 8,5 
kb fragment hybridized to the 14,0 and 12,7 kb human 
fragments (figure 3.5c). There is some hybridization to the 
11,6 kb M sol fragment, using the 8,5 kb M s p I fragment which 
is due to the 8,5 kb MspI fragment not being isolated 
completely from the 11,0 kb M s p I fragment.
Probe VCI4 detects two polymorphic MspI sites which are 
outside of the region that was originally cloned and this is 
schematically represented in figure 3.6. Family studies 
using both M s p I fragments confirm Mendelian inheritance of 
the specific alleles at each locus (figure 3.7a and 3.7b).
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RKLP At thiu lok^n.
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IJf).
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Figure j.m. Schematic rnprosentation of the 
restriction patt&rn of probe VC14.
The 11, kb Mspr fragment from the clone hybridizes to the
20,0 and 11,6 kb human genomic MopI fragments. The 8,5 kb 
I fragment hybridizes to the 12,7 and 14,0 kb human MspI 
fragments, (^-polymorphic sites, M-Qsgt).
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Figure 3.7. An autoradiognph of a Southern blot ot an tl&p: 
digest on DMA from a three generation family (C.E.P.H. no. 
1424), hybridizmd to a) probe VC14 which ahows the 
megrmgation of the second MapI RFLP at thia locus. Tho 
( ragmentm of the first RFLP are only faintly visible. In bj 
the 11,0 kb MsoC fragment showing the first RFLP at this 
locus. The #x:tra banc'9 in individuals 7, 11 and 14 which 
are visible due to pnr i,i] digestion with thn rmstrirtinn 
enzyme.
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Probe VC28 detects MspI and TaqI polymorphisms
This cion# contains a 6,2 kb human DMA insert which contains
moderately repetitive DNA sequences, since both the human 
E&aRI fragments hybridized to radiolabelled total human
genomic DNA (figure 3.lb, page ne ) . This probe detected 
two simple two-allele RFLPs with the restriction enzymes 
TaqI and MspI . Stringent washing conditions (65 ° C in 0,05 X 
SSC 0,05% SDS for at least one hour) were however needed to 
remove the repetitive fragments.
The hybridization pattern of VC28 to an MspI digest of DNA
from random Negroid individuals is shown in figure 3.8a and 
a number of constant fragments in addition to the 
polymorphic ones can be seen. In figure 3.8b the 
hybridization pattern of the 3,6 kb M s p I fragment, which was 
isolated by digestion of VC28 with MspI , to the same blot is 
shown.
The two-allele MspI RFLP is apparent and the extra fragment 
in lane 6 in figure 3.8a, is no longer present in 3.8b and 
is therefore not part of the polymorphism. Thin extra 
fragment has not been seen in subsequent screening studies 
and could possibly have been due to either a partial 
digestion or it could represent a second variant fragment 
length detected with VC28. Family studies on this 
individual were unfortunately not possible.
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Figure 3.9 is an autoradiograph of a family study of the 
clone VC28 which was hybridized to a Southern blot of family 
DMA digested with MspI . The parents are homozygous for 
different alleles and the three children are all 
heterozygotes, thus confirming co-dominant Mendelian 
inheritance of this polymorphism.
The TaqI polymorphism can also be detected by the same 3,6 
Kb MspI fragment of probe VC28. In figure 3.10a an 
autoradiograph of the hybridization pattern of probe VC28 
hybridized to a Taal digest of DMA from random Caucasoid 
individuals is shown. A number of constant fragments are 
visible and an extra 3,6 kb fragment is present in some 
individuals. Hybridization -' the 3,6 kb MspI fragment, to 
the same blot, revealed the pcx/morphic fragments. The 4,8 
kb fragment not the 4,1 kb fragment, which is directly above 
the 3,6 kb fragment, is the allelic fragment of the RTLP 
(figure 3.10b).
Family studies have shown the Mendelian inheritance of this 
polymorphism, but to date no individual who is a i omozygoce 
for the smaller 3,6 kb fragment has been detected (figure 
3.11). It is interesting to note that both the TagI and 
MspI RFLPs, which have similar sized allelic fragments, have 
been detected within a 3,6 kb DMA sequence and further that 
both of these restriction enzymes contain a CpG dinucleotide 
sequence in their recognition site.
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Figure 3.9. An autoradiograph of the bacteriophage 
VC28 hybridized to a Southern blot conte ning DMA, 
with MspI, fron a five member family. Each parent 
homozygous for either the 5,0 or the 3,9 kb allelr 
three children are clearly all heterozygotc:;. Thu 
extra fragments in lanes 2, 4 and in all lane'; (arc 
kb) arc duo to partial digestion ut th»- UNA. Iragm 
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Figuro 3.10. An autzor^diour.iph  ^ Xoufhurn bloL of rnndon 
Caucasoid UNA diqnstcd T.iql .imi uybrniiznd to a) probo
VC28 and b) the j,G kh 4spi fr.iqmcnc ol VC2M. In a) che 
6,75 kb fragment ol fh-? jolrcul.ir wi ight marker is visible 
(M). In b) the two ni olic fr.iyinont-s cun bo seen, the 
larger 4,8 kb and the amallei 3,fi kb The gel
migrated unevenly and the b„nds not straight.
Figure j.ll. An autoradiograph ol ,i Scithcrr-. h]ot. ot Tnql 
digested DMA from ,i threo gonurat.im r.imily (('.K.I'.ll. nn. 
13294) and hybridized to thu kb Mn^l probi-
VC28. The R,5 kb Irrnqmnnl is «i ion:)t:,int ir.Kirrnt .tTid 
faintly visible in .ill thu l.mr:;.
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Probe VC61 detects a TaqI polymorphism
This clone contains a 8,28 kb human DMA insert. Two of the 
human EcoRI fragments within this clune hybridized to total 
human DNA (figure 3.1b, page 116 ) . A high frequency 
two-allele TaqI polymorphism was detected and the variant 
fragments are 12,5 and 10,1 kb in length. There were no 
constant fragments (figure 3.12). The TaqI RFLP is visible 
even though the DNA has migrated unevenly in places. This 
RFLP was initially detacted using the clone VC6I and by 
means of high stringency washing of the membrane.
In an attempt to get clearer results, the bacteriophage 
clone was digested with T&gl. Those TaqI fragments, which 
did not correspond to Ct.aron 4A DNA % aql fragments, were 
excised from a low melting temperature agarose gel and each 
was then in turn hybridized to TaqI human DNA blots. All of 
these fragments gave very strong background and the RFLP was 
not apparent. In order to get clear results, those human 
EcoRI fragments of the clone (1,98 and 1,0 kb ) , which did 
not hybridize to radiolabelled human DNA (figure 3.1b, 
page lie ) , were pooled and oligolabelled.
A study of a three generation famil i, showing co-dominant 
Mendelian inheritance of the alleles, can be seen in figure 
3.13. Thm 1,0 kb human fcgRI fragment of VC61, which has 
been success ully subcloned into a plasmid, pUC19 (section 
3.1.2) was i.sad to produce this autoradiograph.
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Figure 3.12. An autoradiograph of Southern blot of DMA from 
random Caucasoid individuals, digested with lagl and 
hybridized to the 1,98 and 1,0 kb E^gRl fragments of probo 
VC61. The two-allele polymorphism can be seen. The DMA Man 
migrated unevenly in the gel but this has not affected the 
results.
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Figure 3.13. An autoradiograph ol a Southern blot of a Ttigr 
digest of a three generation family (C.E.R.H. no. 11:194) 
hybridized to the 1,0 kb HcoRI fragment, isolated Irwm the 
oubclune pvrcil. The parents are homc/ygn\ni |w: ditieiem 
alleles and all the children .ire hctorn/ygnu::.
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Figure 3.12. An autoradiograph of southern blot of DMA from 
random Caucasoid individuals, digested with Taol and 
hybridized to the 1,98 and 1,0 kb Ec@RT fragments of probe 
VC61. The two-allele polymorphism can be seen. The DMA has 
migrated unevenly in the gel but this has not affccted the
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Figure 3.13. An autoradiograph ol a Southern blot of a l\ni( 
digest of a throe generation family (C.K.r.H. no. UJ94) 
hybridizod to the 1,0 kb RcnHI Fragment, inol.u.,'d !rnm th,'
a u b c l o n o  p V C M .  T h r  p a r < n t ^  ,ir'' horTKi/y^oii': |.)r liiri'Tf'Mt 
a l l e l n i i  a n U  a l l  t h r  . h i kh''ii ,i)f hrtriii/yuuu';
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Probe VC6 3 detects a TaqI polymorphism
This clone contained a human DMA insert of 15,5 kb and two 
of the human E&QRI fragment# (7,2 and 6,1 kb) hybridized to 
total human DMA (figure 3.1b, page 116 ). This probe 
detected a simple two-allele Taol RFLP. The two allelic
fragments are 13,0 and 9,0 kb and a constant fragment of
10,5 kb ia also found. In figure 3.14 an autoradiograph of 
a Southern blot using a nitrocellulose membrane, containing 
lagl digests of DMA from random Caucasoid individuals,
hybridized to VC63 is shown.
These results were not repeai.uhiR vhtn nylon membranes were 
used. The 1,3 and 0,95 kb human EcoRI fragments, which did 
not hybridize to human genomic DMA, were excised from a low 
melting temperature agarose g e l , oligolabelled and use^ to 
obtain clear results. These two fragmenLs did not detect 
the constant 1C,5 kb fragment. In figure 3.15 an 
autoradiograph of a family study demonstrating tne 
co-dominant Mendelian inheritance of the alleles of this 
RFLP is shown.
The constant fragment is no longer visible because the 1,3 
kb human EcoRI fragment from the sub-clone of VC63, pvcG] 
was used. A schematic representation of the TaqI 
restriction pattern which resulted in this polymorphism is 
illustrated in figure 3.16.
2 ,2 6 - #  
1 ,9 8 - ■
Figure 3.14. An autoradiograph of the prob^ VU63 hyliridizcil 
to a Southern blut of DMA from random C,iuui::oi(j individunl;:, 
digested with Tag I. A const,mt band of 10,1) kb, bfkwenn th,' 
vmriant fragments, is visible. This Southern blot madn 
uaing nitrocellulose and it has been w;i:;h*!d stringently.
Some fragments of the lambda molecular w(^i(jht m.irknr a m  
indicated.
i i O r O u
Figure ].]h. An ^utorndioignph of a Suuth«'in bloT o: Toni 
diqoKtn of DNA (ro^ some individuals of a Llurn qniwi.it inr; 
family (C.E.P.H. no. 1416) which has baon hyhridized to ih« 
1,J kb ^cpHf fr^qmDnk of tiho oubclonn pVCGl. Kr.ngmunCr: (inn 
thr l.imbda ((indril mijloculir weight m,irkrr ,irf! .iluo ;;huwn. 
The constant band of iu,b kb between t.li,/ Ir.nyncnt.;
i:; n» I on';m v i:. i h 1 .
T  *  
1 1
13.0 kb
9.0kb
10,5 kb
; 1 p ro b e  VC  6 3
pVC 6 3 -s u b c lo n e
Figure 3.16. Schomatic raprcsontaCion of the TaqI 
restriction pattern of probo VCR]. The position of the 1,3 
kb EccRI fragment which has been subcloned is shown (pVC63) 
It (ions not detect the 10,5 kb constant fragment because it 
is the outer lying fra(;mnnt of t.hn seguencc originally 
cloned. (T-Tagl, * -polymorphic TaqI site).
Probe VC64 detects a TaqI polymorphism
This clone contains a 15,75 kb single-copy human DMA insert 
consisting of a 1*,5 kb and 1,25 kb EcoRI fragment. The
14,5 kb fragment between the two phage arms (19,9 and 10,9 
kb) can be seen Jgure 3.2 (page 117 ). This probe 
detects a simple two-allele TaqI RFLP. A TaqI site within 
the 15 5 kb i ragment has either been created, thus resulting
in two smaller fragments of 10,1 and 5,d kb, or it has been
lost between the 10, 5,4 kb fragments, resulting in the
larger 15,5 kb fragment. In figure 3.17, an autoradiograph
of DNA from 6 random San individuals digested with TaqI and
hybridized to VC64, can be seen.
A variant allele has also been detected, but unfortunately 
family studies were not possible to show the inheritance of 
this variant allele, since no relatives of this indivi.: L
could be obtained. A farther 53 San individuals have been 
screened with this probe and . othe*- 12 .0 kb alleles have 
been found. This individual has probably gained a TaqI sita 
which lies within the Taal sites which gave rise to the 15,5 
kb fragment. The TaqI restrict!.' n pattern of this probe is 
schematically illustrated in figure 3.18.
In figure 3.19, an autoradiograph of a family study snowing 
the co-dominant Mendelian inheritance of the TaqI alleles is 
shown The father, a heterozygote (result not shown), had 
three TaqI fragments and 4 of the 5 children have inherited 
tne paternal allele represented by the 10,1 and 5,4 kb 
fragments since their mother (1-1) is a homozygote for the
1 2  3 4 5 6
Figure J.17. An autoradiograph o( a Southern blot of DNA 
from random San individuals, digested with Zagl and 
hybridized to probe VCb4. One individual, lane 5, shows a 
variant pattern and has fragments of 12,0 kb and a 15,5 kb.
T *  T
i  I ^ ^ _____
, , 15.5 kb
,-----------------1,--------. 10.1,5.4 kb
'-------------------- ' 12.0 kb
sai^eeeeei
pmbe VC 64
Figure 3.18. Schematic repr'vu'nraTion tne %aql 
polymorphism drtnrfp,, ny V; The two smaller T'lql
fragments (10,1 and ',,4 Kt; add up to the largo, Iragmout 
(15,5 kb). A base pair haigo has probably resulted in tlu 
loss or gain of a T'l'l? nil". ( * -polymorphic ;:to, T-TagI 
** - variant Tag: into;.
o  o  o
1 2 3 4 5 Sizes
(kb)
Figure 3.19. An autoiadioqraph oi probe VCG' 
a Southern blot of TagI diqasty on DHA froc ; 
family. The father is a heteroxyqoto hiving 
rragments (not shown) and the mother (I I) i: 
1 »r the IS,5 Kb a 11ele.
1 hybridizjd 
i f ive rhil i 
all throe 
; a homozygot
**'
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Probe VC75 detects a three allele Avail polymorphism
This clone contains a 14,3 kb single copy human DNA insert. 
It was initially shown to detect a two-allele Avail RFLP in 
all three Southern African populations, but when it was 
tested on a number of parents from -he C.E.P.H. 
collaboration study, a third al'ele of 3,2 kb was found.
This allele was present in a Lower frequency than that of 
the 4,3 Kb allele. Figure 3.20 shows the hybridization 
results of this probe to DNA from random Caucasoid 
individual# digested with Avail. The three allelic 
fragments are 4,3; 1,5 and 3,2 kb, and a number of constant 
fragments can also be seen.
Figure 3.21a presents t.;e results of a family stu i/ in which 
the co-dominant, segregation pattern of 4,3 and 3,5 kb 
alleles can be seen. Both of the parents are heterozygous 
for the RFLP and one cf the children (II-l) is a homozygote 
for the smaller 3,5 kb allele. Figure 3.21b shows the 
co-dominant segregation in three generations of the 3,5 and
3,2 kb alleles. This Southern blot was hybridized to the 
1,35 EcgRI hunan fragment isolated from ' 7 g . This
fragment could be subcloned at a later stage since it 
detects only th*# RFLP and none of the constant fragments.
la n e s 1 2  3 4 5 6  7 8 9 1 0 1 1 1 Z 1 3 M 1 5 K 1 7 M
. '  IP  w
' *.**4*.' ' Y "  *  -4,3
. *  ' -2.5
- 175 
- t o
Figure 3.20. An autorjdionr.ipu o( probe VCT") hybridised to 
a Southern B^o^ of diyctitions on DNA fiom random
Caucasoid Individuals. Three allolos reprournted by 4,3;
3,5 and 3,2 kb frnqmunts (Al, A? and AT respectively) can be 
seen in addition to thr const .mt fr.i'inntd. Tho b,.M; ^,0^ 
doublet and 1,32 kb (.r.iymcntL: oi the l,,mbdj tiin^Ul/Gi^aRI 
molecular weight marker arc prosent in janr M. Tn l;ine 1, a 
homozyqotc for Al, in Line 4 .i h«;toroxy(;ctc' (A1A2) and in 
lane 8 a hotrrozyyntc (AHA)) c,in Ln som^.
/b)
i w L i r W H
 ^  ^ Sizes 
(kb)
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Figure 3.21. An uuturdJIcxjimph ol S o i . t h f r n  hlohs ol UNA 
d i g e s t e d  w i t h  f r r m  i n d i v i d u a l s  uT t w o  f , * m i l i i » s .
In  a )  t h u  s e g r o q a t i c m  o t  ^ h n  4 , 1  a n d  k h  A l i r i c ;  nr.d L lm
c o n s t a n t  h a n d u  c m  bo r .ocT..  I n  b )  t"hi' H c ^ i ' ^ ' t t i o n  o l  r h c
3 , 5  a n d  ) , 2  kb  ; i i l d ( v i  r a n  l )u s r u n  i "  ( i m i ; /  (w o  ^ C . K . r . M .  
no  n i l ) .  T h e r e  a m  no c o n : ; t . . in t  I r i q m c r f s  p r o s m t -  b m . i u r c  
t h e  1 , 1S b y u K l  f r . u i m r n L  i r o m  v c / ' '  w. is  u s r d  a s  ,* p r u h c .
In  m) i i n q m e n t n  o i y r s  n i m i l a r  t o  t h e  m.ir^oT ,irn i n  
d f f e r o n L  p o s i t i o n s  nn  t h e  i ; r l .  T h i n  i s  d u o  t o  u n e v e n  
r u n n i m ;  n." t h ' '  ( ) c l  l iu r  tn'' n c f i w l  d i s t . i H e r s  f r o m  t^hc u r i ' i z n  
dcro the
X '
II. DNA rearrangement-type RFLP detected by probe VCt5
O n e  of th# more interesting findings in this study was the
isolation of a probe which detected a DNA rearrangement-type 
RFLP. This type of RFLP is usually only detected if the 
rearrangement involves a region of DNA, probably greater 
than 300 bp, which is resolvable on a g e l . A number of 
smaller rearrangements would be detected as base-pair 
substitution RFLPs.
Clone VC85 was an interesting probe discovered in this 
study. It contained a 16,41 single-copy human DNA insert. 
Initially nine enzymes were found to show variation with 
‘'his probe and it was concluded that VC85 detected an 
ertion/delet ion RFLP involving 500 bp of DNA because: 
Firstly, the variation in polymorphic fragment sizes was 
constantly 500 bp with the majority of restriction enzymes 
used. This is illustrated schematically in figure 3.22. 
Secondly, the same individuals were always heterozygous for 
the polymorphism with all the enzymes used.
In figure 3.23 the hybridizat >n patterns of probe VC35 to 
DNA of random individuals . ousted with four restriction 
e n z y m e s ,  &tyl, Eyyli, BglU and and their fragment
sizes are given. An insert ion/del# cion RT: P involving 
constant amount of DNA behaves as di-allelic RFLr at a 
single locus.
1 3 W
 1 V
-4 V -  500 bD.
h— < C
F i g u r e  ]  r a p r r ^ o n t . i t i o n  o f  Cl.o i l e l c r i o n /
i n s e r t i o n - ^ / ; ; , .  RKI.r d r t . c c f - . i J  b y  V(. ! fs.
A ny  e nzym e  w l i i c h  h , is  u i t n s  ( * )  S- a n d  3" t . i  t h e  i l e i , ' t i r , i , .  
i n s e r t i o n  r e g i o n ,  w i l l  show  a c o n s t a n t  d n i e r e r c e  . n  l e n g t h  
o f  bOO bp  n e t w o u n  t h e  f r a g m e n t s  ( V ) .  i n  a i u i t i o n  t o  o f h e u  
c o n r t a n t  i r i g m r n t s  ( C ) .
d) BamH I
F l g u x ?  3 . 2 3 .  Aut  
d i q n H t m l  w i t h  f n u
n l  D N A I 
d i  I f  ( ' i  i - n l  i '  :.1 T i . ( i
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Tha enzymes MapI and TaqI both mhowed unusual restrict.ion 
fragment length variation with this probe, but still 
corresponded to the insertion/deletion polymorphism. These 
results will be discussed in the section on characterization 
of probe VC85 (section 3.3).
The alleles generated by this insertion/deletion are 
inherited in a Mendelian fashion (figure 3.24).
Figure 3.24. fn autoradiograph of a Southern blot of DNA , 
from a family, diqemted with BagHI mud hybridized to probe 
f V O  .. The father (TI-1) la a homozygote for the larger
allele and the mother (11-2) a hoterozygcto. Constant 
fragments are also visible. The sizes 01 the fragmonf.n of 
two lambda molecular weight markers ari- shown.
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3.2.2 Localization of the RFLPs detecting DNA sequencer
Th* tentative localization of all the RFLP detecting human
DNA sequences isolated in this study was possible due to the 
generous donation of cell lines from a number of
individuals. Lines XIIDldE, XII2Dlf, XI12Did were obtained 
from Dr. U . Francke, Yale University, U.S.A., 1ines 32-2-10 
and 32-2-3 from Dr. T. Mohandas UCLA Medical Center, 
Torrance, C.A. U.S.A. and lines RBC13H-C, DMW5II-C,
DMW13II-C and MDW55-C from Dr. A. E . Retief, University of 
Stellenbosch, S.A. All other lines were constructed by our 
Department (Dos Santos, 1986).
The somatic cell hybrids lines were maintained in the 
Cytogenetic Unit of the Department. Southern Blots were 
prepared from DNA extracted from these lines and the RFLP 
detecting sequences were hyoridized to these blots. The 
hybridization pattern of presence or absence in a specific 
line could then be assessed according to the chromosomal 
content of the hybrid lines. In order to determine whether 
any cross-sequence homology of the human DNA probes exists, 
three important controls consisting of Chinese hamster, 
mouse and human DNA were also placed on these blots. In 
fable 3.2 the results of the chromosomal analyses of the 
cell lines and the hybridization patterns of the different 
human RFLP-detecting sequences to the specific somatic cell 
lines are shown.
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Most of the RFLPs reported in this study were localized 
using one Southern blot, from which it was not possible to 
distinguish between chromosomes 7 and 20. Two other 
Southern blots using new lines /ere prepared and these 
helped in the assignment of some of the probes, Tentative 
assignments without any discrepancies were obtained for the 
probes, VC14, VC61, VC64 and VCS5.
Probe V C 14
This probe hybridized to all lines containing chromosome 6, 
(lines 2, 8 a - ' 9 ) and to the human male control (figure 
3.25). This probe was hybridized to other lines (20 and 21\ 
which contained an isochromosome of the short arm of 
chromosome 6 and the probe was present in these two lines
thus indicating that the probe is on chromosome fcp.
Probe VC61
Probe VC61 has been tentatively localized to chromosome 2. 
This probe can be seen to hybridize to lines 2, 4 and to the 
male control in figure 3.26. A few other lines were also 
analysed and there was hybridization to line 19 (which 
contains all the chromosomes except the Y chromosome) and 
line 22 (table 3.2). The only chromosome consistently
present in all these lines was chromosome 2.
S . m m * * *
lin e s  i  2
Fiquro 3.2'). An lutomrlinqr.iph of proU'' VC:l h^hridir.ed to 
A Houth«?rn blot of 'lom.itic o i l  hybrid UNA with
Thm probr han Mybridi^rU («) tn ]mr:; r, H, 9 nnl 
to a hum.in m,i]r ccntrol. Th'? .irruw:;, A, H, m.J U indiu.ivo 
th*» hur^m ti.inmnnt:;. yr.tryrrnrr. A .ui'i t: .nc nx'fi .md
iro not cin.iriy :iO(VL in ,ill thn r)u:;iriv»' Th^rn w.r;
no hybrhiizalion tn l:A(l or Chnv'..«' hmsi,'T :ntrul DMA (nwt
shown).
Figure 3.26. An of Southern h]ot uf
cell hybrid DMA dKj-^tcd with Hindi II and hybridized to 
probA Thcrw tu di'Cimt.#! hybridi.T.itinn tu linn:: 2,
4 and to thi* hum,in n.^1^ enntro), indic.itrd h-, nrrows A and 
H. Thr ::trom] b.K'k^rcnmd is dun fo rn[)nr.it.r/(' HNA sequr-nccn 
in the prubr. TIi" d.nk Mh.idow, <?n t.hr w.i:; dur to
uuurhcr X-i.iy pl itii' Ix'inu ov.-r rhr h: duriM<f
( . 'X p o s u ; i ' .  T h n r c  r ;  s , 'L ; u m c i '  h r ' i U x y /  r o  m u r . c
(M) buT not fo (.'hiii'-:'' hi:.- ! v (;') rXA.
4«C^.
*W»P
Probe VC64
This probe has been tentatively localized to chromosome 1. 
The probe has hybridized to lines 2, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 
19. There is cross sequence homology to mouse DNA and 
possibly to Chinese hamster DNA, but this cannot be clearly 
seen in figure 3.27. This probe was later shown to be 
linked to probe VC85 which is also found on chromosome 3.
Probe VC85
This probe has been assigned to chromosome i. In figure 
3.28 it can be seen that VC8 5 has hybridized to somatic cell 
hybrid lines 2 and 9 and to the human control, who was a 
heterozygote for the RFLP. Further hybridization results 
indicated that the probe was also present on a chromosome 
common to lines 11, 12, 13 and 14 (table 3.2).
Other fragments not corresponding to the human control 
fragments have hybridized to the probe. The two fragments 
present in lines 1, 2, 3, 8, 9, and 10 are thought to be 
Chinese hamster fragments, because all these lines were 
formed by fusion with Chinese hamster cells, even though the 
Chinese hamster control line (Wg3h) does not clearly show 
these fragments. This could be due to partial degradation 
of the Chinese hamster DNA on the blot. The extra fragments 
in lines 4, 5, 6 and 7, which are all mouse hybrid lines, 
correspond to fragments present in the RAG line (control 
mouse DNA).
l in e s
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Figure 3.27. An aut()i\ifiio<]r.ip)h of :]ourhnrn blot ol DNA cl 
somatic cell hybrid linos digested with Hindi!! and 
hybridized to probo VC(,4. The probn is prevent in those 
lines which show all of t.ho human fragments (A, B, C, anl 
D,) namely lines 2, 12, 1), 11 and in and faintly in 1 1 . 
Cross hybridization to mouse (M) HNA can be seen in linen 4, 
b, 6, 12, 1) and 14. Hybridization to Chinero hamster DMA
(Ch) if. not clear. bom,' fragments of th" lirbda molnn.lar 
weight markei are faintly visible.
Figure 1.28. An autoradiograph of n Southern blot of 
somaCLc call hybrid DMA digested with (UpdriT and hybridized 
to probe VC85. The numan Pr.igmont;: of the control mm]c, A, 
B, C, D, and E, are also present in linrn 2 and 9. The 
extra fragment in the human control ui duo to the deletion/ 
insertion RFLP whore the control wis a hcterozygote it thi:; 
locus. The extra bmids in lines I, 2, 3, A, 1), and 0, 
vhich do not corrn.ponJ ti tnr hum.m (..K^ment^, represent 
crosas-seiiiiur.i-.: homrlogy to ('hinnrrn h.in:;t«;r ONA and ar^
Ch. Ait cn.itrnl Iiuoso. h.imnlnf DMA (Wr;MI) doen not 
crow frar.iHrts ciif.it ly. Two (un^.r-r b.indn which o. Isa
d(. .-1 <... -r^porii to chc him.m i.nntrol ir" p r n y n t  in linen 
4, ", V and ^hr KAd itn^ (X), indi'.itf
crouj-scqui'nc*^ h'imniogy to mmis*' HNA. Tliru^ Hne!: were all 
conrtructr'l with mnnur ml)':.
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Thi# human DMA probe therefore shows cross-species homology 
to both mouse and Chinese hamster. This suggests that it
could be a conserved mammalian sequence. As was mentioned 
above probe VC64 and VC8 5 have been shown to be linked.
Both were independently assigned to chromosome 1 and also 
show some cross-species homology to mouse and Chinese 
hamster DN A .
The following probes have also been tentatively assigned. A 
number of discordances which will be discussed however dr 
exist.
Probe VC28
This probe has been tentatively localized to chromosome 8 
since it has hybridized to lines 2, 4, 5 , 8 and 10 and to 
the human male control (figure 3.29) . One discordancy which 
was present is that lines 8 and 10 have either chromosome 0 
or 4 present respectively, but not b o t h . This indicate 
that if chromosome A is present in line 10, it is at a lower 
frequency than could be detected cytogenetically. The probe 
has further been shown to be present in lines, 16 and IS 
which both have chromosome 4 and 8 (table 3.2).
The probe has however not hybridized to lines 11, 12 and 17, 
all of which contain chromosoma 4. Since this probe has 
moderately repetitive sequences, one cannot exclude the 
possibility that it could be duplicated on chromosome 4 and
8 .
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This human DNA probe therefore snows cross-species homology 
to both mouse and Chinese hamster. This suggests that it 
could be a conserved mammalian sequence. As was mentioned 
above probe VC64 and VCti5 have been shown to be linked.
Both were independently assigned to chromosome 1 and also
show some cross-species homology to mouse and Chinese
hamster DNA.
The following probes have also been tentatively assigned. A 
number of discordances which will be discussed however do 
exist.
Probe VC28
This probe has been tentatively localized to chromosome 8 
since it has hybridized to lines 2, 4, 5, 8 and 10 and to 
the human male control (figure 1.29). One discordancy which 
was present is that lines 8 and 10 have either chromosome 8 
or 4 present respectively, but not both. This indicates 
that if chromosome 8 is present in line 10, it is at a lower
ft jquency than could be detected cytogenetically. The probe
hao further been shown to be present in lines, 16 and 18 
which both have chromosome 4 and 8 (table 3.2).
The probe has however not hybridized to lines 11, 12 and 17, 
all of which contain chromosome 4. Since this probe has 
moderately repetitive sequences, one cannot exclude the 
possibility that it could be duplicated on chromosome 4 and 
8 .
Figure 3.29. An autoradiograph of proke VC28 hybrid!? to 
Southern blot of a Hindifl digest of somatic coll hybi 
DNA. The probe is present (+-) In lines 2, 4, 5, 6, and 
and che human male control, indicated by the arrows A a 
B. The dark spots which are visible on the photograph 
artifacts. There was no hybridization to RAG (mouse) 
Chinese hamster control DNA (not shown).
--•V
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It has also become apparent that line# 11 and 12 need more
analysis because too many discrepancies have arisen with 
these lines as is illustrated by the assignment of probe 
VC63 to chromosome 4 (see below).
Probe VC63
This probe has been tentatively localized to chromosome 4 
when the human EcoRI fragments were hybridized to the 
somatic cell hybrid panel blot. The first blot, containing
1ines 1 to 10 gave an indication localization of chromosome 
4 since the nrobe hybridized to lines 3, 4, 5, 6, and 10.
The assignment to 4 was not definite because the probe nas 
also hybridized to line 6 and it only has a micromarker, 
which has been identified as either 4p or 12p. Further 
hybridization of this probe to a number of other lines has 
shown that it is present in lines 16, 17, 18 and 19 (table 
3.2). This localization to chromosome 4 was not conclusive 
since the probe has not hybridized to lines 11 and 12, which 
both contain chromosome 4. These two lines are presently 
being re-analyzed but results are "ot yet available. No 
other chromosomes correspond to .s hybridization pattern.
Chromosome .12 and 22 have both . t excluded because there
are 5 and 6 discordant lines respectively.
Figure 3.30. An autoraciograph of Southern bint ol (rnm
somatic cell linos diqo^ted witrh Iji.pdlM and hybrii ^zed to 
the 1,3 and 0,95 kb EfQKI frnijmcntn, of proh,? VC6^. The 
probo is present in lines 2, 4, 5, fi, lo and in the hunan 
fem^lo control, indic.itrd by arrdwn A and n.  Thorr 1 5  no 
hybridization to muu^r (M) or C l u m i c  han.;t," cnnirols (^b).
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Probe VC75
This probe has been tentatively localized to chromosome 7. 
The hybridization pattern of the first Southern blot 
containing lines 1 to 10, could not distinguish between 
chromosomes 7 and 20 (table 3.2). The probe hybridized to 
lines 6, 7, 8 and 10. The probe warn then hybridized to 
other somatic cell hybrid lines which could distinguish 
between chromosome V arm 20 (figure 3.31) . These re.jult'- 
indicated that the probe wib present in lines 6, 11, 1?, 14,
19, 22, 23 and 24 and therefore was more likely to be on 
chromosome 7.
A problem existed because there were three discordances in 
the hybridization pattern. Firstly, lines 11 and 12 
oyv.ogenetically show the presence of chi omosome 7, but 
isozyme studies using the enzyme 0-glucuronidase do not 
confirm the presence of chromosome 7 in t,,-.se two lines. 
Secondly, line 14, does not appear cytogenetically or 
enzymatically to have chromosome 7. The cytogenetic data 
has been taken to be more accurate in this case because 
chromosome 7 was definitely present in lines 11 a.d 12 when 
they ware re-evaluated. It has been cone :M d  ihat this 
probe is more likely to be on chromosome 7 since it is 
present in 2 lin## which definitely have chromosome 7 In a 
very high percentage anC no chromosome 20 present.
Figure 3.31. An autorad iograph of Southern blot of DNA tfr-'im 
somatic cell hybrid lines hybridized to probe VC/5. The 
probe is present in lines 6, 11, 12, 1], 14, 19 and human 
control as indicated by arrows A-E. There ir no 
hybridization to the mouse (M) or Chinese hamster (Ch) DNA.
luauaary
In this study, nine RFLPs have been detected using 7 cloned 
human DMA sequences. The provisional local-.zations of all 
the above RFLP-detecting human DNA sequences have been found 
to be on some of the largest eight chromosomes. These 
chromosomes represent 20,22% of human DNA that would huv* 
been present in the genomic library therefore these results 
are to be expected. Two probes have been found to map to 
chromosome 1. A summary of the RFLF-> isolated, the sizes of 
their alleles and their provisional chromosomal 
localizations are summarized in Table 3.3 below.
TABLE 3.3. SUWARY OF RESTRICTION FRAGMENT LENGTH POLYMORPHISMS 
DETECTED M O  THEIR CHRODSCMAL LOCALIZATIONS.
Restriction Probe Mu*er A U e U  Sizes (kb) Chromosome No. of
Enzvees (A1) <A2> (A3)
alleles
t w ,: VC61 2 "2.5 10,1 2
VC63 2 13.0 9.0
VC64 2 15,5 10.1 1 H
S.6
vcaa & 8 3,6 3
KspI VCHA 20.0 ->60
" VC 148 H.O 12,7
5,0 3.9
VC75 4 3 3,5 3.2 24
gatwi* VC8S 10,5 :0,3 ; 14
3.3 Characterization of unusual RFLP, detected by VC85
The unusual RFLP VC85 has been restriction mapped using some 
of the enzymes which showed the variation. Table 3.4 lists 
the human fragment sizes which were detected af^er 
hybridization to the probe VC85. In order to restriction 
map the probe, it was digested with several enzymes. A 
control of Charon 4A DNA was also digested with the same 
enzymes. This allowed for the identification of the 
bacteriophage fragments generated from the left and right 
arms as well as those which were still joined to the human 
insert could also be identified.
Figure 3.32 shows an ethidium bromide stained agarose gel of 
clone VC85 and Charon 4A digested with some restrictie-'. 
enzyres and table 3.5 lists these fragment sizes. The DNA 
in the gel in figure 3.32 was transferred to a nylon 
membrane, by the method of Southern, and was been hybridized 
to each of the 7 human EcoRI fragments from VC85. These 
EcoRI fragments have also been hybridized to a Southern blot 
containing the DNA of one individual digested with fourteen 
different restriction enzymes. These results helped in the 
ordering of the human fragments along the sequence of DNA.
E E 3  X X X
M E_ B^G H, ^ HG
lanes 1 2 3 4 5 (i 7 8 9 m  U1213 E
Figuro 3.32. An etl.idium bromide stuinod aga.use gel of 
probe vc35 digested with different enzymes for restricti.jn 
mapping purposes. The corresponding fragment sizes are 
listed in Table 3.5. The smearing at the end of the gel is 
due to RNA in the phage clone and some of the mailer 
fragments would therefore not be detected. In 'anos 1, 3, 5,
7, and 9, Charon 4A has been digested and in lanes 2, 4, G,
8 , 10, 11, 12, and 13 probe VC85 was digested. The ri/es of 
the lambda kolecular weight markers ( X,i+E , XH) are 
indicated. (M-MSEl E-EcpRT; G- *gllI: R-OamHl; H-HihdTIl)
r.tfll.E 3.4. «UM*W FMCHEH1 SIZES tkO> OEIECTET or PROBE VC85 
AFTER SOUrMEB* BtOf AMI.TSIS
RESTRICTION ENZTNES
Sawi Bgtl! Hindi 11 W PVtill MU! *tepi Set! Taql
14,0 '0.3 10,0 7,0 L2 9,5 17,0- 11.0
LI LI 3,4 5,0 Li : 5 2.4 5,s
L I U LA L2I 2.6
5 2 3,9 3,0 LI IL 5 5 Li
1,0 1,9 1.85 2.0 Z *
1,3 1.5 LAI
1,2 1.3 1.0
M
UnoerIin«d fragments shou variation when hybridized 
to probe VC8S.
* - Wo variation detected due to iac* of fragment seoero;' 
** - Fragment length differere# is net 500 bp, see (ext.
TABLE 3.5. DMA HACMEWT sizes FOUW) I* PHASE CUAtE VC85
ftepi EPORI BamfU Hindi1 N m B*«g me#
88,0 J30.7 L19.0 119.5 14,0 19,D
5.5 Ll9.% 5,0 7,0 6.0
2,7 811,04 J7,3 J5,7
11.3 3,3
2,1 CO,5 3.0 3,6 4,5
1.S5 M.O 1.65 63,47
0,85 C3,93 C2.16
0.75
0 6? ca,5
0.36
0,06 0.6
0.4
C - phage seauenrts. I.- left pnage arm * hwaar sequences
J ■ phage arms ,o»r*d at their cos sites. «• human 
sequence; • 'ight phage *rn. s- partial aiqesrs.
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The restriction map of VC85 is schematically illustrated in 
figure 3.33. The slight fragment size differences between 
the internal fragments of the phage VCS5 and human genomic 
fragments, are due to differences in the migration of the 
DMA fragments and the amount of DMA present in the g e l . 
Molecular weight markers in the genomic blots were placed in 
the outer lanes and independently hybridized to Lambda DMA 
since the Charon 4A derivative does not detect all of the 
wildtype Lambda DNA fragments.
Some of the fragments detected after digestion of phage VCRS 
would contain portions of the phage arms as i; dicated in 
table 3.5. Tne 2,1 kb human EcoRI fragment from the clone 
has been isolated and subcloned and it detects the RFLP with 
all the enzymes used. The human fragment which was cloned 
into VC85 represents the allele which does not have the 500 
bp region. This could be deduced from the EcoRI and the 
MspI restriction patterns in the clone.
After restriction mapping of VC85 the unusual MspI and Tag! 
restriction patterns could be explained as being due to the 
presence of restriction sites for both these enzymes within 
the deleted/inserted region. Those individuals who were 
heterozygotes for the insertion/deletion were also 
heterozygotes for the MspI and TaqI RFLPs. I he differences 
in the fragment sizes generated by these enzymes did not 
correspond to 500 bp.
I-/ /-
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 ^
I-------- 1-------- 1-------- i-------- 1 i i-------- 1-------- 1-------- 1-------- 1
. 2 6 k b _
J j j *   H . i k b ..............., M M B
, 2.65kb , 6,95kb____________ ,
______ ,________ ,_________________ ,_________ '/ 9,5 kb________ ,
H  , 4,8 kb
10.0 kb
4,2kb
Figure 3.33. A partial restriction mip of VCBS. The human 
fragments sizes correspond to those of tho smaller allele, 
and are given in Table 3.4. The order of each human 
fragment is given with respect to the EcgRI fragments of the 
clone and tho position of the deletion/insertion region. RA 
and IA represent the right and left arms of the phage. The 
position of tho Msyl site within tho Inserted/ deleted 
region is Indicated.
kb
VC85-EcoRI
W-sp I 
Hind III 
Bam H I 
Bgl II
T h e  u n u s u a l p a t t e r n  g e n e r a te d  u s in g  M sp I
An autoradiograph of V C 8 5  hybridized to a Southern blot 
containing DMA from random Caucasoid individuals digested 
with MspI is shown in figure 3.34. Those individuals, 
previously shown to be homozygous for the absence of the 
deleted/inserted region, have a 9,5 kb H&pJ fragment in 
addition to constant fragments. Individuals who are 
homozygous for the presence of the delexed/inserted region 
have two fragments of 6,9 and 2,o5 Kb. Individuals 
previously shown to be heterozygotes have all 3 M S P  I 
fragments. A schematic representation of the MspI 
restriction pattern is illustrated in figure 3.35. The 
presence of an MspI site within the 500 bp insertion/ 
deletion region would account for the two fragments in 
individuals who have the presence of the inserted/deleted 
region. Thosa individuals who lack this region are 
homozygous for absence of this region, therefore ' -.ck the 
MspI sites and therefore have a 1 irger 9,5 kb fragment.
T h e  u n u s u a l p a t t e r n  g e n e r a te d  b y  TaqI
In figure 3.36, the variation in fragment sizes after TaqI 
digestion and hybridist ition to VC",5 can be teen. The 
difference in fragment length is only 100 bp. Those 
individuals who a;e homozygous for absence of the 
deleted/inserted reg1 on have the larger 1,5 kb Ijigl fragmen 
while individuals homozygous for the presence of this regio 
have a smaller 1,4 kb fragment. Constant fragments are a ’s 
visible.
l a n e s
Figure 3.34. An autoradi(M)iAph nl ,i ?;uuHiorn blot, of ONA 
from random Caucasoid indiv)Uu;ils, dilfrsiixi with M.gpl, and 
hybridized to probe VC85. I'ho v.iryim; fr.iqmwnts aro 9,5,
6 . 9  a n d  2 , AS k b ,  a n d  t h e  f r . i q m n n t H  (C) a r e  A , 5 ,  5 , 5
a n d  3 , 8 5  k b  i n  i e n q f i h .  I n d i v i d u a l s  i n  I n n e s  1 ,  2 a n d  7 a r e  
homozygous f o r  a b s e n c e  of t h * '  d n l c t i ^ n /  i n s n r t i o n  r c q i c n ,  i n  
l a n e s  5 ,incl 6 ,  t h e y  a r e  h u N  T o / y q o u : ;  t h i s  l u c u s ,  a n d  i n  
l a n e s  ]  mnd 4 a r c  ho m o zy ^ o u ::  fi.r M i r  p r f s ^ n r n  n t  t h i i ;  
r e g i o n .  In l a n e  2 t h e  f a i n N ' t  t r .ng: . . *»n(s a r o  dm? to
p a r t i a l  d i g e s t i o n  w i t h  t h "  i i ' i t r i ' i u n ,  . n r y m t ' .
8,5 kb 2.85 kb 5,5 kb______________________ _9 , 5 k b
2.65 „ 6 ,95
Figure 1.15. R f R t  r  i o t  i on mnp r . h o w in q  M s p I  s i t n s  i n  ( h<- 
him .i i i  f jenomu c h i t e c t o d  by p r o b e  X'CB'i . - f l i ' '  r o p r o s o n t  r. tfH* 
500 bp (iuloMf)n/ Inwort.ion roqlon uonLalninq mn Mapl 
rrmtrictlon Hilo. indicates (hat the roylon in
pireaent on tho chromosome whllm Cl(-) indicates Ito 
absence. The olzos of the human fragments which are 
detected on a Southern blot are shown.
Figure 3.36. An autoradiograph of m Southern blot ot DNA 
from random Caucaeoid individuals, diqnntrd wiLh T.iyl and 
hybridized to probo VC85. Variation, cnrruspondinq to thr 
deletion/insert ion RK1.P, is botwnon Lr.iqnrnts of 1,5 And I,'! 
kb. Individuals with thn 1,5 kb fragment ,irn homozyqouu lor 
absence of the region and thonn individuals who arr 
nomozyqous Cor the presonuo ol thin m g i o n  hnvc a ],4 kb 
fr,T?ment.
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Th# 2,1 kb EcoRI tTagmenb, l#olat#d from the bacteriophage 
clone, wa# hybridized to a containing DKA from random
indi v H u a l e  dinested with T a d . Tu. m fragment, hybridized to 
the 11,0; 1,5; 1,4 and 1,2 kb Taal fragments. A schematic 
reprementation of the Taal pattern 1# mhown in figure 3.37.
A 600 bp fragment which could form part of the polymorphism 
has not been detected and either has not transferred 
correctly or there is another Taal site within the region. 
This explanation allows the TaqI restriction result to fit 
into the deletion/insertion RFLP pattern.
a) Expected.
0 1 2 3 4 kb
— ^  —  M
protw 2.1 kb EccRI fragment
ll.Okb Z.Okb i.Zkb
n.Okb IS kb I 1.2kb, u
b) Hypothesis from observations.
- I  B f l— L «
(-)
probe-2.1 kb EcoRI fragment
11,0 kb 1.4 , st= . 1.2 kb i ^
11’ 0  kb  1,5 1.2 kb ^
|  -  Taq I sites 
g g g  -  500 bp region
Figure 3.37. Schematic representation of. tiie Taql' 
restriction pattern of VC85 around the deletion/ insertion 
region. The expected pattern is shown ir a). In b) the 
postulated 600 bp fragment indicated by a (+) was not 
visible using a high percentage gel and a corresponding 
explanation would be, that more than one Tag! site is 
present within th" deleted/ inserted region and therefore 
the fragments which will bn generated i m  smaller than 600 
bp and were not detected on a Southern blot.
4 * -
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3 4 Population Studies
When an RFLP had oeen found in the Caucasoid population the 
freq encies of the alleles were determined in the Caucasoid 
and two other southern African Populations, namely the 
Southern African Bantu-speaking Negroids and San. The 
C.E.P.H. study was also used as a source of aata for the 
frequencies of the RFLPs in a large number of Caucasoid 
individuals. The C.E.P.H. families consisted of large Utah 
(Mormon), French and Venezuelan families. It had been 
agreed, at the C.E.P.H. meeting in Paris, September 1986, 
that the population data on Caucasoid individuals could be 
obtained by pooling data on the random individuals from the 
French and Utah families. This would probably be 
representative of a Western European population. The data 
from the Southern African Caucasoids could probably be 
pooled with this group but has been kept separate in the 
present st dy.
Population data was obtained by determining the genotypes of 
all random individuals with all the RFLP-detecting probes 
identified by this study. The following calculations were 
pet formed:
i. Allele frequencies were calculated according to the 
accepted gene counting methods:
p - number of chromosomes of a particular allele size 
number of chromosomes tested
q = 1 - p
where p represents the allele frequency of allele A1
and q the allele frequency of allele A 2 .
ii. The polymorphic information content (PIC) giving an 
indication of the number of informative matings was 
calculated using the following equation.
PIC - 1-p' -qz -2p: q3
When there are more than two alleles the PIC value is 
calculated according to the expanded basic binomial m-niatiL 
from above. For two-allele systems the maximum PIC value i 
0,38. As the number of alleles increase, the PIC vaJue 
increases towards 1.
iii. The standard errors \SE) for the above allele 
frequencies were calculated according tc the following 
formula:
SE - y  ( p(l-p)/N )
where N = the number of chromosomes studied
The results of the population studies are listed in table 
3,6. The frequencies of both alleles are given since the 
rarer allele in one population was sometimes the more conmo 
allele in another population.
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iv. The allele frequencies between the populations were i
compared using two by two contingency tables and the f
computer programme Epistat. The results and p-values {
are given in table 3.7. The allele frequencies in the a
populations have been tested and found to be in 1
Hardy-Weinburg equilibrium.
v. The population data has also been analyzed by computing 
the genetic distances between the different population 
groups based on the allele frequencies generated at each 
polymorphic site. The results of this analysis are 
listed in table 3.8 and a dendrogram is illustrated in 
figure 3.38.
In summary the population results show that nearly all the 
RFLPs isolated, are polymorphic in all three populations 
studied and the allele frequencies in the different 
populations show a number of significant differences between 
population groups.
IM IE  5 .6 . A llE L f FBIOliewrifS OF OKA - : « * * : £  HXT**PHIS*S IN VARIOUS HCPUUntW-.
Probe Hesti ictioti Aifeie 
nmm Enzym Siiee
Allele fretfjencie* 
South African 
Ceucasoids PIC*
p different population groqos 
South African Sw 
negroids PIC (N) PIC OMicasuids
""" U.6
o.a 0.013 :0,02 0.02
"""
:.0i
14.0
12.0
0,20 0.W2 *0.06 
0.408 *0. S
0,36 <«. KI.05
:0.05
0.10 0.23
5.0
3.*
0,I« 0.550 H).07
0.4W «o,or
0,37
0.934
10.03
,0.03
0,12 ,0.06
,0,06
0,37
81>
M )
4.8
3,6
0,26 (». 1.00 *0,iX 0. '3
" "
A1) 12.1 0,« <K> 0.110 10.01 0.38 0.595 ,0.06
i0,0o
0.3/ iO,m 0.37
0,K <«> 0.321 *0,(M 
0,679 10.05
*0.05 o.w ,0,M
,0,05
0,22
is.s
io.i:».4
0,M 0,590 f0,U5 0.37 «0.M
,0.01
0.3? i v m 0,21
K M " " "
S 3.53,2
o.a 0.37 IN) *0,01
,0.01
0,«
10,0
0,M SO. 04
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0.J6
PiC -pol ytnorphi »ra inf .-matiiyi cixitent.
N « the rxrober of rhrunoRanea s tudie<i. 
C.E.P.H. Caucasoids arc combined date c 
•exchji.iing c
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TABLE 3.7. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS Of GENOTYPE DATA BETWEEN 
POPULATIONS
Probe Caucasoids Caucasoids Negroids S.A. fauc.
Negroids
Csucasoicte
(P) ** <P> <P)
VC1AA 0.M 0,24
• 6,50 0,06
0,95 1,60 " “ 0,71
3,21
VCAt 0,29 0,04 0,37 1.7*
.. " " 1.7) 0,25
" " o n 1,0) 0,59
" " 0,04 4,81
16,60 " 0,39 3,14
p.value < : result is cant
p » 0,05 • no significant difference
0,01 « p < 0,05 need to increase sample site before
conclusion is made.
TABLE 3.8. GKNET1C m S T A M C K S  BPrTWKKN POPUIATION
S.A. C.E.H.H.
POMJIJlTfONH Negroids San Cnuciaold
S.A. CiucnnoiU^ V7 15V 2J
S.A. Negroids -—  71
San -----------    149
Cluster Anal/sis
S.A. vs C.E.P.H. Caucasoids 23,36
S.A. Negroids vs San 59,27
S.A. Caucasoids vs S.A. Negroids 70,54
A dendrogram has been constructed using the
above values and can be seen in figure 3.38.
&A. CS"H &A. SAN
CAUCASOCS CAUCASOOS NBGROCj
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3.5 Estimates of qenetic heterozygosity
The degree of polymorphism in the human genome can be 
estimated using the information generated from restriction 
endonuclease data, A formula was developed by Ewens et a l ., 
(1981) based on population genetics theory to estimate 
genetic variation at the UNA level. The one assumption 
which is made is that if a restriction site is lost it is 
not due to changes in more than one nucleotide. The 
equation is extended to include restriction endonucleases 
that have four and six base pair recognition sites.
For this study the enzyme Avail recognizes 5 base pairs and 
thus has also being included in the equation. In the 
equation k 4 , k5 and k 6 represent the number of cleavage 
sites which show polymorphism in a population when 
restriction enzymes recognizing four, five and six base pair 
sequences are used. The total number of cleavage sites for 
all restriction enzymes used are indicated by m 4 , m5 and 
m6. From table 3,9. the minimum number of sites identified 
by each probe/enzyme combination (number of fragments *- 1), 
the number of polymorphic sites and the number of 
individuals screened are listed.
The Coil.owing equation warn ua#d to calculate genetic
heterozygosity:
% 4 + k 5 + k 6 ,
8*4 + 10m5 + 12m*
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tueu s.‘i m  Gtmnc wiEBOGewiiT at the loci identified by
rut PROBES ISOLATED IN INIS STUDY (See te.t (w e.pianation).
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For the probe VC85 which detected a deletion/insertion type 
RFLP it haa been included as only one polymorphic site. The 
overall estimate of genetic heterozygosity was calculated to 
be 0,002. This estimate was based on the average number of
individuals screened which was usually seven. Further this 
estimate has not included the data on 6 other sequences 
which did not detect any variation because the probes gave 
high background and results were nr*- always easily 
interpretable. If these were included they would decrease 
this estimate even further.
3.6 Linkage study-preliminary results
The C.E.P.H. collaborative study was started in July 19 8 6, 
when the first DNA samples arrived from Paris. The samples 
consisted mostly of the parents of the large families and 
some of their children. The DNA of the parents was typed 
with 7 of the RFLP-detecting probes (VC14, VC28, VC61, VC6 3, 
V C 6 4 , VC7 5, and VC85). Family studies were done in 
informative families, where at least one parent was 
heterozygous and where there were at least four children. 
Eight such families were available in our laboratory. The 
results for 6 or the RFLPs were placed into a computer 
database, which was submitted for the construction of the 
first database to the organizers in January 1987. These 
results have been summarized in table 3.10.
The only linkage studies which were possible were between 
the probes that had been Isolated in this Department. This 
was becauae no data on the protein polymorphisms or any DNA 
marker* on the families were available.
, "****' ' '
TABLE 3.10. SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF THE C.E.P.H. STUDY
No. of No. of No. of
Probe Enzyme parents informative families
Typed families typed
VC14A -vf 62 12 3
VC34B MspI 43 12 3
VC28M Mspl 70 29 7
YC2 8T Taql 68 9 1
VC61 TaqI 08 24 2
VC63 Taql 68 24 3
VC64 Taql 68 23 6
VC75 Avail 67 28 6
VC85 Stul* 72 31 25
* - This probe can be typed with many enzymes. 
C.E.P.H. -Centre for the Study of Human Polymorphism.
**■
Linkage analysis was performed, using the programme LINKAGE 
between VC64 and VC85 since both these probes had been 
assigned to chromosome 1. These probes were found to be 
linked with a LOO score of 6,2 at 8 of 0,0. No recombinant 
were observed. This result was obtained on 6 informative 
families consisting of 6C individuals.
3.7 Summary
This chapter has reported all the results obtained in this 
study. Seven of the probes found in the Caucasoid 
population were also polymorph:- in the Bantu-speaking 
Negroid and San populations. t ve of the RFLPs found in 
this study have rarer allele frequencies greater than 0,2 i 
all the population groups. The highest PIC value (0,43) wa 
obtained for VC75 in the Caucasoid population due the the 
discovery of a third allele. The probe VC85 has been 
partially restriction mapped because it represents an 
unusual type of DNA sequence variation. This probe VC8 5, 
was also found to be linked to a second arbitrary probe, 
VC64. All of the probes in this study have been 
provisionally assigned to chromosomes. Six of the RFLPs 
have already been placed into the C E.P.H. programme and it 
is hoped that some will be found to be linked to other 
genetic markers.
CHAPTER FOUR
DISCUSSION
4 CHAPTER FOUR - DISCUSSION
The main aim of this study was to isolate and characterize 
DNA sequences detecting RFLPs in the populations of Southern 
Africa.
4.1 The Polymorphism Concept
Polymorphism is not a new concept and has been shown to 
characterize many soluble proteins and to be useful as 
genetic markers (Harris and Hopkinson, 1972). The term 
"polymorphism" was given to variation present in a 
population, in which the frequency of the rarer allele was 
at least one percent (Bodmer and Cavalli-Sforza, 1976).
Human and other natural populations were studied for the 
presence of enzyme variants in the 1960s and it was 
concluded that polymorphism was a general phenomenon 
although a few proteins were only polymorphic in specific 
populations (Harris, .966; Lewontin and Hubby, 1966; Harris 
and Hopkinson, 1972). It appears that «ome protein 
polymorphisms which occur in some populations may give a 
clue as to the selective processes producing the 
polymorphisms. For example the sickle-cell variant of 
haemoglobin appears to have been selected for in 
hyperendemic malarial regions (Allison, 1954).
Classical genetic markers, which are usually due to altered 
protein products have already been used as markers on 
particular chromosomes. However, due to the conservation of 
coding regions, the frequency of the variant alleles at such
X -
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loci is usu.il.ly low. Only 4 out of 29 classical blood group 
and protein markers were highly informative with a PIC value 
greater than 0,5 and a further 15 were reasonably 
informative with a PIC value between 0,25 and 0,50 (Botstein 
et a l ., 1980). These classical genetic markers were 
detected because a DNA mutation had led to a change in an 
itmino-acid which had altered the size or the overall charge 
of the polypeptide chain.
Based on data from protein studies any individual was likely 
to be heterozygous at 6% of his loci (Harris and Hopkinson, 
1972) . This estimate was later revised to 12 to 13% when 
improved techniques for detection of protein variation were 
also considered (Neel, 1984).
The analysis of variation, at the DNA level, using 
restriction endonucleases, has allowed for a new level of 
study of genetic polymorphism. Restriction enzymes and 
their site-specific cleavage of DNA sequences have become 
important tools for the determination of DNA sequence 
variation within and around the coding regions of genes.
The first estimates of human heterozygosity were made by 
Jeffreys (1979) and he concluded that 1 in every 100 base 
pairs varied between normal individuals. His data was 
re-analyzed by Ewens et a l .. (1981) and the estimate was 
amended to 1 heterozygote base pair per 200 nucleotides. A 
mora r#c*nt estimate of genetic heterozygosity, based on the 
variation detected jy random DNA sequences, of presently 
unknown function, is that one in every ]00 bp could vary 
between normal individuals (Cooper et al ., 1985).
Estimates of heterozygosity from this study, using the 
formula proposed by Evens et a i ., (1981) is that one in
every 500 base pairs v ar4es between random individuals.
These sequences are of unknown function and therefore the 
effects of selection, if any, are unknown. These results 
are slightly lower than those mentioned above. This could 
be due to the fact that initially only 7 individuals were 
screened using 14 different enzymes and therefore any 
variation present at a frequency of less than 0,15 might not 
have been detected. In addition, if the fragment length 
variation was below the limit of resolution or if small 
restriction fragments were not detected, these would account 
for a lower estimate of heterozygosity. The rearrangement 
detected by VC8 5 has been :counted for as a single 
mutation. MspI and TaqI sites appear to be present within 
this region but these sites are not polymorphic.
Furthermore, this method of estimation does not account for 
the number of individuals screened. Larger numbers of 
individuals using fewer enzymes had been screened by 
Jeffreys (1979) and also by Cooper et a l ■, (1985) .
Genomic DNA sequence variation was observed during the 
characterization of 0-like globin genes and the first human 
RFLP was discovered, in American Blacks, 3' to the human 
5-globin gene, using the restriction enzyme Hpal (Kan and 
Dozy, 1978a). This Hpal RFLP has only been found in Negroid 
populations and appears to have increased in frequency due 
to selection for the Hb/?s gene in hyperendemic malarial 
region* of Africa. Since 1978, many more RFLPs have been 
found using cloned gene# or slngle-copy DMA sequences as 
probe* (Cooper and Schmidtke, 1986).
Are RFLPs randomly distributed throughout the genome?
From the data on proteins and DNA sequences it became 
apparent that dFLPs were not distributed evenly throughout 
the genome but they appeared to be clustered in the 
non-coding regions of the genome. Evidence has been 
provided by studies around the human 0-globin-like cluster, 
where out of 12 RFLPs detected only one was within a coding 
sequence (Kazazian et a i .. 1983). Furthermore, in the 16,5 
kb region containing the <5£-globin genes, 0,22% of the 
nucleotides were polymorphic sites within exons compared 
with 0,58% in other regions (Poncz et a l .■ 1983). It was 
expected that, based on estimates of heterozygosity, at 
least 6 RFLPs should have been detected within exons of the 
j8-globin-like gene cluster.
The finding that some forms of thalassemia were due to 
mutations within non-coding regions of the genome further 
emphasized the non-randomness of distribution of RFLPs 
(Kazazian et a l ., 1983). A study in Drosophila showed that 
only one out of 43 polymorphic sites was found to be within 
a sequence coding for an aminoacid, in 11 cloned alcohol 
dehydrogenase genes. All the others were distributed in the 
non-coding regions around the gene (Kreitman, 1983). The 
non-randomness of distribution of RFLPs reduced the 
disproportion that was observed between heterozygosity at 
the DNA and protein level. This uneven distribution cf 
sequence variation demonstrated that although RFLPs are 
generated by random mutation throughout the genome, 
selection is acting on those mutations in the genome which 
cause unfavourable alterations in coding sequences, There
im a n#*d to unravel the complex interaction between the
patterns of mutation and patterns of selection and it has 
been suggested that the answers may lie in the understanding 
of the nature of mutation at the DNA level (Neel, 1984).
Some polymorphisms are undoubtedly due to random genetic 
drift (Kimura, 1969a, 1969b; Crow, 1973). The variation
present in the population represents a balance between the 
generations of new alleles fcy mutation and the eiimiriuVtc 
of others by chance or random genetic drift. One special 
case of random genetic drift is known as the "founder 
effect” . A founder generation may have by chance a 
different pool of genes from that of the parent population, 
and therefore some of the alleles carried by the founders 
may not be exactly representative of the original 
population. If one or more of the founders was by chance 
heterozygous for an allele, which was rare in the original 
population, this allele may become relatively common in the 
new population. The polymorphic frequencies of the 
deleterious gene for familial hypercholesterolaemia (FH), 
which is unusually common in the Afrikaaner population in 
South Africa, has been attributed to the founder effect.
The carrier rate for this gene has been estimated to be 
about 1 in 100. If one or two of the original bouncers 
po#m#am#d tha gan# for FH, it# presence can be attributed to 
the founder effect or random genetic drift which occurred 
due to the small sample size of the original population 
(Jenkins et a i ., 1980).
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4.2 The Isolation of Single-Copy Regions of the Genome
The human genome is organized, like other eukaryotic 
genomes, into highly and mid-repetitive sequences 
interspersed with single-copy regions (Schmid and Deininger, 
1975). The single-copy regions contain genes, which are 
transcribed into proteins, and other sequences which 
currently are of unknown function. These single-copy 
sequences were recognized as potential genetic markers when 
such a region, of unknown function, was isolated from a 
genomic library and used as a probe to detect variation 
between normal individuals (Wyman and White, 1980}. A 
highly polymorphic locus was identified, where 75% of 
individuals screened were found to be heterozygotes. The 
majority of the RFLPs isolated by 1984 indicated that such 
highl> polymorphic loci were not found to be characteristic 
of the human genome (Skolnick et a l .. 1984). This will be 
discussed further below.
In 196J , Botstein et a l .. proposed the construction of a 
human genetic linkage map using polymorphic DMA markers. 
Th#m# marker# would consist of cloned DNA sequences, whicn 
may or may not code for a gene, but which detected variation 
in the genome. Each clone would define a genetic marker at 
a unique locus on a chromosome and could be used for the 
study of linkage to other DNA or protean markers. It was 
proposed that 150 evenly-spaced highly polymorphic markers 
would be needed to cover the human genome in order to find 
linkage with any unknown genetic disease locus. This number 
was revised to 1 500 because many of the markers would not 
meet the optimum requirements set up by Botstein et a l ..
(1980) including PIC values greater than 0,5 and distances 
between the markers of 0,20 cM and distributed randomly 
across the genome (Lange and Boehnke, 1982). Many more
RFLPs would therefore need to be isolated before a 
'•saturated" trap could be obtained (White et a l . , 1985] .
S t r a t e g i e s  u s e d  co  i s o l a t e  s in g l e - c o p y  r e g io n s  t o  d e t e c t  
RFLPs
The present study has Isolated single-copy human DMA clones 
from a human Haelll/Alul genomic library, which contained 
inserts of between 7 and 20 kb in bacteriophage Charon 4 A . 
The library was screened for unique sequences by means of 
hybridization to radiolabelled total human DNA and those 
clones which did not appear to hybridize to the human DNA 
were isolated. Two percent of the clones which were 
screened contained potential single-copy human sequences. 
However restriction enzyme analysis of the DNA, which was 
isolated from these clones, indicated that 731 of these 
clones did not contain any human DNA but only the parental 
Charon 4A EcoRI restriction pattern was present.
It seems that during the library construction the two 
internal EcaRl fragments (7,8 and 6,9 kb) of the phage, 
which form the "stuffor region", were not completely 
separated from the 30,7 kb fragment, which represents the 
left and right phage arms joined at their cohesive ends.
The Charon 4A phage genome was either reconstructed during 
ligation or the phage vector DNA had not been completely 
digested prior to separation of the phage arms (Maniatis at
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a l ., 1978) . An alternative explanation would be that over 
time those Charon 4A phage lacking human inserts have become 
amplified in the library.
One could probably have avoided isolation of these Charon 4A 
phage by selective screening for mutant £?-galactosidase 
bacteriophage. Those phage which contained human insevts 
would have lost the S-galactosidase gene function and clear 
plajU'iS instead of blue would have been detected when using 
IPTG and Xgal in the plating medium (Blattner et al., 2977).
The DNA of the potential single-copy human clones was 
digested with EcoRI which identified those containing human 
inserts and also the number of Internal EcoRI sites present 
in the sequence because the library had been constructed 
into the Charon 4A EcoRI sites. Furthermore, if the clone 
represents a single-copy region, all but two of these human 
EcoRI fragments in the phage clone, should correspond to the 
hybridization pattern of this clone to a Southern b.ot of 
human EcoRI digests. The additional two fragments represent 
the outer fragments of the insert and would be larger on 
this genomic blot, becauze the humar DNA library was 
prepared from H^elll/Alul digests. The true genomic EcoRI 
site is 5' and 3' to the cloned sequence (Lawn et a2. . 1973;
F#d#r #1 al., 1985).
Southern blot analysis wa# u#ad to determine whether any 
the internal human fragment* contained repetitive 
eequencem. Despite the stringent acreening procedures, some 
of thesn donee were still found to contain repetitive 
sequences. The final percentage of single-copy sequences
isolated vas about 0,6% , This result is l«;ss than t' at 
reported by Botstein et a l . , (1980) (1 to 3%) and Kao §t.
al- , {1982) (1%) but greater than that reported by Fed.:r
a l - , (1985) (0,15%). This difference could be due to the
different restriction enzymes used in the construction of 
the genomic libraries.
The higher percentages of single-copy clones were obtained 
from libraries where the human DNA was partially digested 
with EcoRI while the lower percentages were obtained from 
libraries constructed using Haelll/Alul . The repetitive 
family known as M u  is known to contain a recognition site 
for the restriction enzyme Ajul and a number of the clones 
would therefore contain part of this sequence in the 
flanking regions, Alu sequences were estimated by Crampton 
et a l .. (1981) to be present in 94% of the clones isolated 
from the Maniatis human genomic library. This could account 
for the lower percentage of single-copy probes isolated in 
the present study. The human insevt sizes ranged from about 
7 to .17 kb and therefore from estimates of the distribution 
of repetitive sequences it is not unexpected that a low 
percentage of single-copy sequences were found (Schmid and 
D*ining*r, 1975).
Nawer strategies to isolate RFLPs
Durjng th* initial screening procedures only those clones 
which were free from repetitive sequences were used to 
search for RFLPs. New strategies using probes containing 
repetitive sequences have now, however, been developed. The 
repetitive DNA is blocked out by a pre-reassociation
reaction with sheared human genomic DNA prior to 
hybridization (Litt and White, 1985 ? Sealey et a l .. 1985; 
Buroker et a l ., 1936). The efficiency of using this new 
technique, to screen for polymorphisms in single-copy 
regions of the genome was comparable to that of previous 
techniques (Bark# " a l .. 1985; Schumm et a l .. 1985).
when cua m i d  clones, which contained up to 45 kb of human 
JNA, were used as probes with the pre-reassociation 
technique a much lar >gion was screened for RFLPs and
more polymorphic sites were found. The only problem with 
this approach was that the alleles of the RFLPs at the 
different loci were often found to be in linkage 
disequilibrium and therefore were inherited together as a 
single locus. These loci would rot be as informative as 
other loci which showed linkage equilibrium (Litt and White, 
1985; Buroker txt a l . . 1986) . Such loci need to be 
haplotyped and can become important for anthropological 
studies since they are u su a l l v  ^nh#ri:ed together as a unit 
and certain haplotypes are found to be specific for 
particular populations.
Hypervariable regions in the h- i- in genome were discovered, 
and these single-copy regions varied in size according to 
the number of times that a core sequence was tandemly 
repeated. The first arbitrary single-copy DNA sequence, 
pAWlO , was found to detect a RFLP which had more than 8 
different allel-ss (Wyman and White, 1980) . The polymorphism 
has been found ':o be due t" two separate polymorphic regiors 
and each im composed of oligonucleotide repeats, arranged in 
tandem arrays. The polymorphism is the result of variation
In the copy number of the repeat unic. The site of r.^ r.or 
polymorphism is due to a 60 mer repeat unit (Wynan et a l .. 
1986). Other hypervariable regions have been found 5' to 
the human insulin gene (Beil et a l .. 1982;, at several
positions arounu the human a-globin gene cluster (Higgs et 
a l .■ 1986), within the immunoglobulin heavy chain genes 
(Mignone et a l ., 1983), and the HaRas gene (Goldfarb et a l ., 
1982).
Sequencing studies have revealed that all these regions 
varied due to short tandem repeats and that a number of the 
core sequences found at different loci, have s m  • ' t  
sequences (Jarman et a l ., 1987). Such regions result in 
highly polymorphic loci in the genome and these repeat 
families have now been termed variable number of tandem 
repeats or VNTRs (Nakamura et a l ., 1987). The core sequence 
of the tandem repeat that was found within the intron of the 
myoglobin gene, was used tc screen human genomic DMA. It 
was found to simultaneously detect many loci each of which 
showed specific pclymorrnic patterns and resulted in a "DMA 
fingerprint" for every individual (Jeffreys e t a l .. 1985ai. 
This led to the discovery that these core sequences were 
probably homologous to manv other similar regions throughout 
the genome. The large number of allc present at these 
loci are thought to arise from the propensity of the repeat 
sequences to engage in unequal exchange during crossing-c er 
at meiosis or these sequences could undergo "slippage" 
during DNA replication (Jollrevs 1985a; Jarman et
a l . , 1987). It has further been suggest vd th„t VNTPc m q h f  
encode hotspots for recombinafional activity (Jeffreys et
Synthetic oligonucleotide probes which correspond to the 
internal core sequences of the f pervariable regions have
been cn;,structed and used to screen genomic libraries under 
low stringencies to isolate other such regions in the 
genoa*. A number of highly variable loci have been found 
using these sequences and they are, as expected, mostly due 
to tandem repeats (Nakamura et a l .. 1967). The 
identification of these loci using synthetic oligonucleotide 
sequences is an order of magnitude more efficient compared 
with random clones (White et a l ■. 1996).
It has also become apparent that these types of sequences 
were not stable in recA* hosts and ware therefore unlikely 
to be present in the libraries that were screened for 
sincle-copy sequences because they would have been lest 
during library amplification. This h~«; only becjae apparent 
after two groups spent a great deal o^ . time trying to clone 
the region which was responsible for the variation detected 
by pAWlO] Wyman et a l ., 1985) and the hypervariable locus,
3' to the o-globin (J-arman et a l . , 1987).
In thim study these newer strategies to search fur genomic
variation have not been employed. The study was initiated 
in January, 1985 and therefore all the potential DNA prcrx's 
had already been isolated pri^r to reports ol these newer 
strategies. Furrhermora, some of these probes had already 
been found to detect polymorphisms and had b m r  
characterized in different populations.
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In this stu'-’y some of the probes which contained repetitive 
human sequences were used to screen for RFLPs, since it was 
found that the non-specific hybridization of the repetitive 
DMA sequences could be removed with stringent 
post-hybridization washing conditions. Three RFLPs were 
detected with such probes. These clones, however, gave high 
non-specific background when nylon (instead of 
nitrocellulose) membranes were used, Subsequently the 
non-repetitive human EcoRX fragments within these clones 
were identified and used to detect the described RFLPs.
A numbar of RFLPs which were discovered in this study would 
therefore have been missed if these clones had been ignored 
du* to Initial selection criteria ..e. any clones which 
showed positive hybridization to total human DMA were 
excluded from the study. These single-copy P F L P -detecting 
sequences are therefore adjacent to repetitive sequences in 
the genome. In the isolation of single-copy regions from 
chromosome-specific libraries, whijh were constructed using 
somatic cell hybrids, the clones were isolated on the basis 
of hybridization to total human DMA and non-hybridization to 
rodent DNA. The positive clones were digested with a 
restriction enzyme and si^gle-copy human fragments, within 
the clones, were identified. All RFLPs detected by this 
method w e n  therefore adjacent to repetitive sequences 
(Gummlla 1980; Davies et a l . . 1981; Aldridge a j.,
1984). A similar strategy has beon used by Krumlauf et a l ..
(1982) for eireoning flow-sorted chromo&ome-speclfic 
libraries.
M -
Thjse results indie te that single-copy regions which are 
adjacent or flanked by repetitive sequences may show a 
higher incidence of polymorphism than other single-copy 
regions in the genome (Calabretta et a l ., 1982). This may 
be due to low selective pressures in such regions and 
therefore mutation rates are higher in nearby and adjacent 
single-copy regions. However, until the function of such 
repetitive regions in the genome are known the reason for 
this mechanism will remain unclear.
Some of the human EcoRI fragments which detected RFLPs in 
the present study have been subcloned into a plasmid vector 
in order to facilitate the use of the probes and to remove 
the repetitive sequences. By subcloning the RFLP-detecting 
fragments the probe is more specific for the region 
containing the RFLP and constant fragments are no longer 
revealed after the Southern blotting procedure. Plasmid 
vectors are also more stable and we feel that the plasmid 
DNA extraction technique is more convenient to perform than 
isolation of DNA from bacteriophage.
Larger genomic probes have been reported to be more 
efficient than smaller probes in the screening for variation 
in the human genome since they cover a larger region of the 
genome during one hybridization experiment (Feder et c l..
1985). Daiger et al■. (1984) has demonstrated that the cDNA 
clone for arqininosuccinate synthetase (A£i also detects 
AS-like sequences on eleven different chromosomes in the 
ganom#, including tha X and the Y chromosomes. Thus during 
ono hybridization experiment at least eleven different sites 
acroaa the genome are being evaluated for autosomal and
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sex-linked RFLPa. Pseudoganes are also expected to reveal 
more polymorphism than th# functional gene because of
relaxed selective pressures on such regions.
4.3 Strategies Used to Screen tor RFLPs
The strategy used to screen for RFLPs was based os. a number 
of reports in the literature. A relatively small panel of 
individuals (6-7) v-as screened thereby increasing the 
likelihood of detecting RFLPs with high allele frequencies. 
Skolnick and White (1982) have shown that when such a small 
panel of individuals is screened, the majority of useful 
polymorphisms detected would be unlikely to have rarer 
alleles at frequencies of less than 0,15. Our studies 
confirmed this. Only 7 individuals were screened rnd all 
the polymorphisms found in the Caucasoid population had 
rarer alleles present at frequencies greater than 0,125.
The enzymes used to screen for RFLPs in this study vere 
chosen because they had been shown in previous studies to be 
useful (Skolnick and White, 1982; Wjisman, 1984; Feder e£ 
a l . , 1985).
Those enzymes which contain the CpG di nucleotide sequences 
in their recognition sites have been reported to defect 
RFLPs more frequently because the rytusine residue in this 
dinucleotide sequence is often methylated. Studies in 
E.coli demonstrated that the spontaneous deamination of 
methylated cytosine residues results in a thymine residue 
which would not be repaired (roulondre, 1978; Duncan and 
Miller, 1980). Many of the first RFLPs reported in humans
were found with MspI and Taql , which both have CpG 
dinucleotide sequences in their recognition sequence ; 
(Skolnick and White, 1982; Barker et a l ,. 1984).
Another explanation for the relatively large number of RFLPs 
revealed by MspI and Taql could be that a larger number of 
studies included these enzymes (Cooper and Schmidtke, 19 8-3; 
Skolnick et a l .. 1984). The newer strategies which aimed at 
the isolation of highly informative RFLPs, using cosmidf or 
synthetic oligonucleotides as probes, used MspI and Taql for 
the initial screening studies (Litt and Whix-j, 1985;
Nakamura et a l ., 1987). Seven out of nine RFLPs discovered 
in this study were detected using Taql and MspI which agrees 
closely with previous reports.
Other restriction enzymes were evaluated by Feder et a l ., 
(1985) in order to assess their importance in screeninj for 
variatior and used to test the model proposed by Wjisman 
(1984). This model predicted the efficiency of restriction 
enzymes for detecting variant sites, on the basis of their 
recognition and potential .ilte frequencies which were 
computed from the genomic iinucleotide distribution 
(Wjlaman, 3984; Fedmr A a l . , 1985).
At the Human Gene Mapping Corf*rmnce, 8, Knowlton I., 
(1985b) reported that after using a -h larger number of 
probes to screen fcr KFLPm, tha detection rate Ubir.g both 
Msol and TAgl was ctill mmch higher than for other enzyre^. 
The enzyme figal, which ham a four base pair recognition site 
ham also been shown to detect a higher number of RFLPs 
(Feder et a l ., 1985; Knowlton et a l ., 1385b). This enzyme
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were found with MspI and lagl, which both have CpG 
dinucleotide sequences in their recognition sequences 
(Skolnick and White, 1982; Barker et a l ., 1984).
Another explanation f ;r the relatively large number uf RFLPs 
revealed by KspI and TaqI could be that a larger number of 
studies Included these enzymes (Coop«r and Schmidtke, 1984; 
SkolnicK et a l ., 19 84). The newer strategies which aimed at 
the isolation of highly informative RFLPs, using cosmids or 
synthetic ol'gonucleotidem as probes, used MspI and TaqI for 
the initial mrrrcnlnr] stud 1 "S (T.ttt mnc* White, IT15;
Nakamura et a l ., 1937). Seven out of nine RFLPs dis'ow:? 
in this study were detected using lay I and -.Hr.
jlnsely with previous reports.
Other restriction enzymes were evaluated by Feder et a l .,
{ 1985) in order *-j assess their importance in screening for 
variation and used to terC the model proposed by Wjisman 
(1984). This model predicted the efficiency of restriction 
enzymes for detecting variant sites, on the bssis of their 
recognition and potential site frequencies which were 
computed from the genomic dinucleotide distribution 
(Wjisman, 1984: Feder et a l .. 1985).
At the Human Gene Mapping Conference, 8, Knowluon et a l .. 
(1985b) reported that after using a much larger number or 
probes to "crwen for RFLPs, the detection rate using both 
Magi and I&ql was still much higher *-.iin or other enzymes. 
The enzyme Rsal . which has a four base pair recognition site 
has also been shown to detect a higher number of RFLPs 
(Feder et a l .. 1985: Knowlton et a l .. 1985b). This enzyme
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was used in the present study but no RFLPs were detected. 
This could have been due to the smaller fragments generated 
which are not always detected after Southern blot analysis.
In 1980, Botstein et a l ., calculated that when using a 
restriction enzyme containing a 4 base pair recognition site 
the probability that RFLP would be detected was 12,251 with 
a lower limit of 0,34. If an enzyme recognizing a 6 base 
pair site was used it would bu 17,7% with a lower limit of 
0,5%. When using larger genomic probes, those enzymes which 
have 4 base pair recognition sequences should be more useful 
in revealing polymorphism due to single base pair changes in 
the DNA since more sites in the genome would be screened at 
any one time. This strategy would not be useful unless very 
efficient transfer and detection methods were available for 
the smaller fr agments (Skolnick and White, J 982 r Feder §.£
&!•, 1985).
4.4 Types of RFLPs isolated
In this study eevru loned DMA sequences revealed nino 
RFLPs, eight of which were due to basepair n.'r:,tltutlnn an! 
one was due to u USA-rearrangement involving 500 bp of DNA. 
Four of the RFLPs were detected using the rest rictlor. enzym.- 
lagl, three with MspI end one with I. T w  oa.n
detected two RFLPs and one probo det^rt«(] ^ tl,i,ee-allele 
RFLP.
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The majority of RiLPs reported at Human Gene Mapping ,7,
(1983) were base pair substitution type RFLFs and only 4 out 
156 were due to DNA rearrangements (Skolnick et a l ., 1984). 
However, those DNA rearrangements which involved fewer than 
200 bp of DNA would not be detected by the methods used 
unless a restriction enzyme site was altered within the 
rearranged DNA sequence. Such RFLPs would probably have 
been grouped in the base pair substitution category 
(Skolnick and White, 1982; Skolnick et a l ., 1984). Since 
the introduction of newer strategies a number of results 
from such techniques were rep rted at Lhe Human Gene Mapping 
8 (1985). In addition to these reported, about 1500 clones 
have been screened by Schumm et a l .. (1985) and 500 new
RFLPs have been identified. Of these a number had PIC 
values greater than 0,7 and were shown to be due to DNA 
rearrangements or multiple restriction sites detected by one 
prob# (Braman at al.. 1985).
In this study 50% of the DNA sequences, used to screen for 
variation, detected RFLPs which is not significantly higher 
than the 301 reported by Barker et al.. (1985). A large 
number of base pair sites was screened using 14 enzymes but 
no further polymorphic sites using these probes have been 
detected. This was probably due to the small number of 
individuals used for screening purposes, where it was 
anticipated that a number of polymorphic variants having 
fraquanciam of la%m than 0,15 would hava been missed 
(Skolnick and White, 1982).
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Some regions of the human genome have been labelled "cold" 
since they fail to show any significant polymorphism. The
X-linked Factor VIII gene has been studied intensively for 
polymorphism, because it is ti. locus involved i.n the 
commoner human genetic disease Haemophilia A , but only one 
RFLP was detected after 37 restriction enzymes were used 
(Gitschier et a l ., 1984). Two highly polymorphic X-linked 
sequences have however now been linked to haemophilia A and 
are useful in family studies (Antonarakis et a l ., 1983b),
Autosomal "cold" regions have been described and one example 
is the gene for thyroglobulin, on chromosome where only one 
RFLP having a rare allele frequency of 0,022 was found after 
screening 90 individuals with the thyroglobulin gene probe 
and using 15 different restriction enzymes (Baas et al ■,
1984) .
The DMA sequences isolated in this study have not been 
extensively characterized since the sequences are initially 
only useful as markers and are presently of unknown 
function. The possibility that any of these sequences
represents a coding sequence is low since only about i% of 
the genome appears to have a coding function. The rest of 
the genome has been described as "]unk" DMA (Orgel and 
Crick, 1960; Coolittle and Sapienza, 1980).
In the present study four Taol RFLPs have been found and 
three of these, namely, VC28, VC61 and VC63 are adjacent i_o 
repetitive sequences because flanking fragments within the 
clone have hybridized to human genomic DNA. The prooe VC28 
detected two RFLPs, both with enzymes which have a CpG
2 0 7 .
oinucl#otide sequence in khelr recognition sequence. These
ar# d o m e  to each other because they are both j« ctea 
by the 3,6 kb Msol fragment isolated from the clone. This 
result indicated that this sequence could be a CpG rich 
region but one that is not conserved since two RFLP* have 
been discovered in it.
Magi has also been reported to detect a large number of 
RFLPs but care must be taken not to misinterpret partial 
digestion which has benr found to occur with enzyme. DMA 
containing meCCGG and meCmeCGG sequences has been reported 
to be resistant to digestion using MapI. These are rare 
sites in the human genome and should not contribute to 
partial digestion with Magi (Busslinger $t a l ., 1983). In 
the present study three RFLPs were detected using MspI. The 
first high frequency Kgpl RFLP was detected with probe VC28 
and the two other Msol RFLPs were both detected using probe 
VC14 in a region of DNA spanning approximately 35 kb.
One *"hree-allele RFLP was detected in this study using probe 
VC75. Initially, only two alleles were detected but during 
screening of the C.E.P.H. families a third allele was 
found. This third allele may have been missed in the 
southern African Caucasoid Individuals because of incomplete 
separation of the two smaller alleles.
One interesting RFLP found in this study wai due to a DNA 
rearrangement involving 500 bp of DNA. This type of RFLP in 
not as common as base pair substitution RFLPa but the 
majority of ONA rearrangements involving (ewer than 200 bp 
would be unlikely to be detected unless an enzyme site is
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situated within the deleted/inserted region. The detection 
of smaller DNA rearrangements depends on the screening
technique and the resolution of the fragments generated by 
restriction digests (Botateln et a l ., 1980 ; Skolnick and 
Wh^te, 1982).
The DMA rearrangement was possible to resolve by gel 
electrophoresis whmn restriction enzymes which havm sit a 5' 
and 3' to this region were used. There was always a 
constant difference of 500 bp in the fragment lengths of the 
alleles found in heterozygotes. Those enzymes which did not 
have sites close to the deletion did not permit the 
resolution of the two fragments in heterozygotes because the 
fragments were too large to be separated by conventional 
electrophoresl- One such enzyme was where the size of
the fragment which contained the deletion/insertion r eq'on 
was 17,0 ki,. Similarly^ those enzymes which have sites 
wi'hin the deleted/inserted region wculd be unlikely to be 
detected ecause the small size of the resulting fragments. 
Thi/t could Je the reason why the RFLP was not detected using 
the restriction enzymes KhPl, Rsal and
Two restriction enzymes, and Taql . recognized sites
within the deleted /inserted region. This was concluded 
from the partial restriction mapping of thip region and the 
unusual length variation detected by Southern blot 
analysis. These results are Interesting because Ta g I and 
MspI . which both have cpG nucleotides in their recognition 
sequences, have Internal s'tes in the deletion/insertion 
region indicating that it could be a CpG rich sequence.
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A 2,1 kb EcoRI fragment from this clone detects the 
polymorphism with all the enzymas. The size of this EcoRI 
fragment (2,1 kb) and the MspI restriction pattern of the 
cloned sequence indicate that the DNA sequence which was 
isolated from the 1 ibvary represents the smaller allele. 
Furthermore, when the 2,1 ka EcoRI fragment was hybridized 
to the SJsJBl human digests, the 6,5 Ju, Ms a I fragment did not 
hybridize to this sequence. Therefore, it can be inferred 
that the deletion extends into the adjacent 1,3 kb £coRI 
fragment of the clone, or that another MspI site exists 
wirnin the deleted /inserted region. This site would then 
be b e t v  3i the sites giving rise to the two visible MspI 
fragments. A similar explanation can be presented for the 
unusual Taal restriction pattern observed, that is, more 
than one TaqI site exists within this region.
The RFLP detected by VC35 is an interesting pclymorphism but 
will only be useful as a single two-allele locus. Its 
usefulness lies, however, in the fact that the majority of 
restriction enzymes can be used to reveal the polymorphism 
and, therefore, no specific enzyme digests for a linkage 
study would need to be prepared for this probe. The 
presence of such a DNA rearrangement in normal individuals 
confirms the view that the genome contains "junk" DNA. Such 
a region may be selected against because in the more 
"ancient" populations, namely the San and Negroids, this 
region is more often absent than present.
Two DNA rearrangements involving 500 bp have been reported 
for the oncogenes c-fms and c-abl (Xu et a l ■. 1985; Xu and
Galih^rt, 1986). The RFL 3 detected are witnin the intron
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3' to the codon of the phosphate receptor for the tyrosine 
residue in the c-abl gene and in the intron 5' to the 
phosphate receptor of the tyrosine residue of the c-fms 
gene. A similar deletion has also been reported for the 
c-erbB gene in chickens (Raines et a l .. 1985). Although the 
RFLP at the c-fms locus follows a Mendelian pattern of 
inheritance there appears to be a selective pressure in 
favour of the heterozygotes in the offspring of a 
heterozygote and a homozygote for the smaller allele (ab x 
tab). The RFLP detected by VC85 does not appear to be 
selected for in a similar manner.
4 .5  L o c a l i z a t i o n  o f  RFLP d e t e c t i n g  p ro b e s
For effective gene mapping, arbitrary DNA sequences 
detecting polymorphisms need to be localized to specific 
regions of the genome. The localization of the DNA 
sequences isolated in this stuj, was achieved using a panel 
of somatic cell hybrids. In situ hybridization has to date 
been of limited use in our department and will not be 
discussed here. The idea of using a panel of hybrid cell 
lines was originally devised to correlate the presence or 
absence of enzymatically detected human markers with the 
chromosome content of each somatic cell hybrid (Ruddle,
1973; Burgerhout, 1978).
As molecular techniques advanced, DNA from different somatic 
cell hybrid lines has been used to form a clone panel for 
mapping of DNA sequences. The pattern given by hybridizing 
a probe to a human DNA control was compared with the pattern
of hybridization of this probe to the DMA from a panel of 
somatic cell hybrids, which had been digested with the same 
restriction enzyme. Those clones which have an identical 
pattern of hybridization to the human sequence are scored as 
positive for the sequence. Controls of mouse and Chinese 
hamster DNA are very important because cross-species 
homology of the human DNA sequence with the rodent lines 
could exist. This must not be misinterpreted as positive 
hybridization to the specific hybrid line (Kamarck et a l .. 
1984).
The ideal panel would contain a sufficient number of lines 
so that the presence or absence of the probe to a specific 
chromosome would be clearly defined. However this ideal has 
not been realized since many _ines appear to retain certain 
groups of chromosomes (reviewed by Ruddle and Creagan,
1975). The somatic cell hybrid lines which were used in 
this study had been characterized cytogenetically for the 
presence of human chromosomes and these results were 
confirmed by isozyme studies.
The human DNA sequences which were to be localized, were 
initially hybridized to a single Southern blot containing 10 
different somatic cell hybrid lines which almost formed a 
complete panel. Unfortunately, one could not distinguish 
between chromosomes 7 and 20 using this panel, but 
provisional assignments for probes VC85 and VC64 to 
chromosome 1, VC01 to chromosome 2 and VC 14 to chromosome 6 
have been made. Additional studies showed that vci-i was 
present in two hybrid lines which contained an isochromoscre 
for chromosome 6p and tnus a regional assignment can oe
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m a d e . Furthermore, the assignment of botl, VC64 and VC85 to 
the same chromosome was made prior to the linkage study in 
which they were found to be closely linked. The human DNA 
sequence of VC85 has also cross-hybridized to Chinese 
hamster an \ mouse DNA, thus indicating that it could be a 
conserved region and even a potential coding sequence.
The localization of VC28, VC63 and VC75 was not definitive 
using the first panel and other lines were then analyzed. 
Probe VC75 was assigned to either chromosome 7 or 20 using 
the initial pa:, il. One hybrid line ..hich showed definite 
hybridization to VC75, did not appear cytogenetically to 
contain a chromosome 7. The probe VC75 has been rested 
against other hybrid lines and was found to be present in at 
least two other lines which contained chromosome 7 and 
lacked chromosome 20. It has therefore been concluded that 
this probe is on chromosome 7, even though a single 
discrepancy exists. In order to confirm this result DNA 
probes which are known to be on chromosome 7 can be 
hybridized to the lines in question and cuuld help to solve 
the discrepancy.
The assignment of probe VC63 to chromosome 4 has btin nade 
on the basis of the initial result using the first 10 
lines. In order to confirm this result, the micromarker 
present in one line needs to be identified as chromosome 4p 
and not 12p. When confirmed this could contribute to a 
regional assignment i‘or this probe. Two lines are 
discordant with thi assignment and they cou^d either have 
micro-deletions on chromosome 4, which were not visible 
cytogenetically, or else an insufficient number of cells
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were analyzed to get a true indication of the chromosomal 
content of the lines. If these two lines are excluded from 
the hybridization results, the assignment would be 
conclusive for chromosome 4 in 22 hybrid lines.
The assignment of VC28 to chromosome 8 has been tentatively 
made despite the one discrepancy in which the probe has 
hybridized to a hybrid line which has not been 
cytogenetically assessed as containing chromosome 8. This 
could be due to the presence of chromosome 8 in an 
undetectable frequency in the lines analyzed and the 
increased sensitivity of DNA hybridization studies compared 
with the cytogenetic analysis. From studies using further 
lines the probe appears to be on chromosome 8.
The above assignments of the DNA sequences, which were 
isolated in this study, must be regarded as provisional. 
Further work will be needed to clarify the human chromosomal 
content of the somatic cell hybrid lines constructed in the 
department. Most of these probes have been placed into the 
C.E.P.rt. linkage studv and their assignment could be 
confirmed independently of in situ hybridisation or somatic 
cell hybrid studies, if they are found to be linked to other 
assigned classical or DNA markers (Skolnick et a l .. 1984).
4.6 RFLPs vsed tor Population Studies
It has been shown that rarely can individual loci be 
sufficiently informative for conclusions about the ethnic 
origins of .individuals to be made. The accumulation of
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information from many gene loci should alio* for the 
reconstruction of the evolutionary history of population 
groups. In 1964, 5 loci were used to construct a tree of 
descent, of human ethnic groups, consisting of 15 population 
groups (Cavalli-Sforza and Edwards, 1964). Such results 
gave information about the existing relationships among the 
population groups as well as the evo'utionary history with 
respect to the origin of the populations. Initially, the 
accumulation of data for such studies was slow since the 
number of available classical markers was limited. The 
discovery of RFLPs will ensure that these sorts of studies 
will proceed more rapidly.
The reconstructicn of the early history of the peoples of 
southern Africa '■ s possible using gene markers, when these 
data are considered together with archaeological, 
ethnological and linguistic findings. In southern Africa 
there are two indigenous population groups, namely the 
Xhoisan and the Negroids. The Caucasoid and Mongoloid 
individuals represent two recent immigrant populations. 
Fossilized remains have been found of both major divisions 
of Australopithecus. A. africanus and A.robustus, in 
southern Africa (Tobias, 1978). The more recent 
rhQdesiengls man has been proposed to be a stage 
intermediate to both the Negro and Khoisan peoples. From 
v.Kjietal evidence it has been concluded that if the Khoisan 
and Negroids descended from a single commu., stock the 
divergence wae already present at ieaat 20 000 to 30 000 
years ago (Nurae , 1985).
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The peoples of southern African have been grouped on the 
bamim of socio-cultural, physical, anthropological,
linguistic, archaeological and genetic criteria into three 
entities, namely, the San, Khoikhoi and the Negro. Most of 
the San speak Bushman languages and are, or were until 
recently, hunter-gatherers, the Khoikhoi speak a language 
termei" Hottentot and are herders, and the Negroids speak 
Bantu languages and are cultivators, peasant- and townsmen 
(Jenkins and Nurse, 1977).
Morphological findings and genetic evidence indicate "hat 
the Khoi and San shared a relatively recent common 
progenitor and may be grouped into one known as the Khoisan 
(Singer and Weiner, 1963; Jenkinr, 1987). Analysis at the 
genetic level using serological markers has demonstrated 
that some alleles are restricted to the Khoisan people and 
others are characteristic of the Negroids. Further traits 
are widely spread and support the argument for the common 
origin of these peoples. The origin of the Negroids is not 
defined due to discrepancies in the fossil record (discussed 
by Nurse et a l ., 1985). The oldest Negroid remains appear 
to have been found in the Border Cave, South Africa and 
these suggest that the origin of the Negroid group of 
peoples could have been as long as 110 000 years ago (de 
Villiers and Fatti, 1982). The migration of the 
Bantu-speaking peoples into the subcontinent appears from 
linguistic and archaeological evidence to have occurred 
rapidly and the different tribal groups are closely 
related. These intertribal relationships can be tested at
the DMA level using gene markers and t' relationships of 
these peoples to the San and Khoikhoi peoples can also be 
assessed in this way.
The frequencies of the elffmical protein and blood group 
markers have already been studied intensively in the 
indigenous populations of southern Africa (Jenkins, 1972; 
Jenkins and Dunn, 1981; Nurse et a l .. 1985). The results 
have indicated that the Bantu-speaking populations are 
closely related to one another and are likely to have had a 
common ancestor, whereas the San are more distantly related 
to the Bantu-speaking populations. The initial studies 
between these popuJations have been limited by the 
availability of protean markers. However a number of 
polymorphic traits specific to these peoples have been fou;ui 
(Jenkins and Dunn, 1981) and studies using DNA markers could 
be used to confirm and amplify these findings. The advent 
of recombinant DNA technology has removed this paucity of 
genetic markers because more than 1000 RFLPs have already 
been reported (see proceedings of the Human Gene Mapping 
conference held in 1985; Willard et a l .. 1985).
RFLPs specific for the Y chromosome (Page et a l •, 1982; 
Bishop et a l .■ 1984, Casanova et a l ■. 1985) will be 
important to determine the source of the male contribution 
to a particular population and will be useful to study gene 
flow from one population to another. Mitochondrial DNA 
represents the female counterpart to Y chromosomal RFLPs. 
The rate of gene substitutions are thought to be ten times
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higher in mitochrondrial DNA than in nuclear DNA and special 
statistical methods will be needed to interpret the genetic 
distance analyses between population groups (Jenkins, 1987).
In this study three distinct groups of people have been 
studied, namely the San, Negroid and the Caucasoids using 
the polymorphisms isolated. Data on random Caucasoid 
individuals was obtained after the screening of the French 
and Utah parents from tha C.L.P.H. study. The allele 
frequencies obtained for the southern African Caucasoids 
were not significantly different from the C.E.P.H. sample 
when the results were compared usi^g two by two contingency 
tables. This was expected because all the polymorphisms 
reported have been found in all three population groups 
whicn suggests that they could represent very old mutations 
and hence the frequencies obtained for Caucasoids of Western 
European origin should not differ.
Even though the RFLPs in this study were identified by 
screening Caucasoid individuals ? of the 9 RFLPs were found 
to be present in the other two population groups. The 
frequency of the minor allele was greater than o ,2 for 6 of 
the RFLPs detected in the Caucasoid population, and the Pic 
values ranged from 0,26 to 0,43. In the Negroid pop. . •tion, 
/ of the RFLPs detected had the rarer allele at freqih . 
greater than 0,2 with PIC values ranging between 0,26 tv 
0,37. Finally, in the San population, 5 of the RFLPs hrv.' 
rarer allele frequencies greater than 0,2 with PIC value* 
ranging between 0,24 to 0,37. The PIC values fall into the 
range described as "reasonably Informative" (Botstein et 
a l., 1980).
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Only 1 polymorphism, that was detected by probe VC28 with 
the restriction enzyme TaqI . was found to be monomorphic in 
the Negroid and San populations. The rarer allele was 
present in low frequency (0,195±0,07) in the Caucasoid 
population. From preliminary hapiotype studies, it appears 
to be a recent mutation in the Caucasoid population which 
has arisen after the divergence of the racial groups and 
occurred on the chromosome which contains the larger 4,8 kb 
MspI allele also detected with the same probe.
The only probe which show ad no significant differences in 
allele frequencies among all three populations was VC61.
Both alleles were equail ' common with frequencies around 
0,50 in all populations. This probe has the maximum PIC 
value (0,37) for a two-allele system in all t.iree of the 
populations studied. Either it represents a neutral 
polymorphism, or both alleles are under different e l e c t i v e  
pressures and are being maintained in the population groups.
One of the two MspI polymorphisms detected using VC14 ha: 
allele frequencies in the C; sold population which are not 
significantly different fro "at of the Negroid 
population. The rarer albeit, frequency is 0,13 + 0,02 in th? 
Negroids but this allele has not yet been found in the San 
population. This polymorphism has either arisen in both 
these population groups independently after the diverge v 
of the racial groups and represents parallel evolution ' 
in the San population, it has been selected ^gainst or 
to fixation du# to random ganatic drift. The alleles ne
second Mmol RFLP mhow frequencies which are slgnlficar
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/• ' different between the Caucasoids and Negroids (Xj =11,6; p <
0,01; df”2) and yet there is no significant difference in 
the frequencies between the Caucasoids and San. The allele 
* frequency difference becween the San and Negroid obtained at
this locus are not conclusive for the number of individuals 
studied (p-0,G 4) and therefore there is a need to increase 
the sample •size.
Three probes, VC64, VC75 and VC35, detected RFLPs for which 
the allele frequencies were similar in the Negroid and San 
populations but which were significantly different from the 
allele frequencies obtained in the Caucasoid population.
T h e  minor a l l e l e  of VC64 in the Negroids (0,410±0,05) is 
more common than that in the Caucasoids (0,222s o ,07) zhile 
in the San it is the more common allele (0,525±0,C5). The 
PIC values for t h .# probe are 0,37 in the San end Negroid 
compared with 0,29 in the Caucasoid population.
The allele frequencies obtained with probe VC8 5, which 
detects a DNA rearrangement, show differences between 
populations similar to those found for probe VC64; the PIC 
value in the Caucasoid population is 0,37 and in the San, it 
is 0,24. The larger allele i.e. the one having the deleted/ 
inserted region present, was more common in the southern 
African Caucasoids, but in the Negroids and 8 ~n populations 
it was the smaller allele, i.e. the one for the absence of 
this region, which was the more common allei 3.
The results for VC85 and VC44 can be combined into a 
haplotyp* b#cau## linkage studies revealed that the two loci 
were tightly linked. Haplotype studies indicated that the
common haplotype In the Caucasolda was -/+, in tha Neyroids 
it warn - and in the San -/- and +/- were both found. The 
first (-) or (+) ind.-et#* the abmencm or presence of the 
lagl #lte of VC64 and the eecond (+) or (-) indicates the 
presence or abeence of the 500 bp region. Of the ten 
possible genotypes obtained using the two probes, 8 have 
been found in the Caucasoid population, 6 in the Negroid 
population and u.iiy 5 in the San population.
Although o' these two loci are linked the alleles do not 
appear to be in linkage dxsequi ibrium. The observed 
frequencies of each of the haplotypee ia not significantly 
different, from the expected, which was calculated from the 
rroduct of the allele fraquenclea at each locus. All four 
haplotypes have been found in all populations studied. If 
one considers that the San and Negroid populations are the 
older populations it appears that this 500 bn region could 
be selected against.
In the Caucasoid population three alleles have been found 
for probe VC7 5 whereas only two have been found ;n the 
Negroid and San populations. The allege frequencies a» c 
significantly different between the Caucasoid population and 
the Negroid populations and between » San population and 
:he Caucasoid population (X'- 34,8 and 57,4 respectively; p 
<0,01 for 5 dcgrsms of freedom). In the Caucasoids, the 
larger ailele is one of the two rarer alleleu wh.le in thn 
San and Negroids it is the more common alJele. The presen.e 
of the third allele detected in Caucasoid individuals raised 
the PIC from 0,28 to 0,43. This third allele has probably 
arisen in the Caucasoid population after the divergence of
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che racial groups and is a population specific or "private" 
polymorphism. The PIC values are close to the maximum value 
for a two-allele locus in the Negroid populations (0,37), 
decreasing to 0,33 in the San. This could be a useful locus 
on chromosome 7.
The MsdI RPLP detected using probe VC28 has similar allele 
frequencies in the Caucasoid and Negroid populations but is 
barely polymorphic in the San population. This polymorphism 
is a reasonably informative market for the Caucasoids and 
Negroids having PIC values of 0,38 and 0,37 respectively, 
but in the San population the PIC value is only 0,12 so it 
will not be very useful in this population. This result in 
the San population could be due to random genetic drift 
where the relative isolation of this small population has 
allowed for one of the alleles to increase in frequency. A 
similar result has been found for probe VC63 where the rarer 
allele in the Caucasoids (0,2J8±0,C7) and Negroids 
(0,321±0,05) is the more common allele in the San population 
(0,692+0,0,05). These results are significantly different 
between all three populations.
The RFLPs isolated in this study are presently of unknown 
function and, therefore, no conclusions about any selc -tivp 
pressures for their presence in a population can be made.
If these are, in fact, neutral markers they could become 
important foi studying the history of populations.
Selective markers may well indicate the ecological history 
of the populations (Cavalli-Sforza et a l ., 1986}. When
**■ ■
using a small array of genetic markers it is not possible to
come to firm conclusions about the relationships between ^
populations.
A genetic distance analysis was carried out. using the :
specific allele frequencies at the 9 polymorphic sites in 
four population groups namely the southern African 
Caucasoids, C.E.P.H. Caucasoids, the southern African 
Bantu-speaking Negroids and the San. The results indicated 
that the southern African Caucasoids are closely related to 
the C.E.P.H. Caucasoids. The small distance which was found 
between the two Caucasoid populations can be attributed to 
the third allele detected by VC75 in the C.E.P.H.
Caucasoids, which has not yet been found in the S.A.
Caucasoids. The Negroid and San populations are more 
closely related and share a more recent common ancestor than 
with the Caucasoids. These results were expected because 
although the San are an isolated population they share 
common ancestry with the Negroids of southern Africa (Nurse 
gt_al., 1985).
Previous studies on these populations using DNA markers have 
berm very limited. However, the allele frequencies of the 
highly polymorphic locus, pAWlOl, have been determined in 
the San and Negroid populations (Bowcock, 1984). It appears 
that such highly polymorphic loci may not be as useful for 
population studies as polymorphic loci with fewer alleles.
It was not possible to compare the frequencies of the 
different alleles between the populations studied because of 
the large number of alleles found at the locus. It is also
not known whether such loci are functionally important nor 
how frequently new alleles are generated by non-homologous 
crossing-over at such a region (Bowcock, 1984).
Furthermore, polymorphisms which are present in more than 
one population do not always indicate a single origin of the 
polymorphism prior to the divergence of the human racial 
groups but. could indicate that the mutation has occurred 
more than once in the population groups and parallel 
evolution has occurred. Further, evidence exists that 
certain regions can accommodate mutations more read;'v than 
others and hence the specific polymorphism has arisen more 
than once in different population groups. This is best 
exemplified by haplotype studies around the Hb<3S gene which 
indicate that the mutation ha.% occurred at least three times 
in Africa (Pagnier et a l .. 1984). Polymorphisms are useful 
to mark specific individuals or communities but may not be 
shed light on the question of the origin of the particular 
population.
4.7 Contribution to mapping of the genome
The proposed mapping of the human genome would not be 
possible unless collaboration between many different centres 
existed. The Centre for the Study of Human Polymorphism 
(C.E.P.H.) was established in Paris under the direction of  
Professor J. Dausett. This centre aims to co-ordinate all 
available data relevant to the mapping of the human genome 
(Marx, 1985). In any large scale linkage study one of the 
most important requirements is a source of suitable family
material and such material has been made available through 
the efforts of Dr. J. Dausett, in Paris and Dr. R. L. White, 
in Salt Lake City, Utah. Large multigener ition families 
have been obtained and their lymphocytes immortalized by 
Epstein Barr Virus (EBV) transformation.
DNA from a set of forty large families has been sent out to 
be typed by collaborators with all their available probes 
detecting RFLPs. These data have been pooled together into 
a database which can be analyzed using the computer 
programme LINKAGE (Lathrop and Lalouel, 1984a, 1984b). This 
programme improves on previous linkage analyses, such as the 
sequential tests of Morton (1955a) and LIPED (Ott, 1974), 
since multiple point linkage is possible using this 
programme. The preliminary results of the C.E.P.H. study 
were recently made available when the first database was 
compiled. This database contains information on 171 
probe-enzyme systems and 16 "classical" markers. Ihe 
database is far from complete because a number of 
collaborators, including our laboratory, do not yet have DNA 
samples from all the individuals.
Six probes from this study have already being placed into 
the C.E.P.H. database. All available DNA samples ware typed 
with VC61, VC63 and VC64, the three probes which detect TaqI 
RFLPm, V:28 which detects an Msnl RFLP, and VC75 which
detects the three-allele Avail RFLP. The probe VC35, which 
detects the DNA rearrangement, was typed using the 
restriction enzyme StuI . The other three RFLPs described 
have been used to type the parents but family studies have 
not yet been completed. These studies will be completed
when more DMA becomes available but these results are beyond 
the scope of this thesis. The most important contribution 
is that these six probes have been placed into a database 
and that they will be considered in the construction of the 
humav genetic linkage map.
Two probes, VC64 and VC8 5, which were both localized to 
chromosome 1 using a somatic cell hybrid panel were used to 
type the available C.E.P.H. families. Linkage studies were 
performed between these two probes and they were found to be 
closely linked having a LCD score of 6,2 at a recombination 
fraction of 0,00. The prior probability of synteny of any 
two sequences is 1/18,5 as calculated from the chromosomal 
lengths of the autosomes (discussed by Renwick, 1971).
These two probes 3o not contain part of the same DMA 
sequence since they do not cross-hybridize with each other. 
Clone VC64 has one internal EcoRI site while VC85 has six. 
Clone VC64 detected a low frequency Tag! RFLP in the 
Caucasoid population while VC85 detects a DNA rearrangement 
which is of higher frequency in the Caucasoid population.
The human DNA fragments on Southern Blots differ for all 
enzymes used when hybridized to the two probes. This result 
could reflect the existence of a problem in the human DNA 
library from which these two sequences were isolated. 
However, if one considers that chromosome 1 contains 4,321 
of the autosomal genome, and that it is expected to be 
proportionately represented in the genomic libraries, that 
wore constructed, then this explanation is less likely.
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The initial stages in the construction of the humar linkage 
map will proceed more rapidly than the final stages, which 
will deal with those areas which will be more difficult to 
map. Certain regions of the genome will becc me saturated 
with markers whili other regions which have fewer 
polymorphic markers will need further attention. These 
"bare" regions could then be mapped using walking techniques 
or any of chose regionally assigned DMA sequences, which 
presently do not detect any polymorphisms, but could be used 
to search for RFLPs using a wider range of enzymes. These 
sequences have already had human gene mapping workshop 
numbers assigned to them at the Human Gene Manping 
Conferences in 1 9 8 1 , 1983 and 1 9 8 5 . The isolation of large 
contiguous DNA molecules of up to 200 kb combined with 
pulse-field gel electrophoresis will facilitate the mapping 
of such regions (Shaw, 1 98 6) . Chromosome-specific libraries 
will also be important for the final stages of mapping. 
Already at Human Gene Mapping, 8 , preliminary maps for all 
the chromosomes have been reported (De La Chapelle, 1985).
Those chromosomes which contain the loci for specific 
disease genes have been intensively studied. The X 
chromosome has 68 polymorphic DNA sequences localized to it 
and therefore almost any disease locus on the X chromosome 
should be able to be identified using these markers 
(Gusella, 19BC) . Chromosome 4 has more than thirty 
polymorphic markers due to the interest :_n Hu.it ington' s 
Disease which has been localized to chromosome 4p (Gusella 
et. a l . . 1986). Twenty nine polymorphic DNA sequences have 
been isolated for chromosome 21, 13 for Chromosome 13 and 21 
have been found on chromoso.r.e 11. In strategies to search
for such disease gene loci a large number of RFLPs specific 
for a particular chromosome are usually generated (Willard 
1985).
Highly polymorphic hypervariable regions in the genome such 
as those found near the insulin locus and 3 1 to the a-globin 
locus have already shown their value in linkage studies. 
Adult polycystic kidney disease has been linked to the 
hypervariable region 3' to the a-globin gene cluster on 
chromosome 16 (Reeders et a l ., 1985). One form of bipolar 
affective disorder have been found to be linked to the HVR's 
on chromosome lip, found at the insulin and Ha-ras gene loci 
(Egeland et a l .. 1987;. The search for and isolation of 
many more such loci will be of immense value in other 
linkage studies (Nakamura et a l ., 1987).
The construction of the human gene map is proceeding well 
but it will require continuing r.iajor collaborative efforts 
between many laboratories in order to complete the map. It 
is now probably realistic to expect the final linkage map of 
the human genome to be completed by 1990. Only one of the 
probes isolated in this study comes close to the originally 
required PIC value of 0,5 to make it a sufficiently useful 
marker. However if one considers the haplotype data between 
VC64 and VC85 this linkage group forms a more informative 
marker with a PIC value of 0,53.
Linkage studies using pooled probes, each detecting alleles 
of different size* have been suggested by Feder et a l ., 
(1985). Four RFLP-detecting sequences which only detected 
those fragment# actually involved in the different RFLPs
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were pooled in the hybridization study and each RFLP could 
be independently scored. It would be possible to use in 
such a linkage experiment the four probes which detected 
TaqI polymorphisms in this study . The Tag! digested DMA 
would nowever need to be adequately separated by 
electrophoresis and all probes must be equally labelled, so 
that the fragments detected are of equal intensity. This 
"pooled" probe would efficiently reduce the time spent 
typing the C.E.P.H. families and also be of value in any 
linkage study since results for all four loci could be 
obtained after one hybridization experiment.
4,8 Future studies
The results presented in this study will be ennanced by 
linkage studies in the C.E.P.H. programme. These probes 
will either be mapped by linkage to already known mark*. - o’~ 
else they could become markers in regions which presently 
have very few. All the probes which have been placed into 
the C.E.P.H. programme will also be made available without 
any restrictions to interested collaborators.
At the present moment all the DMA sequences are of interest 
because of their potential as genetic markers in single-copy 
regions of the nnman genome. The probe VC85 was found to 
detect a DMA rearrangement of 500 bp found in normal 
individuals. The cross-species homology, which was an 
incidental finding, made during the somatic cell hybrid 
studies suggests that it may be a coding region conserved 
between the epeciem.
!' A study has b#en initiated by C&''alli-S(u . *t a l .. ,
 ^ to examln# gmnettc variation In + h# human @pt\.'es using DMA
» markers. This type of study is vmry time consumifu, mince
sufficient material on each population group must be 
accumulated. In addition, anthropological studies are 
" becoming more difficult because isolated, traditional
population groups are decreasing in size due to 
intermarriage and migration. It is important, therefore, 
that such populations be ascertained, and their lymphocytes 
* immortalized. Small family units consisting of two parents
and two children are being collected so that hap]otypes can 
/ be emtablisned and Included in the study (Cavalli-si rz* @1
a l .. 1986). Results on 47 DMA markers f:om 30 genes or 
chromosomal regions have now bean Investigated in five 
* populations groups. The overall results favour a primary
split between Euasia and Africa but the conclusion is not 
statistically significant (Bowcock et a l .. 1987). A much 
larger number of markers still needs to be studied to reach 
significance.
Southern Africa provides us with a unique group of different 
populatjons. In this study the different divisions within 
the San and Negroid populations have not been considered but 
future studies could contribute to our understanding of the 
relationships within these different population groups. 
Anthropological studies cannot be completed in a short 
period of time but the accumulation of data for many protein 
and DN, markers will facilitate this type of research. Jhf*
DNA polymorphisms which have been used in this study could 
be extended to type all other population groups for 
comparative purposes.
After the human linkage map has been completed, RFLPs will 
be used as the starting point for major linkage studies in 
the search for the loci cf many inherited disorders for 
which the biochemical defect is unknown. In addition 
prenatal diagnosis in these kinds - c diseases will be 
possible using RFLPs.
Conclusions
In this study nine RFLPs have .>een discovered using seven 
single-copy DNA sequences. Each of the polymorphisms has 
been confirmed to be inherited in a co-dominant Mendelian 
fashion by means of family studies. The RFLP-detecting 
sequences have all been provisionally assigned to specific 
chromosomes. These RFLPs have been studied in some o* the 
different population groups inhabiting Soutnern Africa. 
Linkage analysis using these polymorphisms will be possible 
in the near future when the C.E.P.H. study is completed. A 
contribution to human genetics has been made by this study 
in that seven arbitrary loci, which together detect nine 
polymorphisms in the human genome, have been discovered. It 
is hoped that one or more of them will be useful as a 
genetic markers on a specific chromosome in the " completed" 
human linkage map.
a p p e n d i c e s
2J1
MANUFACTURER
A c ^ M c  acid (glacial) univAR
Adenosine 5' triphomphat# Sigma
Agarose Seakero
A n t 1 biotic#-Ampleillin Sigma
-Chloramphenicol Sigma
-Tetracyc1in# Sigroa
Bacto-Agar 
Bacto Tryptone 
Bacto Yeast Extract 
Rromophenol Blue
Difco
Difco
Sigma
Sigma / MercK
Cesium Chloride 
Chloroform 
Core buffer
Sigma
univAR
Bathemda Raaearch 
Laboratories
2 '-deoxycytidine 5 ' -triphosphate Sigma
D-L dithiothraitol (DTT) Sigma
Oeoxyribonucleaa# (DNaa# I) Ameraham
Deoxyribonucleic acid Polymerame I 
(DMA pol I; Ameraham / Boehringher
Mannheim
Dodecyl hydrogen sodium sulphate 
(SDS) Merck
Ethanol Merck
Ethidium Bromide Boehrinqher Mannheim
Ethylene diamine tetra acetic acid 
(EDTA) NDH Chemicals
Ficoll
Formamide
Sigma 
Fluka AG
Hepes
8-Hydroxyquinoline 
Hydrochloric acid (HC1)
Sigma
Sigma
univAR
Isopropyl alcchol 
IPTG
SMM chemicals 
Sigma
Klenow Fragment
Lambda deoxyribonucleic acid 
(DNA)
Ligase (T4) 
Lysozyme
Boehrinqher Mannheim,
Worthington
Amersham
Sigma
/0-2-mercaptoethanol 
Magnesium acetate 
Magnesium Chloride (Mgci)
Merck 
Merck 
Anal R
Oranqe G Sigma
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Proteinase K Boehringher Mannheim
Phenol univAR
Poly A Sigma
Polyvinylpyrrolidone PVP
Potassium Chloride (KC1) univAR
Pyrophosphate Sigma
Restriction endonucleases
i . M a n Amersham, Boehringher 
Mannheim
ii. BamHl Anglian, Amersham,
Boehringher
Mannheim
ill. m m Anglian, Amersham
iv. ESflRi Amersham, Boehringher 
Mannheim, Anglian
V . H i n d i Amersham
v i . HindiI Boehringher Mannheim
vii. Hindiii Amersham, Boehringher 
Mannheim
viii. Mbai Bethesda Research 
Laboratories
ix. m ^ i Boehringher Mannheim, 
Bethesda Research 
Laboratories
PstI Amersham
xi. EyuII Amersham
xii. Rsal Boehringher Mannheim
x i i i .  S a s I
xv. Still
xvi. Tatgl 
xvii. TthI 
xix. Xbal
Boehringher Mannheim, 
Amersham
Bethesda Research 
Laboratories 
Boehringher Mannheim 
Boehringher Mannheim 
Amersham
Boehringher Mannheim
Spermidine trihydrochloride Sigma
Salmon sperm Deoxyribonucleic acid Sigma
Sephadex G-50 
Laboratories 
Sodium Acetate 
Sodium Chloride 
Sodium Hydroxide 
Sodium Lauryl Sulphate 
Sucrose
Pharmacia fine
Merck, Sigma 
uniVAR
uniVAR
uniVAF
PAL chemicals
T4 ligase
Trichloroacetic arid 
Tri-Sodium citrate 
Thymidine 
Tris-base 
Tris-HCl
Amersham
univAR
univAR
Sigma
Boehringher Mannheim
Xgal Boehringer Mannheim
APPENDIX B
MEDIA
a n t i b i o t i c s
Ampiciliin- 10 mg/ml stock. Store at -20 "C 
Chloramphenicol- 34 mg/ml of absolute etha -I. 
fresh.
Tetracycline- lu mg/ml stock. Store at -20 *C 
dark container
D e n a t u r in g  S o lu t io n
NaCl (M) NaOH (M)
i. Biodyne (PALL) 1,5 0,5
ii. Zetaprobe (Biorad) 1,0 0,4
iii. Zetabind (AMF Cuno) 0,6 0,2
iv. Nitrocellulose 1,0 0,5
D e n h a r d t 's  S o lu t io n
0,2 % Ficoll
0,2 % Polyvinylpyrrolidone
0.2 % BSA
Filter through a disposable i 'ter. 
Store at -20 "C
Z .
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Use
in a
Formamide
Deionize using 5 % amberlite.
Stir for 30 minutes.
Filter through Whatman filter paper.
Repeat.
Storn at -20 "C.
Ficoll Dye
50 % sucrose 
5 0 m M E D T A p H 7 , 0
0,1 % Bromophenol Blue 
10 % Ficoll
Autoclave.
Hybridization Solution (2X stock)
0,1 M Hepes pH 7,0 
20 fig/ml Poly A 
GX SSC
100 fig/Ml denatured, aonicated sperm DNA 
10X Denhardt's Solution 
10 % Dextran Sulphate 
Store at -20 "C.
Dilute prior to hybridization using 50 I deioni 
formamide.
Filter if not clear.
L u r ia  b r o t h
20 g Tryptone
10 g yeast extract 
2 0 g N a C l
Make up to 2 1.
Autoclave.
L u r i a  A g a r
Add 10-12 g of agar /I Luria broth.
Autoclave.
L y s o z y m e
Prepare 10 mg/ml fresh solution using 0,25 M Tris- 
HC1. Adjust pH to 8,0.
N e u t r a l i z i n g  S o lu t io n
Na Acetat# (M) NaCl (M) Tri*-HCl pH
a. Biodyne 3 - 5,5
b . :!etabind - 1,5 0,5 7,5
c. Zetaprobe - 3,0 0,5 7,4
d. Nitrocellulose - 3,0 0,5 7,0
**■
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N ic k  T r a n s la t i o n  b u f f e r
50 mil Trim HCl pH 7,5
5 mM Magnesium chloride 
10 mM 0-2-inercaptoethanol 
0,2 mM dATP
0,2 mM dGTP }- when using hot dCTP 
0,2 mm dTTP 
Store at -20 "C .
10 g NZ amine 
5 g NaCl 
5 g Yeast
1 g Casaminoacids /I 
pH 7,5
P r e p a r a t io n  o f  o r g a n ic  s o lv e n t s
i. Phenolz Redistillation of organic phenol at 160“C removed 
contaminants which cause breakdown or cross-1 inking of 
RNA and DMA. The phenol was stored at 4 4 C in a  dark 
container. A required volume of phenol was melted d o w n  
and extracted several times with equal volumes of 0,1 M 
Tris-HCl, pH 8,0 until the pH of the aqueous phase war- 
greater than 7,6. An antioxidant, hydroxyquin o 1ine was 
add#d to a final concentration of 0,1 $
#*#" --
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Hydroxyquinoline is a partial inhibitor of RNase 
activity and a weak chelator of metal ions. The 
saturated phenol was stored at 4 * C in a dark container.
ii. Chloroform : isoamyl alcohol: A 24:1 ratio ot
chloroform to isoamyl aicohoi was prepared. Isoamyl 
alcohol helps in the separation of the organic and the 
aqueous phases.
Oligolabelling buffer
Solution A: 1,25 M Tris-HCl
125 mM Magnesium Chloride 
250 mM 0-mercaptoethanol 
0,5 mM dNTP's-dCTP 
Store at -20'C
Solution B: 2 M Hepes, pH 6,6.
Store at -20 ”C.
Solution C: p(dNJ6 random hexadeoxynucleotides, dissolved 
at 90 00 units per ml in 1 mM Tris-HCl, 1 mM
EDTA, pH 7,5. Stored at -20'C.
OLB: Mix solutions A,B and C in a ratio of 100:250:150.
Store at -20 "C.
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Proteinase K
10 mg/ml stock solution.
Incubate at 37 “C for 1 houi 
Stor# at -20 "C.
Prehybridization Buffer (2X)
0.1 M hepes pH 7,0 
6X SSC
Poly A (20 Mq/ml)
5X Denhardt's solution
100 jig/ml denatured sonicated salmon sperm 0NA 
Store at -20 C.
Iilute prior to prehybridization using equal volumes of 
deionised formamide.
Salmon sperm DNA
Dissolve to a concentration of 10 mg/ml, 
sonicate for 15 second bursts in every minute,
Repeat five times.
Boil for 10 minutes.
Stor# at -20 C.
SSC
0,15 M NaCI 
0,015 Na Citrat*
2 4 1 .
STE
10 *M Tri# HCl pH 8,0
100 *M Nr.*. I 
1 mM EDTA 
Adjust pH to 8,0.
TE B u f f e r
10 mM Trim- HC1
1 mM EDTA
Adjust pH to 8 ,0 .
TEA b u f f e r
40 mM Trim Base
2 mM EDTA
20 mM Glacial Acetic acid 
Adjust the; pH to 8,1.
Autoclave.
G e n e ra l N o te s
1, Use distilled water to make up solutions and store 
molutionm at room temperature urlems ot^ jrwise stated.
2. All glammware im autoclaved prior to use.
I
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A.PPENDIX C
MOLECULAR WEIGHT MARKERS
Slz#* of fragment# in kiloba### (kb)
Lambda HindiII Lambda Hindlll + EcoRi
23,70 21,80
9,46 5,24
6,75 5.05
4,26 4,21
2,26 3,41
1,98 1,98
0,58 1,90
1,57
1,32
0,93
0,84
0,58
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